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Abstract. We develop the axiomatics of highest weight (and various more general

stratified) categories, in order to incorporate two “semi-infinite” situations which are
in Ringel duality with each other; the underlying posets are either upper finite or

lower finite. We also discuss several well-known examples which fit into our setup.
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1. Introduction

Highest weight categories were introduced by Cline, Parshall and Scott [CPS1] in
order to provide an axiomatic framework encompassing a number of important examples
which had previously arisen in representation theory. In this article, we give a detailed
exposition of two semi-infinite generalizations of the notion of highest weight category,
which we call lower finite and upper finite highest weight categories. Lower finite highest
weight categories were already included in the original work of Cline, Parshall and
Scott (although our terminology is different). Well-known examples include the category
ReppGq of finite-dimensional rational representations of a connected reductive algebraic
group. Upper finite highest weight categories have also appeared in the literature in
many examples, and an appropriate axiomatic framework was sketched out by Elias and
Losev in [EL, §6.1.2]. However there are plenty of subtleties, so a full treatment seems
desirable. We also explain how to extend Ringel duality to this setting:

"

lower finite
highest weight categories

*

Ringel duality
ÐÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ

"

upper finite
highest weight categories

*

.

Other approaches to “semi-infinite Ringel duality” exist in the literature, but these
typically require the existence of a Z-grading; e.g., see [Soe] (in a Lie algebra setting)
and also [Maz2]. We avoid this by working with finite-dimensional comodules over a
coalgebra in the lower finite case, and with locally finite-dimensional modules over a
locally unital algebra in the upper finite case.

We actually consider more generally what we call ε-stratified categories rather than
highest weight categories. The idea of this definition is due to Ágoston, Dlab and Lukács:
in [ADL, Definition 1.3] one finds the notion of a stratified algebra of type ε; the category
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of finite-dimensional left modules over such a finite-dimensional algebra is an example
of a ε-stratified category in our sense. However, our precise setup does not seem to
have appeared explicitly elsewhere in the literature, so we begin by explaining it in the
finite-dimensional case. We work throughout over an algebraically closed field k.

Consider a finite Abelian category, that is, a category R equivalent to the category
A-modfd of finite-dimensional left A-modules for some finite-dimensional k-algebra A.
Let B be a finite set indexing a full set of pairwise inequivalent irreducible objects
tLpbq | b P Bu. Let P pbq (resp. Ipbq) be a projective cover (resp. injective hull) of Lpbq.

A stratification of R is the data of a function ρ : B Ñ Λ for some poset Λ. For λ P Λ,
let Rďλ (resp. Răλ) be the Serre subcategory of R generated by the irreducibles Lpbq
for b P B with ρpbq ď λ (resp. ρpbq ă λ). Then define the stratum Rλ to be the Serre
quotient Rďλ{Răλ with quotient functor jλ : Rďλ Ñ Rλ. For b P Bλ :“ ρ´1pλq, let
Lλpbq :“ jλLpbq. These give a full set of pairwise inequivalent irreducible objects in Rλ.
Let Pλpbq (resp. Iλpbq) be a projective cover (resp. an injective hull) of Lλpbq in Rλ.

The functor jλ has a left adjoint jλ! and a right adjoint jλ˚ , which we refer to as the
standardization and costandardization functors, respectively, following [LW, §2]. Then
we introduce the standard, proper standard, costandard and proper costandard objects
of R for λ P Λ and b P Bλ:

∆pbq :“ jλ! Pλpbq, ∆̄pbq :“ jλ! Lλpbq, ∇pbq :“ jλ˚Iλpbq, ∇̄pbq :“ jλ˚Lλpbq. (1.1)

Equivalently, ∆pbq (resp. ∇pbq) is the largest quotient of P pbq (resp. the largest subob-
ject of Ipbq) that belongs to Rďλ, and ∆̄pbq (resp. ∇̄pbq) is the largest quotient of ∆pbq
(resp. the largest subobject of ∇pbq) such that all composition factors apart from its
irreducible head (resp. its irreducible socle) belong to Răλ.

Fix a sign function ε : Λ Ñ t˘u and define the ε-standard and ε-costandard objects

∆εpbq :“

"

∆pbq if εpρpbqq “ `
∆̄pbq if εpρpbqq “ ´

, ∇εpbq :“

"

∇̄pbq if εpρpbqq “ `
∇pbq if εpρpbqq “ ´

. (1.2)

We call R a finite ε-stratified category if one of the following equivalent properties holds:

(P∆ε) For every b P B, the projective object P pbq has a ∆ε-flag with sections ∆εpcq
for c P B with ρpcq ě ρpbq.

(I∇ε) For every b P B, the injective object Ipbq has a ∇ε-flag with sections ∇εpcq for
c P B with ρpcq ě ρpbq.

The fact that these two properties are indeed equivalent was established originally in
[ADL, Theorem 2.2] (under slightly more restrictive hypotheses than here), extending
the earlier work of Dlab [Dla]. We give a self-contained proof in Theorem 3.6 below; see
also §5.1 for some elementary examples. An equivalent statement is as follows.

Theorem 1.1 (Dlab,. . . ). Let R be a finite Abelian category equipped with a stratifica-
tion as above. Then R is ε-stratified if and only if Rop is p´εq-stratified.

The notion of ε-stratified category generalizes the original notion of highest weight
category from [CPS1]: a highest weight category is an ε-stratified category in which all
strata Rλ are simple. In that case, the function ρ is a bijection, so we may identify B
with the poset Λ, and moreover ∆pλq “ ∆̄pλq and ∇pλq “ ∇̄pλq for each λ P Λ.

The next most important special cases arise when ε is the constant function ` or
´. We refer to ε-stratified categories for these two choices of ε as standardly stratified
categories and costandardly stratified categories, respectively. The notion of a finite stan-
dardly stratified category goes back to the work of Cline, Parshall and Scott [CPS2]:
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it means the same as a category equivalent to the category of finite-dimensional mod-
ules over a standardly stratified algebra as defined in loc. cit.. By Theorem 1.1, R is
costandardly stratified if and only if Rop is standardly stratified.

Adopting the language suggested in the remark after [ADL, Definition 1.3], we say
that R is fully stratified if it is both standardly and costandardly stratified; in that
case, it is ε-stratified for all choices of the sign function ε. Fully stratified categories
have appeared several times elsewhere in the literature but under different names: they
are called “weakly properly stratified” in [Fri1], “exactly properly stratified” in [CZ],
and “standardly stratified” in [LW]. The latter seems a particularly confusing choice
since it clashes with the established notion from [CPS2] but we completely agree with
the sentiment of [LW, Remark 2.2]: fully stratified categories have a particularly well-
behaved structure theory. One reason for this is that all of the standardization and
costandardization functors in a fully stratified category are exact. We note also that any
ε-stratified category with a duality is automatically fully stratified; see Corollary 3.22.

Many examples of fully stratified categories arise in the context of categorification.
This includes the pioneering examples of categorified tensor products of finite dimen-
sional irreducible representations for the quantum group attached to slk from [FKS] (in
particular Remark 2.5 therein), and the categorified induced cell modules for Hecke al-
gebras from [MS, 6.5]. Building on these examples and the subsequent work of Webster
[Web1], [Web2], Losev and Webster [LW] formulated the important axiomatic definition
of a tensor product categorification. On such categories, there is a fully stratified struc-
ture which gives a categorical interpretation of Lusztig’s construction of tensor product
of based modules for a quantum group.

The device of incorporating the sign function ε into the definition of stratified category
is convenient as it streamlines many of the subsequent definitions and proofs. It also
leads to some interesting new possibilities when it comes to the “tilting theory” which
we discuss next, although it remains unclear to us if it the extra generality is really
useful (beyond the special cases ε “ ` or ´).

Assuming R is a finite ε-stratified category, an ε-tilting object is an object of R which
has both a ∆ε-flag and a ∇ε-flag. Isomorphism classes of indecomposable ε-tilting objects
are parametrized in a canonical way by the set B; see Theorem 4.2. We denote them by
Tεpbq, b P B. Now let T be a full ε-tilting object. The Ringel dual of R relative to T is
the category

rR :“ EndRpT q
op-modfd .

We note that the isomorphism classes of irreducible objects in rR are in bijection with
the isomorphism classes of indecomposable summands of T , hence, they are also indexed
naturally by the same set B that indexes the irreducibles in R. Let

F :“ HomRpT,´q : RÑ rR.
This is the Ringel duality functor. The following theorem is well known for highest
weight categories (where it is due to Ringel [Rin] and Happel [Hap]) and for standardly
stratified categories (see [AHLU]). We prove it for general ε in Theorem 4.11 below.

Theorem 1.2 (Ringel, Happel, . . . ). Let rR be the Ringel dual of R relative to T .

(1) Letting Λop be the opposite poset, the function ρ : B Ñ Λop defines a stratifica-

tion of rR making it into a p´εq-stratified category. Moreover, each stratum rRλ

of rR is equivalent to the corresponding stratum Rλ of R.
(2) The functor F defines an equivalence of categories between the categories of ∇ε-

filtered objects in R and ∆´ε-filtered objects in rR. It sends ε-tilting objects (resp.

injective objects) in R to projective objects (resp. p´εq-tilting objects) in rR.
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(3) If Rλ is of finite global dimension for each λ such that εpλq “ ´ then the total

derived functor RF : DbpRq Ñ Dbp rRq is an equivalence between the bounded
derived categories.

The original category R can be recovered from its Ringel dual rR. Indeed, if we let I

be an injective cogenerator in R, then rT :“ FI is a full p´εq-tilting object in rR such

that EndRpIq – End
rRp

rT q. Since R is equivalent to the category of finite-dimensional

left EndRpIq
op-modules, R is equivalent to the Ringel dual of rR relative to rT . The

Ringel duality functor rF :“ Hom
rRp

rT ,´q in the other direction induces an equivalence

R rF : Dbp rRq Ñ DbpRq if Rλ is of finite global dimension for each λ with εpλq “ `.
We do not consider here derived equivalences in the case of infinite global dimension,

but instead refer to [PS], where this and involved t-structures are treated in detail by
generalizing the classical theory of co(resolving) subcategories. This requires to use
instead of ordinary derived categories certain coderived and contraderived categories.

Now we shift our attention to the semi-infinite case, which is really the main topic
of the article. Following [EGNO], a locally finite Abelian category is a category that is
equivalent to the category comodfd-C of finite-dimensional right comodules over some
coalgebra C. Let R be such a category and tLpbq | b P Bu be a full set of pairwise
inequivalent irreducible objects. Fix also a poset Λ that is lower finite, i.e., the intervals
p´8, µs are finite for all µ P Λ, a sign function ε : Λ Ñ t˘u, and a function ρ : B Ñ Λ
with finite fibers. For any lower set Λ� in Λ, we can consider the Serre subcategory R�

of R generated by the irreducible objects tLpbq | b P B�u where B� :“ ρ´1pΛ�q. We say
that R is a lower finite ε-stratified category if ρ defines a stratification making R� into
a finite ε-stratified category for every finite lower set B�. In particular, this means that
each R� must be finite Abelian.

In a lower finite ε-stratified category, there are ε-standard and ε-costandard objects
∆εpbq and ∇εpbq; they are the same as the ε-standard and ε-costandard objects of the
finite ε-stratified category R� defined from any finite lower set Λ� containing ρpbq. As
well as (finite) ∆ε- and ∇ε-flags, one can consider certain infinite ∇ε-flags in objects of
the ind-competion IndpRq (which is the category comod-C of all right C-comodules in the
case that R “ comodfd-C). We refer to these as ascending ∇ε-flags; see Definition 3.51
for the precise formulation.

Theorem 3.59 establishes a cohomological criterion for an object to possess an as-
cending ∇ε-flag, generalizing the well-known criterion for good filtrations in rational
representations of reductive groups [Jan1, Proposition II.4.16]. From this, it follows
that the injective hull Ipbq of Lpbq in IndpRq has an ascending ∇ε-flag. Moreover, the
multiplicity of ∇εpcq as a section of such a flag satisfies

pIpbq : ∇εpcqq “ r∆εpcq : Lpbqs,

generalizing BGG reciprocity. This leads to an alternative “global” characterization of
lower finite ε-stratified categories; see Definition 3.53.

In a lower finite ε-stratified category, there are also ε-tilting objects. Isomorphism
classes of the indecomposable ones are labelled by B just like in the finite case. In fact,
for b P B the corresponding indecomposable ε-tilting object of R is the same as the
object Tεpbq of the finite ε-stratified category R� defined from any finite lower set Λ�

containing ρpbq. Let pTiqiPI be a full ε-tilting family in R. Then we can define the Ringel

dual rR of R relative to T :“
À

iPI Ti (an object in the ind-completion of R): it is the
category of locally finite-dimensional left modules over the locally unital algebra

A “
à

i,jPI

HomRpTi, Tjq,
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with multiplication in A being the opposite of composition in R. Saying that A is locally
unital means that A “

À

i,jPI eiAej where tei | i P Iu are the mutually orthogonal idem-
potents defined by the identity endomorphisms of each Ti. A locally finite-dimensional
module is an A-module V “

À

iPI eiV with dim eiV ă 8 for each i P I.
This brings us to the notion of an upper finite ε-stratified category, whose definition

may be discovered by considering the nature of the categories rR that can arise as Ringel
duals of lower finite ε-stratified categories as just defined. We refer to Definition 3.31
for the intrinsic formulation. In fact, starting from R that is a lower finite ε-stratified

category, the Ringel dual rR is an upper finite p´εq-stratified category with stratification
defined by reversing the partial order on the poset Λ; see Theorem 4.20 which extends
parts (1) and (2) of Theorem 1.2.

In general, in an upper finite ε-stratified category, the underlying poset is required
to be upper finite, i.e., all of the intervals rλ,8q are finite. There are ε-standard and
ε-costandard objects, but now these can have infinite length (although composition mul-
tiplicities in such objects are finite). On the other hand, the indecomposable projectives
and injectives do still have finite ∆ε-flags and ∇ε-flags, exactly like in pP∆εq and pI∇εq.
Perhaps the most interesting feature is that one can still make sense of ε-tilting objects.
These are objects possessing certain infinite flags: both an ascending ∆ε-flag and a de-
scending ∇ε-flag; see Definition 3.35. This allows to define the Ringel dual of an upper
finite ε-stratified category; see Definition 4.21 and Theorem 4.22.

For rR arising as the Ringel dual of a lower finite ε-stratified category R, the indecom-

posable p´εq-tilting objects in rR are the images of the indecomposable injective objects
of R under the Ringel duality functor

F :“
à

iPI

HomRpTi,´q : RÑ rR.

Moreover, the Ringel dual of rR is equivalent to the original category R. The proof of
this relies on the following elementary observation: if U is any locally finite-dimensional
module over a locally unital algebra A then the endomorphism algebra EndApUq

op is
the linear dual C˚ of a coalgebra C; see Lemma 2.8. Taking U to be a full p´εq-tilting

object in rR, this produces a coalgebra C such that the original category R is equivalent
to comodfd-C.

A lower finite (resp. upper finite) highest weight category is a lower finite (resp. upper
finite) ε-stratified category all of whose strata are simple. As we have already mentioned,
the category ReppGq for a reductive group G gives an example of a lower finite highest
weight category. Its Ringel dual is an upper finite highest weight category. This case
has been studied in particular by Donkin (e.g., see [Do2], [Do3]), but Donkin’s approach
involves truncating to a finite-dimensional algebra from the outset. Other important
examples come from blocks of category O over an affine Lie algebra: in negative level
one obtains lower finite highest weight categories, while positive level produces upper
finite ones. These and several other prominent examples are outlined in §§5.2–5.5.
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upper finite highest weight categories was explained to this author by Losev. The sec-
ond author would like to thank Henning Andersen, Dennis Gaitsgory, Shrawan Kumar
and Wolfgang Soergel for several useful discussions on topics related to this paper. The
authors also thank Peter Fiebig and Tomoyuki Arakawa for helpful comments.
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2. Some finiteness properties on Abelian categories

We fix an algebraically closed field k. All algebras, categories, functors, etc. will be
assumed to be linear over k without further mention. We write b for bk. We begin by
introducing some language for Abelian categories with various finiteness properties:

Finite Abelian categories

��

��
Lemma 2.17

��

Schurian categories

Corollary 2.16oo Lemma 2.18 00Locally finite
Abelian categories

Locally Schurian
categories

2.1. Finite and locally finite Abelian categories. According to [EGNO, Definition
1.8.5], a finite Abelian category is a category that is equivalent to the category A-modfd of
finite-dimensional (left) modules over some finite-dimensional algebra A. Equivalently,
a finite Abelian category is a category equivalent to the category comodfd-C of finite-
dimensional (right) comodules over some finite-dimensional coalgebra C. To explain
this in more detail, recall that the dual A :“ C˚ of a finite-dimensional coalgebra C
has a natural algebra structure with multiplication A b A Ñ A that is the dual of the
comultiplication C Ñ C b C; for this, one needs to use the canonical isomorphism

C˚ b C˚ Ñ pC b Cq˚, f b g ÞÑ pv b w ÞÑ fpvqgpwqq (2.1)

to identify C˚bC˚ with pC bCq˚. Then any right C-comodule can be viewed as a left
A-module with action defined from av :“

řn
i“1 apciqvi, assuming here that the structure

map η : V Ñ V b C sends v ÞÑ
řn
i“1 vi b ci. This construction defines an isomorphism

of categories comodfd-C
„
Ñ A-modfd .

A locally finite Abelian category is a category that is equivalent to comodfd-C for a
(not necessarily finite-dimensional) coalgebra C. We refer to a choice of C as a coalgebra
realization of R. The following theorem of Takeuchi gives an intrinsic characterization of
locally finite Abelian categories; see [Tak] and [EGNO, Theorem 1.9.15]. Note Takeuchi’s
original paper uses the language “locally finite Abelian” slightly differently (following
[Gab]) but his formulation is equivalent to the one here (which follows [EGNO, Definition
1.8.1]). In loc. cit. it is shown moreover that the coalgebra realization can be chosen so
that it is pointed, i.e., all of its irreducible comodules are one-dimensional; in that case,
C is unique up to isomorphism.

Lemma 2.1. An essentially small Abelian category R is locally finite if and only if all
objects are of finite length and all morphism spaces are finite-dimensional.

Now we summarize the main properties of the locally finite Abelian category

R “ comodfd-C.

Fix a full set of pairwise inequivalent irreducible objects tLpbq | b P Bu in R. By Schur’s
Lemma, we have that EndRpLpbqq “ k for each b P B.

The opposite category Rop is also a locally finite Abelian category. Moreover, a
coalgebra realization for it is given by the opposite coalgebra Cop. To see this, note that
there is a contravariant equivalence

˚ : comodfd-C Ñ C-comodfd (2.2)
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sending a finite-dimensional right comodule to the dual vector space viewed as a left
comodule in the natural way: if v1, . . . , vn is a basis for V , with dual basis f1, . . . , fn
for V ˚, and the structure map V Ñ V b C sends vj ÞÑ

řn
i“1 vi b ci,j then the dual’s

structure map V ˚ Ñ CbV ˚ sends fi ÞÑ
řn
i“1 ci,jbfj . Since we have that C-comodfd –

comodfd-Cop, we deduce that Rop is equivalent to comodfd-Cop.
In general, R need not have enough injectives or projectives. To get injectives, we

pass to the ind-completion IndpRq; see e.g. [KS, §6.1]. For V,W P IndpRq, we abuse
notation by writing simply ExtnRpV,W q for ExtnIndpRqpV,W q; it may be computed via
an injective resolution of W in the ind-completion. More generally, we can consider the
right derived functors RnF of any left exact functor F : IndpRq Ñ S.

Let comod-C be the category of all right C-comodules. Since every comodule is the
union of its finite-dimensional subcomodules, any right C-comodule may be viewed as an
object of IndpRq. The resulting inclusion functor comod-C Ñ IndpRq is an equivalence
of categories. This means that one can work simply with comod-C in place of IndpRq,
as we do in the next few paragraphs.

The category comod-C is a Grothendieck category: it is Abelian, it possesses all
small coproducts, direct colimits of monomorphisms are monomorphisms, and there
is a generator. A generating family may be obtained by choosing representatives for
the isomorphism classes of finite-dimensional C-comodules. By the general theory of
Grothendieck categories, every C-comodule has an injective hull. We use the notation
Ipbq to denote an injective hull of Lpbq. The right regular comodule decomposes as

C –
à

bPB

Ipbq‘ dimLpbq. (2.3)

By Baer’s criterion for Grothendieck categories (e.g., see [KS, Proposition 8.4.7]), ar-
bitrary direct sums of injectives are injective. It follows that an injective hull of V P

comod-C comes from an injective hull of its socle: if soc V –
À

sPS Lpbsq then
À

sPS Ipbsq
is an injective hull of V .

In any Abelian category, we write rV : Ls for the composition multiplicity of an
irreducible object L in an object V . By definition, this is the supremum of the sizes of
the sets ti “ 1, . . . , n | Vi – Lu over all finite filtrations 0 “ V0 ă V1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă Vn “ V ;
possibly, rV : Ls “ 8. Composition multiplicity is additive on short exact sequences.
For any right C-comodule V , we have by Schur’s Lemma that

rV : Lpbqs “ dim HomCpV, Ipbqq. (2.4)

When C is infinite-dimensional, the map (2.1) is not an isomorphism, but one can
still use it to make the dual vector space B :“ C˚ into a unital algebra. Since C
is the union of its finite-dimensional subcoalgebras, the algebra B is isomorphic to
the inverse limit of its finite-dimensional quotients, i.e., the canonical homomorphism
B Ñ lim

ÐÝ
pB{Jq is an isomorphism where the limit is over all two-sided ideals J of B of

finite codimension. These two-sided ideals J form a basis of neighborhoods of 0 making
B into a pseudocompact topological algebra; see [Gab, Ch. IV] or [Sim, Definition 2.4].
We refer to the topology on B defined in this way as the profinite topology. The coalgebra
C can be recovered from B as the continuous dual

Bˇ :“
 

f P B˚
ˇ

ˇ f vanishes on some two-sided ideal J of finite codimension
(

. (2.5)

It has a natural coalgebra structure dual to the algebra structure on B. This is discussed
further in [Sim, §3]; see also [EGNO, §1.12] where Bˇ is called the finite dual. We
note that any left ideal I of B of finite codimension contains a two-sided ideal J of
finite codimension, namely, J :“ AnnBpB{Iq. So, in the definition (2.5) of continuous
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dual, “two-sided ideal J of finite codimension” can be replaced by “left ideal I of finite
codimension.” Similarly for right ideals.

Any right C-comodule V is naturally a left B-module by the same construction as
in the finite-dimensional case. We deduce that the category comod-C of all right C-
comodules is isomorphic to the full subcategory B-modds of B-mod consisting of all
discrete left B-modules, that is, all B-modules which are the unions of their finite-
dimensional submodules. In particular, comodfd-C and B-modfd are identified under
this construction. This means that any locally finite Abelian category may be realized
as the category of finite-dimensional modules over an algebra which is pseudocompact
with respect to the profinite topology; see also [Sim, §3].

The definition of the left C-comodule structure on the linear dual V ˚ of a right C-
comodule V in (2.2) required V to be finite-dimensional in order for it to make sense. If
V is an infinite-dimensional right C-comodule, it can be viewed equivalently as a discrete
left module over the dual algebra B :“ C˚. Then its dual V ˚ is a pseudocompact right
B-module, that is, a B-module isomorphic to the inverse limit of its finite-dimensional
quotients. Viewing pseudocompact modules as topological B-modules with respect to
the profinite topology (i.e., submodules of finite codimension form a basis of neighbor-
hoods of 0), we obtain the category modpc-B of all pseudocompact right B-modules and
continuous B-module homomorphisms. The duality functor (2.2) extends to

˚ : B-modds Ñ modpc-B. (2.6)

This is contravariant equivalence with quasi-inverse given by the functor

ˇ : modpc-B Ñ B-modds (2.7)

taking V P modpc-B to its continuous dual

V ˇ :“
 

f P V ˚
ˇ

ˇ f vanishes on some submodule of V finite codimension
(

. (2.8)

Similarly, there are contravariant equivalences ˚ and ˇ between modds-B “ Bop-modpc

and B-modpc “ modpc-Bop. The category B-modpc is equivalent to the pro-completion

PropRq :“ pIndpRopqqop (2.9)

of R “ comodfd-C – B-modfd. We will only occasionally need this point of view; for
more details see [Gab, Ch. IV] or [Sim, §4].

Lemma 2.2. Suppose that C is a coalgebra and B :“ C˚ is its dual algebra. For any
right C-comodule V , composing with the counit ε : C Ñ k defines an isomorphism of
left B-modules αV : HomCpV,Cq

„
Ñ V ˚. When V “ C, this map gives an algebra

isomorphism EndCpCq
op – B.

Proof. Let η : V Ñ V b C be the comodule structure map. To show that αV is an
isomorphism, one checks that the map βV : V ˚ Ñ HomCpV,Cq, f ÞÑ pfb̄idq ˝ η is its

two-sided inverse; cf. [Sim, Lemma 4.9]. It remains to show that αC : EndCpCq
op „
Ñ B

is an algebra homomorphism: for f, g P B we have that

αCpβCpgq ˝ βCpfqq “ ε ˝ pgb̄idq ˝ η ˝ pfb̄idq ˝ η

“ pgb̄idq ˝ pidb εq ˝ η ˝ pfb̄idq ˝ η “ g ˝ pfb̄idq ˝ η “ fg. �

2.2. Locally unital algebras. We are going to work with certain Abelian categories
which are not locally finite, but which nevertheless have some well-behaved finiteness
properties. We will define these in the next subsection. First we must review some basic
notions about locally unital algebras. These ideas originate in the work of Mitchell [Mit].
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A locally unital algebra is an associative (but not necessarily unital) algebraA equipped
with a distinguished system tei | i P Iu of mutually orthogonal idempotents such that

A “
à

i,jPI

eiAej .

We say A is locally (resp., essentially) finite-dimensional if each subspace eiAej (resp.,
each right ideal eiA and each left ideal Aej) is finite-dimensional.

Suppose that A is a locally unital algebra. An A-module means a left module V as
usual such that V “

À

iPI eiV . An A-module V is

‚ locally finite-dimensional if dim eiV ă 8 for all i P I;
‚ finitely generated if V “ Av1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Avn for n P N and v1, . . . , vn P V .

Let A-mod (resp., A-modlfd, resp., A-modfg) be the category of all A-modules (resp., the
locally finite-dimensional ones, resp., the finitely generated ones). Similarly, we define
the categories mod-A, modlfd-A and modfg-A of right modules.

Lemma 2.3. An essentially small Abelian category R is equivalent to A-mod for some
locally unital algebra A if and only if R possesses all small coproducts and it has a pro-
jective generating family, i.e., there is a family pPiqiPI of compact (“ finitely generated)
projective objects such that V ‰ 0 ñ HomRpPi, V q ‰ 0 for some i P I.

Proof. This is similar to [Frey, Exercise 5.F]. One shows that R is equivalent to A-mod
for the locally unital algebra A “

À

i,jPI eiAej defined by setting eiAej :“ HomRpPi, Pjq
with multiplication that is the opposite of composition in R. The canonical equivalence
RÑ A-mod is given by the functor

À

iPI HomRpPi,´q. �

Remark 2.4. The data of a locally unital algebra A “
À

i,jPI eiAej is the same as

the data of a category A with object set I and HomApj, iq “ eiAej . In these terms,
a locally finite-dimensional locally unital algebra is the same as a finite-dimensional
category, that is, a small category whose morphism spaces are finite-dimensional. A left
A-module (resp., a locally finite-dimensional A-module) is the same as a k-linear functor
from A to the category Vec (resp., Vecfd) of vector spaces (resp., finite-dimensional vector
spaces).

The following lemma is fundamental. It is the analog of “adjointness of tensor and
hom” in the locally unital setting; see e.g. [BD1, §2.1] for a fuller discussion.

Lemma 2.5. Let A “
À

i,jPI eiAej and B “
À

i,jPJ fiBfj be locally unital algebras,

and let M “
À

iPI,jPJ eiMfj be an pA,Bq-bimodule.

(1) The functor M bB´ : B-mod Ñ A-mod is left adjoint to
À

jPJ HomApMfj ,´q.

(2) The functor ´bAM : mod-AÑ mod-B is left adjoint to
À

iPI HomBpeiM,´q.

For any locally unital algebra A, there is a contravariant equivalence

f : A-modlfd Ñ modlfd-A (2.10)

sending a left module V to V f :“
À

iPIpeiV q
˚, viewed as a right module in the obvious

way. The analogous duality functor f : modlfd-AÑ A-modlfd gives a quasi-inverse. The
contravariant functor (2.10) also makes sense on arbitrary left (or right) A-modules. It
is no longer an equivalence, but we still have that

HomApV,W
fq – HomApW,V

fq (2.11)

for any V P A-mod and W P mod-A. To prove this, apply Lemma 2.5(1) to the pk, Aq-
bimodule W to show that HomApV,W

fq – pW bA V q
˚, then apply Lemma 2.5(2) to

the pA,kq-bimodule V to show that pW bA V q
˚ – HomApW,V

fq.
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Lemma 2.6. The dual V f of a projective (left or right) A-module is an injective (right
or left) A-module.

Proof. Just like in the classic treatment of duality for vector spaces from [Mac, IV.2],
(2.11) shows that the covariant functor f : A-mod Ñ pmod-Aqop is left adjoint to the
exact covariant functor f : pmod-Aqop Ñ A-mod. So it sends projective left A-modules
to projectives in pmod-Aqop, which are injective right A-modules. �

Now we assume that A is a locally unital algebra and U P A-modlfd. Let

B :“ EndApUq
op,

which is a unital algebra. Then U is an pA,Bq-bimodule and the dual Uf is a pB,Aq-
bimodule. Let Ui :“ eiU , so that U “

À

iPI Ui and Uf “
À

iPI U
˚
i .

Lemma 2.7. Suppose that U “
À

iPI Ui P A-modlfd and B :“ EndApUq
op are as above.

For any V P A-mod, there is a natural isomorphism of right B-modules

HomApV,Uq
„
Ñ pUf bA V q

˚, θ ÞÑ pf b v ÞÑ fpθpvqqq.

In particular, taking V “ U , we get that pUf bA Uq
˚ – B as pB,Bq-bimodules.

Proof. By Lemma 2.5(1) applied to the pA,kq-bimodule Uf, the functor Uf bA ´ is
left adjoint to

À

iPI HomkpU
˚
i ,´q. Hence,

pUf bA V q
˚ “ HomkpU

f bA V,kq – HomApV,
à

iPI

HomkpU
˚
i ,kqq – HomApV,Uq.

This is the natural isomorphism in the statement of the lemma. We leave it to the reader
to check that it is a B-module homomorphism. �

Continuing with this setup, let

C :“ Uf bA U. (2.12)

There is a unique way to make C into a coalgebra so that the bimodule isomorphism
B

„
Ñ C˚ from Lemma 2.7 is actually an algebra isomorphism (viewing the dual C˚ of a

coalgebra as an algebra as in the previous subsection). Explicitly, let y
piq
1 , . . . , y

piq
ni be a

basis for Ui and x
piq
1 , . . . , x

piq
ni be the dual basis for U˚i . Let c

piq
s,r :“ x

piq
r b y

piq
s P C. Then

the comultiplication ∆ : C Ñ C b C and counit ε : C Ñ k satisfy

∆pcpiqr,sq “
ni
ÿ

t“1

c
piq
r,t b c

piq
t,s, εpcpiqr,sq “ δr,s (2.13)

for each i P I and 1 ď r, s ď ni. For the next lemma, we recall the definition of
continuous dual of a pseudocompact topological algebra from (2.5).

Lemma 2.8. The endomorphism algebra B “ EndApUq
op of U P A-modlfd is a pseu-

docompact topological algebra with respect to the profinite topology, i.e., B is isomorphic
to lim
ÐÝ

B{J where the inverse limit is over all two-sided ideals J of finite codimension.
Moreover, the coalgebra C from (2.12) may be identified with the continuous dual Bˇ.

Proof. This follows because B – C˚ as algebras. �

Now consider the functor Uf bA ´ : A-mod Ñ B-mod. Since U is locally finite-
dimensional, it takes finitely generated A-modules to finite-dimensional B-modules. Any
A-module V is the union of its finitely generated submodules, and Uf bA ´ commutes
with direct limits, so we see that Uf bA V is actually a discrete B-module. This shows
that we have a well-defined functor

Uf bA ´ : A-mod Ñ B-modds . (2.14)
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Since B – C˚, the category B-modds is isomorphic to comod-C. Consequently, for
V P A-mod, we can view Uf bA V instead as a right C-comodule. Its structure map
η : Uf bA V Ñ Uf bA V b C is given explicitly by the formula

ηpxpiqs b vq “
ni
ÿ

r“1

xpiqr b v b cpiqr,s. (2.15)

Recall the definition of the functor ˇ from (2.8).

Lemma 2.9. Suppose that U “
À

iPI Ui P A-modlfd and B :“ EndApUq
op are as above.

The functor Uf bA ´ just constructed is isomorphic to

ˇ ˝HomAp´, Uq : A-mod Ñ B-modds (2.16)

and left adjoint to the functor
à

iPI

HomBpU
˚
i ,´q : B-modds Ñ A-mod . (2.17)

Proof. The fact that (2.14) is left adjoint to (2.17) follows by Lemma 2.5. To see
that it is isomorphic to (2.16), take V P A-mod and consider the natural isomorphism
HomApV,Uq – pU

fbAV q
˚ of right B-modules from Lemma 2.7. As UfbAV is discrete,

its dual is a pseudocompact left B-module, hence, HomApV,Uq is pseudocompact too.
Then we apply ˇ, using that it is quasi-inverse to ˚, to get that HomApV,Uq

ˇ P B-modds

is naturally isomorphic to Uf bA V . �

Finally assume that A is locally finite-dimensional. Let A-modlpc (resp., modlpc-A)
be the subcategory of A-mod (resp., mod-A) consisting of all locally pseudocompact
modules, that is, the modules which are isomorphic to the inverse limit of their lo-
cally finite-dimensional quotients. We put a topology on such a module V , the locally
profinite topology, by declaring that the submodules W such that V {W is locally finite-
dimensional form a basis of neighborhoods of 0. Then morphisms in A-modlpc (resp.,
modlpc-A) are the continuous A-module homomorphisms.

As A is locally finite-dimensional, each Aei is a locally finite-dimensional A-module.
Hence, finitely generated modules are locally finite-dimensional. Since any A-module is
a union of finitely generated submodules, it follows that every A-module is the union of
its locally finite-dimensional submodules. From this, it follows that the (faithful) duality
functor f : A-mod Ñ mod-A defines a contravariant equivalence

f : A-mod Ñ modlpc-A. (2.18)

A quasi-inverse g : modlpc-AÑ A-mod is given by taking the continuous dual, i.e.,

V g :“
 

f P V f
ˇ

ˇ fpW q “ 0 for some W ď V such that V {W P modlfd-A
(

. (2.19)

Similarly, we define quasi-inverse dualities f and g between mod-A and A-modlpc. All
of this is similar to (2.6)–(2.7) except now the topology on A is the discrete topology.

Lemma 2.10. Suppose that A is a locally finite-dimensional locally unital algebra. Let
U “

À

iPI Ui P A-modlfd and B :“ EndApUq
op be as in Lemma 2.9. The functor

HomApU,´q : A-modlpc Ñ B-modpc (2.20)

has a left adjoint f ˝
À

iPI HomBp´, U
˚
i q : B-modpc Ñ A-modlpc . Moreover, this left

adjoint is isomorphic to the functor

UbB´ : B-modpc Ñ A-modlpc, (2.21)

taking V P B-modpc to the largest quotient of U bB V that lies in A-modlpc.
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Proof. We have that EndApU
fqop – EndApUq “ Bop. Hence, on applying Lemma 2.9

with U,A and B replaced by Uf “ Ug, Aop and Bop, respectively, we get that

X :“ ˇ ˝HomAp´, U
fq : mod-AÑ modds-B

is left adjoint to Y :“
À

iPI HomBpUi,´q : modds-B Ñ mod-A. We deduce that ˚˝X ˝g
is right adjoint to f ˝ Y ˝ ˇ. These are isomorphic to the functors (2.20) and its left
adjoint respectively. Note finally that UbB´ is obviously also left adjoint to (2.20) as
a consequence of the usual adjointness of tensor and hom. �

2.3. Locally Schurian categories. A locally Schurian category is a category R that
is equivalent to A-modlfd for a locally finite-dimensional locally unital algebra A. This
terminology was introduced in [BD1], but we warn the reader that it was used there to
refer to a category equivalent to A-mod (rather than A-modlfd) for such locally unital
algebras A. We refer to A (together with the set I indexing its distinguished idempo-
tents) as an algebra realization of R. We say that A is pointed if it is basic, i.e., all of its
irreducible modules are one-dimensional, and moreover each of its distinguished idem-
potents is primitive. Any locally Schurian category R has a unique (up to isomorphism)
pointed algebra realization. We will discuss this further at the end of the subsection.

Let us summarize some of the basic properties of locally Schurian categories, referring
to [BD1, §2] for a more detailed treatment. Assume for the remainder of the subsection
that A is a locally finite-dimensional locally unital algebra and let

R “ A-modlfd .

Let tLpbq | b P Bu be a full set of pairwise inequivalent irreducible objects of R. Schur’s
Lemma holds: we have that EndRpLpbqq “ k for each b P B.

The opposite category Rop is also locally Schurian, and Aop gives an algebra real-
ization for it. This follows because Rop “ pA-modlfdq

op is equivalent to modlfd-A –

pAopq-modlfd using the duality (2.10).
The ind-completion IndpRq is the category A-mod of all A-modules. This follows

because any A-module V is the union of its finitely generated submodules, which are all
locally finite-dimensional. Although we avoid working in it as much as possible, one can
also consider the pro-completion

PropRq “ IndpRopqop. (2.22)

The contravariant equivalence f : mod-A Ñ A-modlpc identifies PropRq with the sub-
category A-modlpc of A-mod.

Every A-module has an injective hull in A-mod, as follows by the general theory of
Grothendieck categories. Since every A-module is a quotient of a direct sum of projective
A-modules of the form Aei, the category A-mod also has enough projectives, It is not
true that an arbitrary A-module has a projective cover, but we will see in Lemma 2.12
below that finitely generated A-modules do.

As we did in the case of locally finite Abelian categories, we write ExtnRpV,W q in place
of ExtnIndpRqpV,W q for any V,W P IndpRq; it can be computed either from a projective
resolution of V or from an injective resolution of W . We can also consider both right
derived functors RnF of a left exact functor F : IndpRq Ñ S and left derived functors
LnG of a right exact functor G : IndpRq Ñ S. The following lemma is non-trivial since
IndpRq is not the same as PropRq!

Lemma 2.11. For V,W P R and n ě 0, there is a natural isomorphism

ExtnRpV,W q – ExtnRoppW,V q.
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Proof. Using (2.10), we must show that ExtnApV,W q – ExtnApW
f, V fq for locally finite-

dimensional A-modules V and W . To compute ExtnApV,W q, take a projective resolution

¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑ P1 ÝÑ P0 ÝÑ V ÝÑ 0

of V in A-mod. By Lemma 2.6, on applying the exact functor f, we get an injective
resolution

0 ÝÑ V f ÝÑ Pf0 ÝÑ Pf1 ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨

of V f in mod-A. Since W is locally finite-dimensional, we can use (2.11) to see that
HomApPi,W q – HomApW

f, Pfi q for each i. So ExtnApV,W q – ExtnApW
f, V fq. �

Let Ipbq be an injective hull of Lpbq in A-mod. The dual peiAq
f of the projective

right A-module eiA is injective in A-mod. Since EndAppeiAq
fqop – EndApeiAq – eiAei,

which is finite-dimensional, the injective module peiAq
f can be written as a finite direct

sum of indecomposable injectives. To determine which ones, we compute its socle: we
have that HomApLpbq, peiAq

fq – HomApeiA,Lpbq
fq – pLpbqfqei “ peiLpbqq

˚, hence,

peiAq
f –

à

bPB

Ipbq‘ dim eiLpbq, (2.23)

with all but finitely many summands on the right hand side being zero. In particular,
this shows for fixed i that dim eiLpbq “ 0 for all but finitely many b P B. Conversely,
for fixed b P B, we can always choose i P I so that eiLpbq ‰ 0, and deduce that Ipbq is
a summand of peiAq

f. This means that each indecomposable injective Ipbq is a locally
finite-dimensional left A-module.

Let P pbq be the dual of the injective hull of the irreducible right A-module Lpbqf. By
dualizing the right module analog of the decomposition (2.23), we get also that

Aei –
à

bPB

P pbq‘ dim eiLpbq, (2.24)

with all but finitely many summands being zero. In particular, P pbq is projective in
A-mod, hence, it is a projective cover of Lpbq in A-mod.

The composition multiplicities of any A-module satisfy

rV : Lpbqs “ dim HomApV, Ipbqq “ dim HomApP pbq, V q. (2.25)

Moreover, V is locally finite-dimensional if and only if rV : Lpbqs ă 8 for all b P B. To
see this, note that V is locally finite-dimensional if and only if dim HomApAei, V q ă 8 for
each i P I. Using the decompositon (2.24), this is if and only if dim HomApP pbq, V q ă 8
for each b P B, as claimed.

There is more to be said about finitely generated modules. Recall from the previous
subsection that a module is finitely generated if V “ Av1`¨ ¨ ¨`Avn for some v1, . . . , vn P
V . We say that V is finitely cogenerated if its dual is finitely generated. It is obvious from
these definitions that HomApV,W q is finite-dimensional either if V is finitely generated
and W is locally finite-dimensional, or if V is locally finite-dimensional and W is finitely
cogenerated. The following checks that our naive definitions are consistent with the
usual notions of finitely generated and cogenerated objects of Grothendieck categories.

Lemma 2.12. For V P A-mod, the following properties are equivalent:

(i) V is finitely generated;
(ii) the radical radV , i.e., the sum of its maximal proper submodules, is a superfluous

submodule and hd V :“ V {radV is of finite length;
(iii) V is a quotient of a finite direct sum of the modules P pbq for b P B;
(iv) V is a quotient of a finite direct sum of the modules Aei for i P I.

Moreover, any finitely generated V has a projective cover.
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Proof. We have already observed that P pbq is a projective cover of Lpbq. The lemma
follows by standard arguments given this and the decomposition (2.24). �

Corollary 2.13. For V P A-mod, the following properties are equivalent:

(i) V is finitely cogenerated;
(ii) soc V is an essential submodule of finite length;

(iii) V is isomorphic to a submodule of a finite direct sum of modules Ipbq for b P B.

Let us explain why any locally finite-dimensional locally unital algebra is Morita
equivalent to a pointed locally finite-dimensional locally unital algebra, as asserted ear-
lier. For b P B, pick ipbq P I such that eipbqLpbq ‰ 0. In view of (2.24), we find a primitive
idempotent eb P eipbqAeipbq such that Aeb – P pbq. Then A is Morita equivalent to

B “
à

a,bPB

eaAeb,

which is pointed. For an explicit equivalence A-mod Ñ B-mod, consider the functor
sending an A-module V to

À

bPB ebV .
In the case that A is pointed, its distinguished idempotents may be indexed by the

same set B as is used to index the isomorphism classes of irreducible objects, so that
P pbq “ Aeb and Ipbq “ pebAq

f. It is also easy to see that if A and B are pointed
locally finite-dimensional locally unital algebras which are Morita equivalent, then they
are actually isomorphic as locally unital algebras.

Remark 2.14. There is a common generalization of the notions of locally finite Abelian
category and locally Schurian category, namely the category comodlfd-C of locally finite-
dimensional right comodules over an I-graded coalgebra C “

À

i,jPI iCj (for some set

I). When I is a singleton, we recover the notion of locally finite Abelian category, and
when each iCj is finite-dimensional we recover the notion of locally Schurian category.

2.4. Schurian categories. A Schurian category is a category equivalent to A-modfd

for an essentially finite-dimensional locally unital algebra A “
À

i,jPI eiAej . This ter-

minology was introduced in [BLW, §2.1]. The following establishes the equivalence of
the definition as just formulated and the definition adopted in loc. cit..

Lemma 2.15. An essentially small category R is equivalent to A-modfd for a locally
unital algebra A “

À

i,jPI eiAej such that each left ideal Aej (resp., each right ideal eiA)
is finite-dimensional if and only if R is a locally finite Abelian category with enough
projectives (resp., enough injectives).

Proof. We just prove the result for left ideals and projectives; the parenthesized state-
ment for right ideals and injectives follows by replacing R and A with Rop and Aop.

Suppose first that A “
À

i,jPI eiAej is a locally unital algebra such that each left
ideal Aej is finite-dimensional. Then A-modfd is a locally finite Abelian category. It has
enough projectives because the left ideals Aej are finite-dimensional.

Conversely, suppose R is a locally finite Abelian category with enough projectives.
Let tLpbq | b P Bu be a full set of pairwise inequivalent irreducible objects, and P pbq P R
a projective cover of Lpbq. Define A to be the locally unital algebra A “

À

a,bPB eaAeb
where eaAeb :“ HomRpP paq, P pbqq with multiplication that is the opposite of com-
position in R. This is a pointed locally finite-dimensional locally unital algebra. As
in the proof of Lemma 2.3, the functor

À

bPB HomRpP pbq,´q defines an equivalence
R Ñ A-modfd. It remains to note that the ideals Aeb are finite-dimensional since they
are the images under this functor of the projectives P pbq, which are of finite length. �
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Corollary 2.16. An essentially small category R is Schurian if and only if it is a locally
finite Abelian category with enough injectives and projectives.

Note that R is Schurian if and only if Rop is Schurian. Moreover, if A is an algebra
realization for R then Aop is one for Rop by the obvious duality ˚ : A-modfd Ñ modfd-A.

Schurian categories are almost as convenient to work with as finite Abelian categories
since one can perform all of the usual constructions of homological algebra without
needing to pass to the ind-completion.

Lemma 2.17. For a category R, the following are equivalent:

(i) R is a finite Abelian category;
(ii) R is a locally Schurian category with only finitely many isomorphism classes of

irreducible objects;
(iii) R is a Schurian category with only finitely many isomorphism classes of irre-

ducible objects;
(iv) R is a locally finite Abelian category with only finitely many isomorphism classes

of irreducible objects and either enough projectives or enough injectives;
(v) R is both a locally finite Abelian category and a locally Schurian category.

Proof. Clearly, (i) implies (ii) and (iii). The implication (ii)ñ(i) follows on considering a
pointed algebra realization of R. The implication (iii)ñ(iv) follows from Corollary 2.16.
The implication (iv)ñ(i) follows from Lemma 2.15. Clearly (ii) and (iv) together imply
(v). Finally, to see that (v) implies (ii), it suffices to note that a locally Schurian category
with infinitely many isomorphism classes of irreducible objects cannot be locally finite
Abelian: the direct sum of infinitely many non-isomorphic irreducibles is a well-defined
object of R but it is not of finite length. �

Schurian categories with infinitely many isomorphism classes of irreducible objects
are not locally Schurian categories. However they are closely related as we explain next.

‚ If R is Schurian, we define its locally Schurian envelope LocpRq to be the full subcat-
egory of IndpRq consisting of all objects that have finite composition multiplicities.

‚ If R is locally Schurian, let FinpRq be the full subcategory of R consisting of all
objects of finite length.

Lemma 2.18. The operators Loc and Fin define mutually inverse equivalences
"

Schurian
categories

*

Loc
ÝÑ
ÐÝ
Fin

"

Locally Schurian categories whose indecomposable
injectives and projectives are all of finite length

*

.

Proof. This is easy to see in terms of an algebra realization: if R “ A-modfd for an
essentially finite-dimensional locally unital algebra A then LocpRq “ A-modlfd, so it is
locally Schurian. Since the indecomposable injectives and projectives in LocpRq are the
same as in R, they have finite length. Conversely, suppose that R “ A-modlfd for a
pointed locally finite-dimensional locally unital algebra, such that all of the indecom-
posable injectives and projectives are of finite length. Since A is pointed, this means
equivalently that all of the left ideals Aei and right ideals eiA are finite-dimensional.
Hence, A is essentially finite-dimensional, and FinpRq “ A-modfd is Schurian. �

2.5. Recollement. We conclude the section with some reminders about “recollement”
in our algebraic setting; see [BBD, §1.4] or [CPS1, §2] for further background.

Let R be an Abelian category of one of the four types discussed in the previous
subsections. Assume that we are given a full set tLpbq | b P Bu of pairwise inequivalent
irreducible objects. Let B� be a subset of B and R� be the full subcategory of R
consisting of all the objects V such that rV : Lpbqs ‰ 0 ñ b P B�. Let i : R� Ñ R be the
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inclusion functor. The category R� is a Serre subcategory of R, with irreducible objects
tL�pbq | b P B�u defined simply by L�pbq :“ Lpbq. Moreover, the inclusion functor i has
a left adjoint i˚ and a right adjoint i! such that the counit of adjunction i˚ ˝ i Ñ IdR�

and the unit of adjunction IdR� Ñ i! ˝ i are isomorphisms:

R� R.i

i!

i˚

Explicitly, i˚ (resp., i!) sends an object of R to the largest quotient (resp., subobject)
that belongs to R�. We use the same notation i, i˚ and i! for the natural extensions of
these functors to the ind-completions of R and R�.

We can also pass to the Serre quotient R� :“ R{R�. This is an Abelian category
equipped with an exact quotient functor j : R Ñ R� satisfying the following universal
property: if h : R Ñ C is any exact functor to an Abelian category C with hLpbq “ 0
for all b P B�, then there is a unique functor h̄ : R� Ñ C such that h “ h̄ ˝ j. The
irreducible objects in R� are tL�pbq | b P B�u where B� :“ BzB� and L�pbq :“ jLpbq.
For a fuller discussion of these statements, see e.g. [Gab].

Now R� and R� are of the same type (finite Abelian, locally finite Abelian, Schurian
or locally Schurian) as the original category R. This is clear in the locally finite Abelian
case from Lemma 2.1. For the other three cases, fix a pointed algebra realization

A “
à

a,bPB

eaAeb (2.26)

of R, soA is finite-dimensional, essentially finite-dimensional or locally finite-dimensional
according to whether R is finite Abelian, Schurian or locally Schurian. Let

A� “
à

a,bPB�

eaA
�eb :“ A

L

pec | c P B�q, A� :“
à

a,bPB�

eaAeb. (2.27)

In the finite Abelian or Schurian cases, R� is equivalent toA�-modfd and R� toA�-modfd.
In the locally Schurian case, R� is equivalent to A�-modlfd and R� to A�-modlfd. Since
A� and A� satisfy the finiteness property of A, the claim follows.

For R finite Abelian, Schurian or locally Schurian, we claim moreover that the quo-
tient functor j : R Ñ R� has a left adjoint j! and and a right adjoint j˚ such that the
unit IdR� Ñ j ˝ j! and the counit j ˝ j˚ Ñ IdR� of adjunction are isomorphisms:

R R�.
j

j˚

j!

We will use the same notation j, j! and j˚ for the natural extensions of these functors
to the ind-completions. To prove the claim, we again work in terms of the algebra
realizations (2.26)–(2.27). Then j is the idempotent truncation functor

j : A-mod Ñ A�-mod, V ÞÑ
à

aPB�

eaV. (2.28)

This is isomorphic to the hom functor
À

bPB� HomApAeb,´q, which has the left adjoint

j! :“
´

à

bPB�

Aeb

¯

bA� ´ : A�-mod Ñ A-mod (2.29)
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by Lemma 2.5(1). From this and (2.27), it is clear that the unit of adjunction IdR� Ñ

j ˝ j! is an isomorphism. On the other hand, j is also isomorphic to the tensor functor
p
À

bPB� ebAq bA ´, so Lemma 2.5(1) also gives that j has the right adjoint

j˚ :“
à

aPB

HomA�

´

à

bPB�

ebAea,´
¯

: A�-mod Ñ A-mod . (2.30)

Again using this we see that the counit j ˝ j˚ Ñ IdR� is an isomorphism.

Lemma 2.19. Assuming that R is finite Abelian, Schurian or locally Schurian, let j, j!
and j˚ be as above. Let P pbq (resp. Ipbq) and P �pbq (resp. I�pbq) be a projective cover
(resp. an injective hull) of Lpbq in R and a projective cover (resp. an injective hull) of
L�pbq in R�. For b P B�, we have that

jP pbq – P �pbq, jIpbq – I�pbq, j!P
�pbq – P pbq, j˚I

�pbq – Ipbq.

Moreover, j! sends finitely generated objects to finitely generated objects, and j˚ sends
finitely cogenerated objects to finitely cogenerated objects.

Proof. The first statement can be checked directly using the explicit realizations (2.28)–
(2.30) of these functors. The second part follows since j! is a left adjoint, hence, right
exact, and j˚ is a right adjoint, hence, left exact. �

Lemma 2.20. Suppose that R “ comodfd-C for a coalgebra C and tLpbq | b P Bu is a
full set of pairwise inequivalent irreducible right C-comodules. For B� Ď B, let R� be
the Serre subcategory of R generated by tLpbq|b P B�u. Let C� be the largest right coideal
of C such that all of its irreducible subquotients belong to R�. Then C� is a subcoalgebra
of C. Moreover, R� consists of all V P comodfd-C such that the image of the structure
map η : V Ñ V b C is contained in V b C�, i.e., we have that R� “ comodfd-C�.

Proof. For a right comodule V with structure map η : V Ñ V b C, we can consider
V b C as a right comodule with structure map id b ∆. The coassociative and counit
axioms imply that η is an injective homomorphism of right comodules. We deduce that
all irreducible subquotients of V belong to R� if and only if ηpV q Ď V b C�. Applying
this with V “ C� shows that C� is a subcoalgebra. Applying it to V P R shows that
V P R� if and only if ηpV q Ď V b C�. �

Lemma 2.21. Let R be a locally Schurian category and tLpbq | b P Bu be a full set
of pairwise inequivalent irreducible objects. Suppose that B� is a subset of B such that
B� :“ BzB� is finite. Let i : R� Ñ R be the inclusion of the corresponding Serre
subcategory of R. For any V P R the object V {i!V is finitely cogenerated.

Proof. Let Ipbq be an injective hull of Lpbq and W :“
À

bPB� Ipbq‘rV :Lpbqs. Proceeding
by induction on

ř

bPB�rV : Lpbqs ă 8, one constructs a morphism f : V Ñ W such

that ker f has no composition factors Lpbq for b P B�. This means that ker f Ď i!V .
The image of i!V under f is a subobject of the finitely cogenerated object W . As no
constituent of the socle of W is a composition factor of i!V , it must actually be zero.
Thus, i!V Ď ker f too. Hence, f induces a monomorphism V {i!V ãÑ W , and we are
done since W is finitely cogenerated. �

3. Semi-infinite stratified and highest weight categories

In this section, we define the various sorts of “stratified category” in the four settings
of finite Abelian, locally finite Abelian, Schurian and locally Schurian categories.
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3.1. Standard and costandard objects. Let Λ be a poset. It is interval finite (resp.,
upper finite, resp., lower finite) if the interval rλ, µs :“ tν P Λ | λ ď ν ď µu (resp.,
rλ,8q :“ tν P Λ | λ ď νu, resp., p´8, µs :“ tν P Λ | ν ď µu) is finite for all λ, µ P Λ. A
lower set (resp., upper set) means a subset Λ� (resp., Λ�) such that µ ď λ P Λ� ñ µ P Λ�

(resp., µ ě λ P Λ� ñ µ P Λ�).

Definition 3.1. Let R be an Abelian category of one of the four types discussed in the
previous section. A stratification ρ : B Ñ Λ of R is the data of

(S1) an interval finite poset pΛ,ďq;
(S2) a set B indexing representatives tLpbq | b P Bu for the isomorphism classes of

irreducible objects in R;
(S3) a function ρ : B Ñ Λ with finite fibers Bλ :“ ρ´1pλq.

For each λ P Λ, let Rďλ and Răλ be the Serre subcategories of R associated to the
subsets Bďλ :“ tb P B | ρpbq ď λu and Băλ :“ tb P B | ρpbq ă λu, respectively. Let Rλ

be the quotient category Rďλ{Răλ. We impose the following axiom:

(S4) each of the Abelian subcategories Rďλ has enough projectives and injectives.

In case ρ is a bijection, one can use it to identify B with Λ, and may simply write Lpλq
instead of Lpbq (similarly for all of the other families of objects introduced below).

Remark 3.2. If R is finite Abelian, Schurian or locally Schurian then the axiom (S4)
holds automatically. However, it rules out many situations in which R is merely lo-
cally finite Abelian. For example, the category ReppGaq of finite-dimensional rational
representations of the additive group does not admit a stratification in the above sense.

Given a stratification of R, we write iďλ : Rďλ Ñ R and iăλ : Răλ Ñ R for the
inclusion functors, and jλ : Rďλ Ñ Rλ for the quotient functor. Using Corollary 2.16
in the locally finite Abelian case, we see that Rďλ is always either Schurian or locally
Schurian. Hence, Rλ is a finite Abelian category, and we are in a recollement situation:

Răλ Rďλ
iăλ

i!ăλ

i˚
ăλ

Rλ.
jλ

jλ˚

jλ!

As we said already in the introduction, we call jλ! and jλ˚ the standardization and costan-
dardization functors, respectively. Let Lλpbq :“ jλLpbq, so that the objects tLλpbq|b P Bu
give a full set of pairwise inequivalent irreducible objects in the finite Abelian category
Rλ. Let Pλpbq and Iλpbq be a projective cover and an injective hull of Lλpbq in Rλ, re-
spectively. Finally, define standard, costandard, proper standard and proper costandard
objects ∆pbq,∇pbq, ∆̄pbq and ∇̄pbq according to (1.1).

Lemma 3.3. For b P Bλ, ∆pbq is a projective cover and ∇pbq is an injective hull of
Lpbq in Rďλ. Also, ∆̄pbq is the largest quotient of ∆pbq such that r∆̄pbq : Lpbqs “ 1 and
all other composition factors are of the form Lpcq for c P Băλ. Similarly, ∇̄pbq is the
largest subobject of ∇pbq such that r∇̄pbq : Lpbqs “ 1 and all other composition factors
are of the form Lpcq for c P Băλ.

Proof. The first assertion follows by Lemma 2.19. To prove the statement about ∆̄pbq,
assume r∆̄pbq : Lpcqs ‰ 0. Since ∆̄pbq P Rďλ, we have ρpcq ď ρpbq. If ρpcq “ ρpbq then

r∆̄pbq : Lpcqs “ rjλ∆̄pbq : Lλpcqs “ rLλpbq : Lλpcqs “ δb,c.

Thus, ∆̄pbq is such a quotient of ∆pbq. To show that it is the largest such quotient, it
suffices to show that the kernel K of ∆pbq � ∆̄pbq is finitely generated with head that
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only involves irreducibles Lpcq with ρpcq “ ρpbq. To see this, apply the right exact functor

jλ! to a short exact sequence 0 Ñ pK Ñ Pλpbq Ñ Lλpbq Ñ 0 to get an epimorphism

jλ!
pK � K. Then observe that jλ!

pK is finitely generated by Lemma 2.19, and its head
only involves irreducibles Lpcq with ρpcq “ ρpbq. The latter assertion follows because

HomRpj
λ
!
pK,Lpcqq – HomRλp

pK, jλLpcqq for c P Bďλ. The statement about ∇̄pbq may
be proved similarly. �

Definition 3.4. Suppose we are given a stratification ρ : B Ñ Λ of R. For λ P Λ,
we say that the stratum Rλ is simple if it is equivalent to the category Vecfd of finite-
dimensional vector spaces.

Lemma 3.5. For a stratification ρ : B Ñ Λ of R, the following are equivalent:

(i) all of the strata are simple;
(ii) ρ is a bijection and ∆pλq “ ∆̄pλq for all λ P Λ;

(iii) ρ is a bijection and ∇pλq “ ∇̄pλq for all λ P Λ.

Proof. (i)ñ(ii): Take λ P Λ. As the stratum Rλ is simple, Bλ “ tbλu is a singleton and
Pλpbλq “ Lλpbλq. We deduce that ρ is a bijection and ∆pbλq “ ∆̄pbλq.

(ii)ñ(i): Take λ P Λ. Then Rλ has just one irreducible object (up to isomorphism),
namely, jλ∆̄pλq. Since this equals jλ∆pλq, it is also projective. Hence, Rλ is simple.

(i)ô(iii): Similar. �

Given a sign function ε : Λ Ñ t˘u, we introduce the ε-standard and ε-costandard
objects ∆εpbq and ∇εpbq as in (1.2). A ∆ε-flag of V P R means a finite filtration

0 “ V0 ă V1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă Vn “ V

with sections Vm{Vm´1 – ∆εpbmq for bm P B. Similarly, we define ∇ε-flags. We denote
the exact subcategories of R consisting of all objects with a ∆ε-flag or a ∇ε-flag by
∆εpRq and ∇εpRq, respectively.

3.2. Finite and essentially finite stratified categories. Throughout this subsec-
tion, R is a Schurian category equipped with a stratification ρ : B Ñ Λ, and ε : Λ Ñ t˘u

is a sign function. The most important case is when R is a finite Abelian category, i.e.,
the index set B is finite. Let P pbq and Ipbq be a projective cover and an injective hull of
Lpbq, respectively. We need the objects from (1.1)–(1.2). For b P Bλ, ∆pbq (resp., ∇pbq)
is the largest quotient of P pbq (resp., subobject of Ipbq) that belongs to Rďλ.

As we explained already in the introduction, the essence of the following fundamental
theorem appeared originally in [ADL], extending the earlier work of Dlab [Dla].

Theorem 3.6. In the above setup, the properties (P∆ε) and pI∇ε) from the introduc-
tion are equivalent. Given these two properties, the standardization functor jλ! is exact
whenever εpλq “ ´, and the costandardization functor jλ˚ is exact whenever εpλq “ `.

Proof. This follows from some lemmas to be proved in §3.4 below. Suppose that R
satisfies (P∆ε) (as assumed for all of those lemmas). Since V “ Ipbq is a finitely
cogenerated injective object, it satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 3.48(ii). Hence, by
that lemma, Ipbq has a ∇ε-flag and the multiplicity pIpbq : ∇εpcqq of ∇εpcq as a section
of any such flag is given by

pIpbq : ∇εpcqq “ dim HomRp∆εpcq, Ipbqq “ r∆εpcq : Lpbqs.

This is zero unless ρpbq ď ρpcq. Thus, we have verified that R satisfies (I∇ε). By
the final assertion of Lemma 3.47 applied in the category Rďλ, we get that jλ˚ is exact
whenever εpλq “ `. Exactly the same results but with R replaced by Rop and ε replaced
with ´ε show that pI∇εq implies pP∆εq and that jλ! is exact whenever εpλq “ ´. �
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This justifies the following, which is closely related to [ADL, Definition 1.3].

Definition 3.7. We say that R is a finite (resp., an essentially finite) ε-stratified category
if it is a finite Abelian category (resp., a Schurian category) with a stratification as in
Definition 3.1, such that one of the equivalent properties pP∆εq or pI∇εq holds.

Remark 3.8. The assumption in Definition 3.1 that the poset is interval finite, which
one finds already in the original work of Cline, Parshall and Scott [CPS1], actually plays
no role in any of the proofs in this subsection: the much stronger finiteness assumption
that R is Schurian is all we use here. Nevertheless, we have kept it in place because it
is often helpful to be able to study such categories by truncating to the finite case.

We can view tLpbq | b P Bu equivalently as a full set of pairwise inequivalent irre-
ducible objects in Rop. The stratification of R is also one of Rop. The indecomposable
projectives and injectives in Rop are Ipbq and P pbq, while the p´εq-standard and p´εq-
costandard objects in Rop are ∇εpbq and ∆εpbq, respectively. So we get the following
from the equivalence of pP∆εq and pI∇εq.

Lemma 3.9. R is ε-stratified if and only if Rop is p´εq-stratified.

The other basic observation which we use repeatedly is the following.

Lemma 3.10. Assume R is ε-stratified. For b, c P B with ρpbq ę ρpcq we have that

Ext1
Rp∆εpbq,∆εpcqq “ Ext1

Rp∇εpcq,∇εpbqq “ 0.

Proof. This is Lemma 3.43 and its dual. �

We also have the following well-known homological criterion for good filtrations.

Theorem 3.11. Assume that R is a finite or essentially finite ε-stratified category.
Then the following properties are equivalent:

(i) V P ∇εpRq;
(ii) Ext1

Rp∆εpbq, V q “ 0 for all b P B;
(iii) ExtnRp∆εpbq, V q “ 0 for all b P B and n ě 1.

The multiplicity pV : ∇εpbqq of ∇εpbq as a section of a ∇ε-flag of V is well-defined and
independent of the choice of flag, and equals dim HomRp∆εpbq, V q.

Proof. This is established in §3.4 below: it is exactly Lemma 3.48. �

Corollary 3.12. pIpbq : ∇εpcqq “ r∆εpcq : Lpbqs.

Corollary 3.13. Let 0 Ñ U Ñ V Ñ W Ñ 0 be a short exact sequence in a finite or
essentially finite ε-stratified category. If U and V have ∇ε-flags then so does W .

Theorem 3.14. Assume that R is a finite or essentially finite ε-stratified category.
Then the following properties are equivalent:

(i) V P ∆εpRq;
(ii) Ext1

RpV,∇εpbqq “ 0 for all b P B;
(iii) ExtnRpV,∇εpbqq “ 0 for all b P B and n ě 1.

The multiplicity pV : ∆εpbqq of ∆εpbq as a section of a ∆ε-flag of V is well-defined and
independent of the choice of flag, and equals dim HomRpV,∇εpbqq.

Proof. This is the equivalent dual statement to Theorem 3.11. In other words, one takes
Theorem 3.11 with R replaced by Rop and ε by ´ε, then applies the contravariant
isomorphism between R and Rop that is the identity on objects and morphisms. �

Corollary 3.15. pP pbq : ∆εpcqq “ r∇εpcq : Lpbqs.
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Corollary 3.16. Let 0 Ñ U Ñ V Ñ W Ñ 0 be a short exact sequence in a finite or
essentially finite ε-stratified category. If V and W have ∆ε-flags then so does U .

The following results about truncation to lower and upper sets are extremely useful.

Theorem 3.17. Assume that R is a finite or essentially finite ε-stratified category.
Suppose that Λ� is a lower set in Λ. Let B� :“ ρ´1pΛ�q and i : R� Ñ R be the
corresponding Serre subcategory of R with the induced stratification. Then R� is itself
a finite or essentially finite ε-stratified category according to whether Λ� is finite or
infinite. Moreover:

(1) The distinguished objects in R� satisfy L�pbq – Lpbq, P �pbq – i˚P pbq, I�pbq –
i!Ipbq, ∆�pbq – ∆pbq,∆̄�pbq – ∆̄pbq, ∇�pbq – ∇pbq and ∇̄�pbq – ∇̄pbq for b P B�.

(2) i˚ is exact1 on ∆εpRq with i˚∆pbq – ∆�pbq and i˚∆̄pbq – ∆̄�pbq for b P B�; also
i˚∆pbq “ i˚∆̄pbq “ 0 for b R B�.

(3) ExtnRpV, iW q – ExtnR�pi˚V,W q for V P ∆εpRq, W P R� and all n ě 0.
(4) i! is exact on ∇εpRq with i!∇pbq – ∇�pbq and i!∇̄pbq – ∇̄�pbq for b P B�; also

i!∇pbq “ i!∇̄pbq “ 0 for b R B�.
(5) ExtnRpiV,W q – ExtnR�pV, i!W q for V P R�,W P ∇εpRq and all n ě 0.
(6) ExtnRpiV, iW q – ExtnR�pV,W q for V,W P R� and n ě 0.

Proof. Apart from (6), this follows from Lemma 3.44 proved in §3.4 below (applied both
in R and in Rop). To prove (6), by the same argument as used to prove Lemma 3.44(4),
it suffices to show that pLni˚qV “ 0 for V P R�. Since any such V has finite length
this follows if we can prove it for each irreducible object in R�, i.e., we must show that
pLni˚qLpbq “ 0 for b P B�. Take a short exact sequence 0 Ñ K Ñ ∆εpbq Ñ Lpbq Ñ 0
and apply i˚ and Lemma 3.44(3) to get

0 ÝÑ pL1i
˚qLpbq ÝÑ i˚K ÝÑ i˚∆εpbq ÝÑ i˚Lpbq ÝÑ 0.

But K,∆εpbq and Lpbq all lie in R� so i˚ is the identity on them. We deduce that
pL1i

˚qLpbq “ 0. Degree shifting easily gives the result for n ą 1. �

Theorem 3.18. Assume that R is a finite or essentially finite ε-stratified category.
Suppose that Λ� is an upper set in Λ. Let B� :“ ρ´1pΛ�q and j : R Ñ R� be the
corresponding Serre quotient category of R with the induced stratification. Then R� is
itself a finite or essentially finite ε-stratified category according to whether Λ� is finite
or infinite. Moreover:

(1) For b P B�, the distinguished objects L�pbq, P �pbq, I�pbq, ∆�pbq, ∆̄�pbq, ∇�pbq
and ∇̄�pbq in R� are isomorphic to the images under j of the corresponding
objects of R.

(2) We have that jLpbq “ j∆pbq “ j∆̄pbq “ j∇pbq “ j∇̄pbq “ 0 if b R B�.
(3) ExtnRpV, j˚W q – ExtnR�pjV,W q for V P R,W P ∇εpR�q and all n ě 0.
(4) j˚ is exact on ∇εpR�q with j˚∇�pbq – ∇pbq, j˚∇̄�pbq – ∇̄pbq and j˚I

�pbq – Ipbq
for b P B�.

(5) ExtnRpj!V,W q – ExtnR�pV, jW q for V P ∆εpR�q, W P R and all n ě 0.
(6) j! is exact on ∆εpR�q with j!∆

�pbq – ∆pbq, j!∆̄
�pbq – ∆̄pbq and j!P

�pbq “ P pbq
for b P B�.

Proof. Apart from (4) and (6), this follows from Lemma 3.49 proved in §3.4 below
(applied both in R and in Rop). For (4) and (6), it suffices to prove (4), since (6)
is the equivalent dual statement. The descriptions of j˚∇�pbq, j˚∇̄�pbq and j˚I

�pbq,
follow from Lemma 3.49(2). It remains to prove the exactness. We can actually show

1We mean that it sends short exact sequences of objects with ∆ε-flags to short exact sequences.
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slightly more, namely, that pRnj˚qV “ 0 for V P ∇εpR�q and n ě 1. Take V P ∇εpR�q.
Consider a short exact sequence 0 Ñ V Ñ I Ñ Q Ñ 0 in R� with I injective. Apply
the left exact functor j˚ and consider the resulting long exact sequence:

0 Ñ j˚V Ñ j˚I Ñ j˚QÑ pR1j˚qV Ñ 0.

As V has a ∇ε-flag, we can use (3) to see that HomRp∆εpbq, j˚V q – HomR�pj∆εpbq, V q
and Ext1

Rp∆εpbq, j˚V q – Ext1
R�pj∆εpbq, V q for every b P B. Hence, by Lemma 3.48,

j˚V has a ∇ε-flag with

pj˚V : ∇εpbqq “ dim HomRpj∆εpbq, V q “

"

pV : ∇�
εpbqq if b P B�,

0 otherwise.

Both I and Q have ∇ε-flags too, so we get similar statements for j˚I and j˚Q. Since
pI : ∇�

εpbqq “ pV : ∇�
εpbqq ` pQ : ∇�

εpbqq by the exactness of the original sequence, we
deduce that 0 Ñ j˚V Ñ j˚I Ñ j˚QÑ 0 is exact. Hence, pR1j˚qV “ 0. This proves the
result for n “ 1. The result for n ą 1 follows by a degree shifting argument. �

Corollary 3.19. Let notation be as in Theorem 3.18 and set B� :“ BzB�.

(1) For V P ∇εpRq, there is a short exact sequence 0 Ñ K Ñ V
γ
Ñ j˚pjV q Ñ 0

where γ comes from the unit of adjunction, j˚pjV q has a ∇ε-flag with sections
∇εpbq for b P B�, and K has a ∇ε-flag with sections ∇εpcq for c P B�.

(2) For V P ∆εpRq, there is a short exact sequence 0 Ñ j!pjV q
δ
Ñ V Ñ Q Ñ 0

where δ comes from the counit of adjunction, j!pjV q has a ∆ε-flag with sections
∆εpbq for b P B� and Q has a ∆ε-flag with sections ∆εpcq for c P B�.

Proof. We prove only (1), since (2) is just the dual statement. Using Lemma 3.10, we
can order the ∇ε-flag of V to get a short exact sequence 0 Ñ K Ñ V Ñ Q Ñ 0 such
that K has a ∇ε-flag with sections ∇εpbq for b P B� and Q has a ∇ε-flag with sections
∇εpcq for c P B�. For each b P B�, the unit of adjunction ∇εpbq Ñ j˚pj∇εpbqq is an
isomorphism rhanks to Theorem 3.18(4) since it becomes an isomorphism on applying
j. Since j˚ is exact on ∇εpR�q, we deduce that the the unit of adjunction QÑ j˚pjQq
is an isomorphism too. It remains to note that jV – jQ, hence, j˚pjV q – j˚pjQq. �

The definition of ε-stratified category has some important special cases. Again, the
language here agrees with [ADL, Definition 1.3].

Definition 3.20. Let R be a finite Abelian category (resp., a Schurian category) with
a stratification. We say that R is

‚ a finite (resp., an essentially finite) standardly stratified category if it is ε-stratified
taking ε to be the constant function `;

‚ a finite (resp., an essentially finite) costandardly stratified category if it is ε-stratified
taking ε to be the constant function ´;

‚ a finite (resp., an essentially finite) fully stratified category if it is both standardly
stratified and costandardly stratified.

By Lemma 3.9, R is standardly stratified if and only if Rop is costandardly stratified.
Hence, R is fully stratified if and only if Rop is fully stratified. The following lemma
shows that finite fully stratified categories are the same as the “standardly stratified
categories” defined by Losev and Webster in [LW, §2].

Lemma 3.21. The following are equivalent:

(i) R is fully stratified;
(ii) R is ε-stratified for every choice of sign function ε : Λ Ñ t˘u;

(iii) R is ε-stratified and p´εq-stratified for some choice of sign function ε : Λ Ñ t˘u;
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(iv) R is ε-stratified for some ε : Λ Ñ t˘u and all of its standardization and costan-
dardization functors are exact;

(v) R is standardly stratified and each ∆pbq has a ∆̄-flag with sections ∆̄pcq for c
with ρpcq “ ρpbq;

(vi) R is costandardly stratified and each ∇pbq has a ∇̄-flag with sections ∇̄pcq for c
with ρpcq “ ρpbq.

Proof. (i)ñ(ii)ñ(iii): Obvious.

(iii)ñ(iv): Take ε as in (iii) so that R is ε-stratified. The standardization functor jλ! is
exact when εpλq “ ´ by the last part of Theorem 3.6. Also R is p´εq-stratified, so the
same result gives that jλ! is exact when εpλq “ `. Similarly, all of the costandardization
functors are exact too.

(iv)ñ(v): Applying the exact standardization functor jλ! to a composition series of Pλpbq,
we deduce that ∆pbq has a ∆̄-flag with sections ∆̄pcq for c with ρpcq “ ρpbq. Similarly,
applying jλ˚ , we get that ∇pbq has a ∇̄-flag with sections ∇̄pcq for c with ρpcq “ ρpbq.

To show that R is standardly stratified, we check that each Ipbq has a ∇̄-flag with
sections ∇̄pcq for c with ρpcq ě ρpbq. This is immediate if εpbq “ ` since we are assuming
that R is ε-stratified. If εpbq “ ´ then Ipbq has a ∇-flag with sections ∇pcq for c with
ρpcq ě ρpbq. Hence, by the previous paragraph, it also has the required sort of ∇̄-flag.

(v)ñ(i): We just need to show that R is costandardly stratified. We know that each
P pbq has a ∆-flag with sections ∆pcq for c with ρpcq ě ρpbq. Now use the given ∆̄-flags
of each ∆pcq to see that each P pbq also has the appropriate sort of ∆̄-flag.

(v)ô(vi): This follows from the above using the observation made earlier that R is fully
statified if and only if Rop is fully stratified. �

Corollary 3.22. Suppose that R is a finite or essentially finite ε-stratified category
admitting a duality compatible with the stratification, i.e., there is a contravariant equiv-
alence # : R Ñ R such that Lpbq# – Lpcq implies ρpbq “ ρpcq for b, c P B. Then R is
fully stratified.

Proof. Since R is ε-stratified, Rop is p´εq-stratified. Using the duality, we deduce that
R is also p´εq-stratified. This verifies the property from Lemma 3.21(3). �

One reason fully stratified categories are particularly natural is due to the following.

Lemma 3.23. Suppose that R is a finite or essentially finite fully stratified category.
For b, c P R and n ě 0, we have that

ExtnRp∆̄pbq, ∇̄pcqq –
"

ExtnRλ
pLpbq, Lpcqq if λ “ µ

0 otherwise,

where λ :“ ρpbq and µ :“ ρpcq.

Proof. Choose ε so that εpλq “ ´, hence, ∆̄pbq “ ∆εpbq. By Lemma 3.21, R is ε-
stratified, so we can apply Theorem 3.17(4) with R� “ Rďµ to deduce that

ExtnRp∆̄pbq, ∇̄pcqq – ExtnRďµpi
˚
ďµ∆̄pbq, ∇̄pcqq.

This is zero unless λ ď µ. If λ ď µ, it is simply ExtnRďµp∆̄pbq, ∇̄pcqq. Now we change ε

so that εpµq “ `, hence, ∇̄pcq “ ∇εpcq. Then by Theorem 3.18(3) with R “ Rďµ and
R� “ Rµ we get that ExtnRďµp∆̄pbq, ∇̄pcqq – ExtnRµ

pjµ∆̄pbq, Lpcqq. This is zero unless

λ “ µ, when jµ∆̄pbq “ Lpbq and we are done. �

The next results are concerned with global dimension.

Lemma 3.24. Let R be a finite ε-stratified category.
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(1) All V P ∆εpRq are of finite projective dimension if and only if all negative strata2

have finite global dimension.
(2) All V P ∇εpRq are of finite injective dimension if and only if all positive strata

have finite global dimension.

Proof. It suffices to prove (1). Assume that all negative strata have finite global dimen-
sion. By [Wei, Exercise 4.1.2], it suffices to show that pd ∆εpbq ă 8 for each b P B. We
proceed by downwards induction on the partial order. For the induction step, consider
∆εpbq for b P Bλ, assuming that pd ∆εpcq ă 8 for each c with ρpcq ą λ. We show first
that pd ∆pbq ă 8. Using Lemma 3.10 with εpλq “ ´, we see that there is a short exact
sequence 0 Ñ QÑ P pbq Ñ ∆pbq Ñ 0 such that Q has a ∆ε-flag with sections ∆εpcq for c
with ρpcq ą λ. By the induction hypothesis, Q has finite projective dimension, hence, so
does ∆pbq. This verifies the induction step in the case that εpλq “ `. Instead, suppose
that εpλq “ ´, i.e., ∆εpbq “ ∆̄pbq. Let 0 Ñ Pn Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ P0 Ñ Lλpbq Ñ 0 be a finite
projective resolution of Lλpbq in the stratum Rλ. Applying jλ! , which is exact thanks
to Theorem 3.6, we obtain an exact sequence 0 Ñ Vn Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ V0 Ñ ∆̄pbq Ñ 0 such
that each Vm is a direct sum of standard objects ∆pcq for c P Bλ. The result already
established plus [Wei, Exercise 4.1.3] implies that pdVm ă 8 for each m. Arguing like
in the proof of [Wei, Theorem 4.3.1], we deduce that pd ∆̄pbq ă 8 too.

Conversely, suppose that pd ∆εpbq ă 8 for all b P B. Take λ P Λ with εpλq “ ´.
Suppose first that λ is maximal. Applying the exact functor jλ to finite projective
resolutions of ∆̄pbq for each b P Bλ, we obtain finite projective resolutions of Lλpbq in
Rλ, showing that the stratum Rλ is of finite global dimension. Finally, when λ is not
maximal, we let Λ� :“ Λzpλ,8q and i : R� Ñ R be the corresponding ε-stratified Serre
subcategory of R. Given b P Bλ, take a finite projective resolution 0 Ñ Pn Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ

P0 Ñ ∆εpbq Ñ 0 of ∆εpbq in R. Applying i˚, we obtain an exact sequence 0 Ñ i˚Pn Ñ
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ i˚P0 Ñ ∆εpbq Ñ 0 in R�. This sequence is exact due to Theorem 3.17(2); to see
this one also needs to use Corollary 3.16 to break the sequence into short exact sequences
in ∆εpRq. Since λ is maximal in Λ�, we are reduced to the case already discussed. �

Corollary 3.25. Suppose that R is a finite ε-stratified category. If R is of finite global
dimension then all of its strata are of finite global dimension too.

Corollary 3.26. Suppose that R is a finite standardly stratified category, a finite co-
standardly stratified category, or a finite fully stratified category. If all of the strata are
of finite global dimension then R is of finite global dimension.

Proof. We just explain this in the case that R is costandardly stratified, i.e., it is ε-
stratified for ε “ ´. Lemma 3.24(1) implies that ∆̄pbq is of finite projective dimension
for each b P B. Moreover, there is a short exact sequence 0 Ñ K Ñ ∆̄pbq Ñ Lpbq Ñ 0
where all composition factors of K are of the form Lpcq for c with ρpcq ă ρpbq. Ascending
induction on the partial order implies that each Lpbq has finite projective dimension. �

Remark 3.27. In the fully stratified case, Lemma 3.23 can be used to give a precise
bound on the global dimension of R in Corollary 3.26. Let

|λ| :“ sup

"

max pgl.dimRλ0
, . . . , gl.dimRλnq

2
` n

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

n ě 0 and λ0, λ1, . . . , λn P Λ
with λ0 ă λ1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă λn “ λ

*

.

By mimicking the proof of [Do4, Proposition A2.3], one shows that ExtnRpLpbq, Lpcqq “ 0
for b, c P B and any n ą |ρpbq| ` |ρpcq|. Hence, gl.dimR ď 2 maxt|λ| | λ P Λu.

2We mean the strata Rλ for λ P Λ such that εpλq “ ´.
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Finally, we record the following well-known definition, which goes back to [CPS1]; for
detailed historical remarks we refer to [Do4, §A5].

Definition 3.28. A finite (resp., an essentially finite) highest weight category is a finite
Abelian (resp., a Schurian) category R with a stratification such that all of the strata
are simple (cf. Lemma 3.5) and one of the following equivalent properties holds:

(P∆) Each P pλq has a ∆-flag with sections ∆pµq for µ ě λ.
(I∇) Each Ipλq has a ∇-flag with sections ∇pµq for µ ě λ.

In particular, Corollary 3.26 recovers the following well-known result, see e.g. [CPS1]:

Corollary 3.29. Finite highest weight categories are of finite global dimension.

3.3. Upper finite stratified categories. In this subsection we assume that R is lo-
cally Schurian with a stratification ρ : B Ñ Λ such that the poset Λ is upper finite. Also
ε is a sign function. Let Ipbq and P pbq be an injective hull and a projective cover of Lpbq
in R, respectively, and recall (1.1)–(1.2).

Theorem 3.30. Theorem 3.6 holds in the present setup too.

Proof. This is exactly the same as the proof of Theorem 3.6 above: the proof before
depended on various lemmas in §3.4 below, which are proved there both for the Schurian
case needed before and the new locally Schurian case needed now. �

Consequently, we can make essentially the same definition as before.

Definition 3.31. We say that R is an upper finite ε-stratified category if it is a locally
Schurian category equipped with a stratification as in Definition 3.1 such that

‚ the poset Λ is upper finite;
‚ one of the equivalent properties pP∆εq or pI∇εq holds.

Lemmas 3.9 and 3.10 still hold in the same way as before.
The next goal is to adapt the other results from §3.2 to the upper finite case. First,

we state the following, which is the analog of Theorem 3.17; we have dropped part (6)
since the proof of that required objects of R� to have finite length.

Theorem 3.32. Assume that R is an upper finite ε-stratified category. Suppose that
Λ� is a lower set in Λ. Let B� :“ ρ´1pΛ�q and i : R� Ñ R be the corresponding Serre
subcategory of R with the induced stratification. Then R� is an upper finite ε-stratified
category. Moreover:

(1) The distinguished objects in R� satisfy L�pbq – Lpbq, P �pbq – i˚P pbq, I�pbq –
i!Ipbq, ∆�pbq – ∆pbq,∆̄�pbq – ∆̄pbq, ∇�pbq – ∇pbq and ∇̄�pbq – ∇̄pbq for b P B�.

(2) i˚ is exact on ∆εpRq with i˚∆pbq – ∆�pbq and i˚∆̄pbq – ∆̄�pbq for b P B�; also
i˚∆pbq “ i˚∆̄pbq “ 0 for b R B�.

(3) ExtnRpV, iW q – ExtnR�pi˚V,W q for V P ∆εpRq, W P R� and all n ě 0.
(4) i! is exact on ∇εpRq with i!∇pbq – ∇�pbq and i!∇̄pbq – ∇̄�pbq for b P B�; also

i!∇pbq “ i!∇̄pbq “ 0 for b R B�.
(5) ExtnRpiV,W q – ExtnR�pV, i!W q for V P R�,W P ∇εpRq and all n ě 0.

Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.44 proved in §3.4 (applied both in R and in Rop).
For (5), one also needs Lemma 2.11 in order to establish its equivalence with the dual
statement (or (5) could be proved directly by dualizing the proof in Lemma 3.44). �

The other essential Ext-vanishing result is the following. Like in the previous sub-
section, it implies for V P ∇εpRqq (resp., V P ∆εpRq) that the multiplicity pV : ∇εpbqq
(resp., pV : ∆εpbqq) is well-defined and independent of the choice of flag, as it is equal
to the dimension of HomRp∆εpbq, V q (resp., HomRpV,∇εpbqq).
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Lemma 3.33. In any upper finite ε-stratified category, we have that

dim ExtnRp∆εpbq,∇εpcqq “ δb,cδn,0

for any b, c P B and n ě 0.

Proof. This is Lemma 3.46 below. �

Corollary 3.34. pP pbq : ∆εpcqq “ r∇εpcq : Lpbqs and pIpbq : ∇εpcqq “ r∆εpcq : Lpbqs.

Next we introduce the two (in fact dual) notions of ascending ∆ε- and descending ∇ε-
flags, generalizing the finite flags discussed already. One might be tempted to say that
an ascending ∆ε-flag in V is an ascending chain 0 “ V0 ă V1 ă V2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ of subobjects
of V with V “

ř

nPN Vn such that Vm{Vm´1 – ∆εpbmq, and a descending ∇ε-flag is a
descending chain V “ V0 ą V1 ą V2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ of subobjects of V such that

Ş

nPN Vn “ 0
and Vm´1{Vm – ∆εpbmq, for bm P B. These would be serviceable definitions when Λ is
countable. In order to avoid this unnecessary restriction, we will work instead with the
following more general formulations.

Definition 3.35. Suppose that R is an upper finite ε-stratified category and V P R.

‚ An ascending ∆ε-flag in V is the data of a directed set Ω with smallest element 0
and a direct system pVωqωPΩ of subobjects of V such that V0 “ 0,

ř

ωPΩ Vω “ V ,
and Vυ{Vω P ∆εpRq for each ω ă υ. Let ∆asc

ε pRq be the exact subcategory of
R consisting of all objects V possessing such a flag. For any choice pVωqωPΩ of
ascending ∆ε-flag in V P ∆asc

ε pRq, we have that

HomRpV,∇εpbqq – HomRplimÝÑVω,∇εpbqq – lim
ÐÝ

HomRpVω,∇εpbqq.

Hence, pV : ∆εpbqq :“ dim HomRpV,∇εpbqq “ sup
 

pVω : ∆εpbqq
ˇ

ˇ ω P Ω
(

P N.
‚ A descending ∇ε-flag in V is the data of a directed set Ω with smallest element 0

and an inverse system pV {VωqωPΩ of quotients of V such that V0 “ V ,
Ş

ωPΩ Vω “ 0,

and Vυ{Vω P ∇εpRq for each υ ă ω. Let ∇dsc
ε pRq be the exact subcategory of R

consisting of all objects V possessing such a flag. By the dual arguments to the
above, we see for any choice pV {VωqωPΩ of descending ∇ε-flag in V P ∇dsc

ε pRq that
pV : ∇εpbqq :“ dim HomRp∆εpbq, V q “ sup

 

pV {Vω : ∇εpbqq
ˇ

ˇ ω P Ω
(

P N.

Lemma 3.36. Assume that R is an upper finite ε-stratified category. For V P ∆asc
ε pRq,

W P ∇dsc
ε pRq and n ě 1, we have that ExtnRpV,W q “ 0.

Proof. We first prove this in the special case that W “ ∇εpbq. Let pVωqωPΩ be an
ascending ∆ε-flag in V , so that V – lim

ÝÑ
Vω. Since ExtnRpVω,W q “ 0 by Lemma 3.33, it

suffices to show that
ExtnRpV,W q – lim

ÐÝ
ExtnRpVω,W q.

To see this, like in [Wei, Application 3.5.10], we need to check a Mittag-Leffler condition.
We show simply that the natural map Extn´1

R pVυ,W q Ñ Extn´1
R pVω,W q is surjective

for each ω ă υ in Ω. Applying HomRp´,W q to the short exact sequence 0 Ñ Vω Ñ
Vυ Ñ Vυ{Vω Ñ 0 gives an exact sequence

Extn´1
R pVυ,W q ÝÑ Extn´1

R pVω,W q ÝÑ ExtnRpVυ{Vω,W q.

It remains to observe that ExtnRpVυ{Vω,W q “ 0 by Lemma 3.33 again, since we know
from the definition of ascending ∆ε-flag that Vυ{Vω P ∆εpRq.

The result just proved with R repaced by Rop shows that ExtnRpV,W q “ 0 for n ě 1
in the case that V “ ∆εpbq and W P ∇dsc

ε pRq. Repeating the argument of the previous
paragraph and using this assertion in place of Lemma 3.33 gives the result for general
V P ∆asc

ε pRq and W P ∇dsc
ε pRq. �
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Theorem 3.37. Assume that R is an upper finite ε-stratified category. Suppose that
Λ� is an upper set in Λ. Let B� :“ ρ´1pΛ�q and j : RÑ R� be the corresponding Serre
quotient category of R with the induced stratification. Then R� is itself a finite or upper
finite ε-stratified category according to whether Λ� is finite or infinite. Moreover:

(1) For b P B�, the distinguished objects L�pbq, P �pbq, I�pbq, ∆�pbq, ∆̄�pbq, ∇�pbq
and ∇̄�pbq in R� are isomorphic to the images under j of the corresponding
objects of R.

(2) We have that jLpbq “ j∆pbq “ j∆̄pbq “ j∇pbq “ j∇̄pbq “ 0 if b R B�.
(3) ExtnRpV, j˚W q – ExtnR�pjV,W q for V P R,W P ∇dsc

ε pR�q and all n ě 0.
(4) j˚ is exact on ∇εpR�q with j˚∇�pbq – ∇pbq, j˚∇̄�pbq – ∇̄pbq and j˚I

�pbq – Ipbq
for b P B�.

(5) ExtnRpj!V,W q – ExtnR�pV, jW q for V P ∆asc
ε pR�q, W P R and all n ě 0.

(6) j! is exact on ∆εpR�q with j!∆
�pbq – ∆pbq, j!∆̄

�pbq – ∆̄pbq and j!P
�pbq “ P pbq

for b P B�.

Proof. If Λ� is finite, this is proved in just the same way as Theorem 3.18, noting that
the lemmas from §3.4 referenced in the argument also hold in the locally Schurian case.

Assume instead that Λ� is infinite. Then the same arguments prove everything up to
and including (2), but the proofs of the remaining parts need some slight modifications.
It suffices to prove (3) and (4), since (5) and (6) are the same results for Rop (bearing in
mind also Lemma 2.11). For (3), the original argument from the proof of Lemma 3.49(4)
reduces to checking that j sends projectives to objects that are acyclic for HomR�p´,W q.
To see this, it suffices to show that ExtnR�pjP pbq,W q “ 0 for n ě 1 and b P B, which
follows from Lemma 3.36.

Finally, for (4), the argument from the proof of Theorem 3.18(4) cannot be used
since it depends on R� being Schurian. So we provide an alternate argument. Take
a short exact sequence 0 Ñ U Ñ V Ñ W Ñ 0 in ∇εpR�q. Applying j˚, we get
0 Ñ j˚U Ñ j˚V Ñ j˚W , and just need to show that the final morphism here is an
epimorphism. This follows because, by (3) and Lemma 3.48, j˚U , j˚V and j˚W all have
∇ε-flags such that pj˚V : ∇εpbqq “ pj˚U : ∇εpbqq ` pj˚W : ∇εpbqq for all b P B. �

Theorem 3.38. Assume that R is an upper finite ε-stratified category. For V P R, the
following are equivalent:

(i) V P ∆asc
ε pRq;

(ii) Ext1
RpV,∇εpbqq “ 0 for all b P B;

(iii) ExtnRpV,∇εpbqq “ 0 for all b P B and n ě 1.

Assuming these properties, we have that V P ∆εpRq if and only if it is finitely generated.

Proof. (i)ñ(iii) follows from Lemma 3.36, and (iii)ñ(ii) is trivial. It remains to show
(ii)ñ(i). Let Ω be the directed set of finite upper sets in Λ. Take ω P Ω; it is some finite
upper set Λ�. In the notation from Theorem 3.37, let Vω :“ j!pjV q. By Theorem 3.37(3)
and (4), we have that Ext1

R�pjV,∇�
εpbqq – Ext1

RpV,∇εpbqq “ 0 for all b P B�. Hence, by
Theorem 3.14, we have that jV P ∆εpR�q. Applying Theorem 3.37(6), it follows that
Vω :“ j!pjV q P ∆εpRq. Let fω : Vω Ñ V be the morphism induced by the counit of
adjunction. We claim for any b P B� that the map

fωpbq : HomRpP pbq, Vωq Ñ HomRpP pbq, V q, θ ÞÑ fω ˝ θ

is an isomorphism. To see this, we assume that R “ A-modlfd for a pointed locally
finite-dimensional locally unital algebra A “

À

a,bPB eaAeb. Then R� “ eAe-modlfd

where e “
ř

aPB� ea, and Vω “ Ae beAe eV . From this, it is obvious that, for b P B�,

the natural multiplication gives an isomorphism ebVω
„
Ñ ebV . This proves the claim.
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Now take υ ą ω, i.e., another finite upper set Λ�� Ą Λ�, and let k : R Ñ R�� be the
associated quotient. The quotient functor j : R Ñ R� factors as j “ ̄ ˝ k for another
quotient functor ̄ : R�� Ñ R�, and we have by definition that

Vω “ p̄ ˝ kq!pp̄ ˝ kqV q “ k!p̄!p̄pkV qqq, Vυ “ k!pkV q.

By Corollary 3.19(2), there is a short exact sequence 0 Ñ ̄!p̄pkV qq Ñ kV Ñ QÑ 0 such
that both ̄!p̄pkV qq and Q belong to ∆εpR�q. Applying k! and using the exactness from
Theorem 3.37(6), we get an embedding fυω : Vω ãÑ Vυ such that Vυ{Vω – k!Q P ∆εpRq.
Since the morphisms all came from counits of adjunction, we have that fυ ˝ f

υ
ω “ fω.

Now we can show that each fω is a monomorphism. It suffices to show that fωpbq :
HomRpP pbq, Vωq Ñ HomRpP pbq, V q is injective for all b P B. Choose υ in the previous
paragraph to be sufficiently large so as to ensure that b P B��. Then we know that
fυpbq is injective by the claim in the opening paragraph. Since fω “ fυ ˝ f

υ
ω and fυω

is a momorphism, it follows that fωpbq is injective too. Thus, identifying Vω with its
image under fω, we have defined a direct system pVωqωPΩ of subobjects of V such that
Vυ{Vω P ∆εpRq for each ω ă υ. It remains to observe that V∅ “ 0 and

ř

ωPΩ Vω “ V .
The latter equality follows because we have also shown that for each b P B that fωpbq is
surjective for sufficiently large ω.

Final part: If V P ∆εpRq, it is obvious that it is finitely generated since each ∆εpbq
is. Conversely, suppose that V is finitely generated and has an ascending ∆ε-flag. To
see that it is actually a finite flag, it suffices to show that HomRpV,∇εpbqq “ 0 for all
but finitely many b P B. Say hd V – Lpb1q ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Lpbnq. If V Ñ ∇εpbq is a non-zero
homomorphism, we must have that ρpbiq ď ρpbq for some i “ 1, . . . , n. Hence, there are
only finitely many choices for b as the poset is upper finite. �

Corollary 3.39. Let 0 Ñ U Ñ V Ñ W Ñ 0 be a short exact sequence in an upper
finite ε-stratified category. If V and W belong to ∆εpRq (resp., to ∆asc

ε pRq) so does U .

Theorem 3.40. Assume that R is an upper finite ε-stratified category. For V P R, the
following are equivalent:

(i) V P ∇dsc
ε pRq;

(ii) Ext1
Rp∆εpbq, V q “ 0 for all b P B;

(iii) ExtnRp∆εpbq, V q “ 0 for all b P B and n ě 1.

With these properties we have that V P ∇εpRq if and only if it is finitely cogenerated.

Proof. By Lemma 2.11, this is the equivalent dual statement to Theorem 3.38. �

Corollary 3.41. Let 0 Ñ U Ñ V Ñ W Ñ 0 be a short exact sequence in an upper
finite ε-stratified category. If U and V belong to ∇εpRq (resp., to ∇dsc

ε pRq) so does W .

Like in the previous subsection, there are various special cases.

Definition 3.42. Let R be a locally Schurian category equipped with a stratification
ρ : B Ñ Λ such that the poset Λ is upper finite. Adopt the usual notation for its various
distinguished objects. We say that R is

‚ an upper finite standardly stratified category if it is `-stratified;
‚ an upper finite costandardly stratified category if it is ´-stratified;
‚ an upper finite fully stratified category if it is both `- and ´-stratified;
‚ an upper finite highest weight category if all strata are simple (cf. Lemma 3.5) and

one of the equivalent properties pP∆q or pI∇q from Definition 3.28 holds.

The reader should have no difficulty in transporting Lemma 3.21 and Corollary 3.22
to the upper finite setting.
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3.4. Lemmas for §§3.2–3.3. In this subsection, we prove a series of lemmas needed
in both §3.2 and in §3.3. Let R be a category which is either Schurian (§3.2) or locally
Schurian (§3.3). Also let ρ : B Ñ Λ be a stratification, and ε : Λ Ñ t˘u be a sign
function. In the locally Schurian case, we assume that the poset Λ is upper finite. In
both cases, we assume that property (P∆ε) holds.

Lemma 3.43. We have that Ext1
Rp∆εpbq,∆εpcqq “ 0 for b, c P B such that ρpbq ę ρpcq.

Proof. Using the assumed property (P∆ε), it follows that the first two terms of a minimal
projective resolution of ∆εpbq are of the form

À

ρpaqěρpbq P paq
‘na Ñ P pbq Ñ ∆εpbq Ñ 0

for some na ě 0. Now apply HomRp´,∆εpcqq. �

Lemma 3.44. Let Λ� be a lower set in Λ and B� :“ ρ´1pΛ�q. Let i : R� Ñ R be the
corresponding Serre subcategory of R equipped with the induced stratification.

(1) The standard, proper standard and indecomposable projective objects of R� are
the objects ∆pbq, ∆̄pbq and i˚P pbq for b P B�.

(2) i˚P pbq is zero unless b P B�, in which case it has a ∆ε-flag with sections ∆εpcq
for c P B� with ρpcq ě ρpbq. Hence, pP∆εq holds in R�.

(3) pLni˚qV “ 0 for V P ∆εpRq and n ě 1.
(4) ExtnRpV, iW q – ExtnR�pi˚V,W q for V P ∆εpRq, W P R� and n ě 0.

Proof. (1) For projectives, this follows from the usual adjunction properties. For stan-
dard and proper standard objects, just note that the standardization functors for R�

are some of the ones for R.

(2) Consider a ∆ε-flag of P pbq. Using Lemma 3.43, we can rearrange this filtration if
necessary so that all of the sections ∆εpcq with c P B� appear above the sections ∆εpdq
with d P BzB�. So there exists a short exact sequence 0 Ñ K Ñ P pbq Ñ Q Ñ 0 in
which Q has a finite filtration with sections ∆εpcq for c P B� with ρpcq ě ρpbq, and K
has a finite filtration with sections ∆εpcq for c P BzB�. It follows easily that i˚P pbq is
isomorphic to Q, so it has the appropriate filtration.

(3) It suffices to show that pLni˚q∆εpbq “ 0 for all b P B and n ą 0. Take a short exact
sequence 0 Ñ K Ñ P pbq Ñ ∆εpbq Ñ 0 and apply i˚ to obtain a long exact sequence

0 ÝÑ pL1i
˚q∆εpbq ÝÑ i˚K ÝÑ i˚P pbq ÝÑ i˚∆εpbq ÝÑ 0

and isomorphisms pLn`1i
˚q∆εpbq – pLni˚qK for n ą 0. We claim that pL1i

˚q∆εpbq “ 0.
We know that K has a ∆ε-flag with sections ∆εpcq for c with ρpcq ě ρpbq. If b P BzB�

we deduce that i˚K “ 0, hence, pL1i
˚q∆εpbq “ 0. If b P B�, we use Lemma 3.43 to

order the ∆ε-flag of K so that it yields a short exact sequence 0 Ñ L Ñ K Ñ Q Ñ 0
in which Q has a ∆ε-flag with sections ∆εpcq for c P B�, and L has a ∆ε-flag with
sections ∆εpcq for c P BzB�. It follows that i˚K “ Q and there is a short exact
sequence 0 Ñ ι˚K Ñ ι˚P pbq Ñ ∆εpbq Ñ 0. Comparing with the long exact sequence,
we deduce that pL1i

˚q∆εpbq “ 0. Finally some degree shifting using the isomorphisms
pLn`1i

˚q∆εpbq – pLni˚qK gives that pLni˚q∆εpbq “ 0 for n ą 1 too.

(4) By the adjunction, we have that HomRp´, iW q – HomR�p´,W q ˝ i˚, i.e., the result
holds when n “ 0. Also i˚ sends projectives to projectives as it is left adjoint to an
exact functor. Now the result for n ą 0 follows by a standard Grothendieck spectral
sequence argument; the spectral sequence degenerates due to (3). �

Lemma 3.45. Assume that λ P Λ is maximal and εpλq “ `. For any V P Rλ and
b P B, we have that Ext1

Rp∆εpbq, j
λ
˚V q “ 0.

Proof. If b P Bλ then ∆εpbq “ ∆pbq, which is projective in R by the maximality of λ.
So we get the Ext1-vanishing in this case. For the remainder of the proof, suppose that
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b R Bλ. Let I be an injective hull of V in Rλ. Applying jλ˚ to a short exact sequence
0 Ñ V Ñ I Ñ QÑ 0, we get an exact sequence 0 Ñ jλ˚V Ñ jλ˚I Ñ jλ˚Q. By properties
of adjunctions, jλ˚Q is finitely cogenerated and all constituents of its socle are Lpcq for
c P Bλ. The same is true for jλ˚I{j

λ
˚V since it embeds into jλ˚Q. We deduce that

HomRp∆εpbq, j
λ
˚I{j

λ
˚V q “ 0.

Now take an extension 0 Ñ jλ˚V Ñ E Ñ ∆εpbq Ñ 0. Since jλ˚I is injective, we can
find morphisms f and g making the following diagram with exact rows commute:

0 ÝÝÝÝÑ jλ˚V ÝÝÝÝÑ E ÝÝÝÝÑ ∆εpbq ÝÝÝÝÑ 0
›

›

›

f

§

§

đ

§

§

đ

g

0 ÝÝÝÝÑ jλ˚V ÝÝÝÝÑ jλ˚I ÝÝÝÝÑ jλ˚I{j
λ
˚V ÝÝÝÝÑ 0.

The previous paragraph implies that g “ 0. Hence, im f Ď jλ˚V . Thus, f splits the top

short exact sequence, and we have shown that Ext1
Rp∆εpbq, j

λ
˚V q “ 0. �

Lemma 3.46. For b, c P B and n ě 0, we have that dim ExtnRp∆εpbq,∇εpcqq “ δb,cδn,0.

Proof. This is clear in the case n “ 0, so assume that n ą 0. Suppose that b P Bλ and
c P Bµ. By Lemma 3.44(4), we have that

ExtnRp∆εpbq,∇εpcqq – ExtnRďµpi
˚
µ∆εpbq,∇εpcqq.

If λ ę µ then i˚µ∆εpbq “ 0 and we get the desired vanishing. Now assume that λ ď µ. If
εpµq “ ´ then ∇εpcq “ ∇pcq, and the result follows since ∇pcq is injective in Rďµ. So
we may assume also that εpµq “ `. If λ “ µ then i˚µ∆εpbq “ ∆pbq which is projective
in Rďµ, so again we are done. Finally, we are reduced to λ ă µ and εpµq “ `,
and need to show that ExtnRďµp∆εpbq, ∇̄pcqq “ 0 for n ą 0. If n “ 1, we get the
desired conclusion from Lemma 3.45. Then for n ě 2 we use a standard degree shifting
argument: let P :“ i˚ďµP pbq be the projective cover of Lpbq in Rďµ. By Lemma 3.44(2),
there is a short exact sequence 0 Ñ Q Ñ P Ñ ∆εpbq Ñ 0 such that Q has a ∆ε-flag
with sections ∆εpaq for a with λ ď ρpaq ď µ. Applying HomRďµp´, ∇̄pcqq we obtain

ExtnRďµp∆εpbq, ∇̄pcqq – Extn´1
RďµpQ, ∇̄pcqq, which is zero by induction. �

Lemma 3.47. Suppose that λ P Λ is maximal. Assume that V P R satisfies the following
properties:

(1) Ext1
Rp∆εpbq, V q “ 0 for all b P B;

(2) V is finitely cogenerated with soc V – Lpb1q‘¨ ¨ ¨‘Lpbnq for b1, . . . , bn P ρ
´1pλq.

Then we have that
#

V – jλ˚pj
λV q P ∇̄pRq if εpλq “ `,

V – ∇pb1q ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘∇pbnq P ∇pRq if εpλq “ ´.

Also, the functor jλ˚ is exact in the case εpλq “ `.

Proof. We first treat the case that εpλq “ ´. Let W :“ ∇pb1q ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ ∇pbnq P ∇pRq.
Since λ is maximal, this is an injective hull of soc V , so there is a short exact sequence
0 Ñ V Ñ W Ñ W {V Ñ 0. Apply HomRp∆εpbq,´q and use (1) to get a short exact
sequence

0 ÝÑ HomRp∆εpbq, V q
f
ÝÑ HomRp∆εpbq,W q ÝÑ HomRp∆εpbq,W {V q ÝÑ 0.

If ρpbq ă λ then HomRp∆εpbq,W q “ 0 as none of the composition factors of ∆εpbq
are constituents of soc W . If ρpbq “ λ then ∆εpbq “ ∆̄pbq and any homomorphism
∆̄pbq Ñ W must factor through the unique irreducible quotient Lpbq of ∆̄pbq. So its
image is contained in soc W Ď V , showing that f is an isomorphism. These arguments
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show that HomRp∆εpbq,W {V q “ 0 for all b P B. In view of (P∆ε), it follows that
HomRpP pbq,W {V q “ 0 for all b P B too. Hence, W {V “ 0, i.e., V “W as required.

Now suppose that εpbq “ `. We first claim for any V satisfying properties (1)–(2)
that V – jλ˚pj

λV q. The unit of adjunction gives us a homomorphism g : V Ñ jλ˚pj
λV q.

Since g becomes an isomorphism when we apply jλ, its kernel belongs to Răλ. In
view of (2), we deduce that ker g “ 0, so g is a monomorphism. To show that g is
an epimorphism as well, let W :“ jλ˚pj

λV q. Like in the previous paragraph, we apply
HomRp∆εpbq,´q to 0 Ñ V ÑW ÑW {V Ñ 0 to get a short exact sequence

0 ÝÑ HomRp∆εpbq, V q
f
ÝÑ HomRp∆εpbq,W q ÝÑ HomRp∆εpbq,W {V q ÝÑ 0.

The middle morphism space is isomorphic to HomRλ
pjλ∆εpbq, j

λV q, which is zero if
ρpbq ă λ. If ρpbq “ λ then ∆εpbq “ ∆pbq is the projective cover of Lpbq in R and
jλ∆εpbq is the projective cover of Lλpbq in Rλ. We deduce that both the first and
second morphism spaces are of the same dimension rV : Lpbqs “ rjλV : Lλpbqs, so f
must be an isomorphism. These arguments show that HomRp∆εpbq,W {V q “ 0, hence,
V “W . This proves the claim.

To complete the proof, we must show that jλ˚ is exact when εpλq “ `. Given this
result, the remaining assertion of the lemma, namely, that jλ˚pj

λV q P ∇̄pRq follows
easily. To prove it, we use induction on composition length to show that jλ˚ is exact on
any short exact sequence 0 Ñ U Ñ V ÑW Ñ 0 in Rλ. For the induction step, suppose
we are given such an exact sequence with U,W ‰ 0. By induction, jλ˚U and jλ˚W both
have filtrations with sections ∇̄pbq for b P Bλ. Hence, by Lemma 3.46, we have that
ExtnRp∆εpbq, j

λ
˚Uq “ ExtnRp∆εpbq, j

λ
˚W q “ 0 for all n ě 1 and b P B. As it is a right

adjoint, jλ˚ is left exact, so there is an exact sequence

0 ÝÑ jλ˚U ÝÑ jλ˚V ÝÑ jλ˚W. (3.1)

Let X :“ jλ˚V {j
λ
˚U , so that there is a short exact sequence

0 ÝÑ jλ˚U ÝÑ jλ˚V ÝÑ X ÝÑ 0. (3.2)

To complete the argument, it suffices to show that X – jλ˚W . To establish this, we will
show in the next paragraph that X satisfies both of the properties (1)–(2). Assuming
this has been established, the previous paragraph and exactness of jλ imply that X –

jλ˚pj
λXq – jλ˚pV {Uq – jλ˚W , and we are done.

To see that X satisfies (1), we apply HomRp∆εpbq,´q to (3.2) to get an exact sequence

Ext1
Rp∆εpbq, j

λ
˚V q ÝÑ Ext1

Rp∆εpbq, Xq ÝÑ Ext2
Rp∆εpbq, j

λ
˚Uq.

The first Ext1 is zero by Lemma 3.45. Since we already know that the Ext2 term is zero,
Ext1

Rp∆εpbq, Xq “ 0 as required. To see that X satisfies (2), note comparing (3.1)–(3.2)
that X ãÑ jλ˚W . By adjunction properties, jλ˚W is finitely cogenerated with socle of the
desired form due to what we know about its ∇̄-flag, thus the same holds for X. �

Lemma 3.48. For a finitely cogenerated object V P R, the following are equivalent:

(i) V P ∇εpRq;
(ii) Ext1

Rp∆εpbq, V q “ 0 for all b P B;
(iii) ExtnRp∆εpbq, V q “ 0 for all b P B and n ě 1.

Moreover, the multiplicity pV : ∇εpbqq of ∇εpbq as a section of a ∇ε-flag of V P ∇εpRq
is well-defined and satisfies pV : ∇εpbqq “ dim HomRp∆εpbq, V q.

Proof. (iii)ñ(ii): Trivial.

(i)ñ(iii) and the final assertion of the lemma: These follow directly from Lemma 3.46.
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(ii)ñ(i): Assume V is finitely cogenerated and satisfies (ii). We claim that the set

ΛpV q :“
 

ρpbq
ˇ

ˇ b P B such that HomRp∆εpbq, V q ‰ 0
(

is finite. This is clear in the Schurian case since V is of finite length. To see it in the
locally Schurian case, suppose that soc V – Lpb1q‘ ¨ ¨ ¨‘Lpbnq. If HomRp∆εpbq, V q ‰ 0
then ρpbq ě ρpbiq for some i. The claim follows since we are assuming that the poset is
upper finite. We are going to show that (i) holds by induction on

dpV q :“
ÿ

bPB

dim HomRp∆εpbq, V q,

which is finite thanks to the claim just proved. For the induction step, let λ P ΛpV q be
minimal. Then it is a maximal element of Λ� :“ ΛzΛ� where

Λ� :“ pλ,8q Y
ď

λ‰µPΛpV q

rµ,8q.

Let B� :“ ρ´1pΛ�q and i : R� Ñ R be the inclusion of the corresponding Serre subcat-
egory of R. This is a Schurian or locally Schurian category which also satisfies (P∆ε)
thanks to Lemma 3.44(2). Let W :“ i!V . This is a subobject of V , so it is finitely
cogenerated. Moreover, we have that HomRp∆εpbq,W q ‰ 0 only if b P Bλ, hence,
soc W – Lpb1q ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Lpbnq for b1, . . . , bn P ρ

´1pλq. Thus, W P R� satisfies hypothesis
(2) from Lemma 3.47. To see that it satisfies hypothesis (1), we apply HomRp∆εpbq,´q
to a short exact sequence 0 ÑW Ñ V Ñ QÑ 0 to get exact sequences

0 Ñ HomRp∆εpbq,W q ÑHomRp∆εpbq, V q Ñ HomRp∆εpbq, Qq Ñ Ext1
Rp∆εpbq,W q Ñ 0,

0 ÑExt1
Rp∆εpbq, Qq Ñ Ext2

Rp∆εpbq,W q.

By Lemma 2.21, Q is finitely cogenerated, and its socle has no constituent Lpbq for
b P B�. So for b P B� the space HomRp∆εpbq, Qq is zero, and from the first exact
sequence we get that Ext1

R�p∆εpbq,W q “ 0 for all b P B�. Now we can apply Lemma 3.47
to deduce that W P ∇εpR�q. Hence, W P ∇εpRq.

In view of Lemma 3.46, we get that ExtnRp∆εpbq,W q “ 0 for all n ě 1 and b P B.
So, by the above exact sequences, we have that Ext1

Rp∆εpbq, Qq “ 0 and dpQq “ dpV q´
dpW q ă dpV q. Finally we appeal to the induction hypothesis to deduce that Q P ∆εpRq.
Since we already know that W P ∆εpRq, this shows that V P ∆εpRq as required. �

Lemma 3.49. Let Λ� be an upper set in Λ and B� :“ ρ´1pΛ�q. Let j : RÑ R� be the
corresponding Serre quotient category of R equipped with the induced stratification.

(1) The standard, costandard and indecomposable projective of R� are ∆�pbq :“
j∆pbq, ∆̄�pbq :“ j∆̄pbq, and P �pbq :“ jP pbq for b P B�.

(2) For b P B�, we have that j!∆
�pbq – ∆pbq, j!∆̄

�pbq – ∆̄pbq and j!P
�pbq – P pbq.

(3) For any b P B, the object jP pbq has a finite filtration with sections ∆�
εpcq for

c P B� with ρpcq ě ρpbq. In particular, (P∆ε) holds in R�.
(4) ExtnRpV, j˚W q – ExtnR�pjV,W q for V P R, W P ∇εpR�q and n ě 0.

Proof. (1)–(2) By a general property of Serre quotient functors, P �pbq “ jP pbq for each
b P B�. Now take b P Bλ for λ P Λ�. Let jλ : Rďλ Ñ Rλ be the quotient functor
as usual, and denote the analogous functor for R� by kλ : R�

ďλ Ñ R�
λ. The universal
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property of quotient category gives us an exact functor ̄ : Rλ Ñ R�
λ making the diagram

Rďλ
j

ÝÝÝÝÑ R�
ďλ

jλ
§

§

đ

§

§

đkλ

Rλ ÝÝÝÝÑ
̄

R�
λ

commute. In fact, ̄ is an equivalence of categories because it sends the indecomposable
projective jλP pbq in Rλ to the indecomposable projective kλP �pbq in R�

λ for each b P Bλ.

We deduce that there is an isomorphism of functors j! ˝ k
λ
! ˝ ̄ – jλ! . Applying this to

Pλpbq and to Lλpbq gives that j!∆
�pbq – ∆pbq and j!∆̄

�pbq – ∆̄pbq. Also by adjunction
properties we have that j!P

�pbq – P pbq. Then applying j to the isomorphisms in (2)
and using j ˝ j! – IdR� completes the proof of (1) too.

(3) This follows from (1) and the exactness of j, using also that j∆εpbq “ 0 if b R B�.

(4) The adjunction gives an isomorphism HomRp´, j˚W q – HomR�p´,W q ˝ j. This
proves the result when n “ 0. For n ą 0, the functor j is exact, so all that remains
is to check that j sends projectives to objects that are acyclic for HomR�p´,W q. This
follows from (3), plus the analog of Lemma 3.46 for R�. �

3.5. Lower finite stratified categories. In this subsection, Λ is a lower finite poset,
R is a locally finite Abelian category equipped with a stratification ρ : B Ñ Λ, and we
fix a sign function ε : Λ Ñ t˘u. For b P B define ∆εpbq and ∇εpbq as usual following
(1.1)–(1.2) and let Ipbq be an injective hull of Lpbq in IndpRq Note for b P Bλ that ∇pbq
could be defined equivalently as i!ďλIpbq. The essential axiom (S4) from Definition 3.1
ensures that this object is of finite length, i.e., it belongs to R rather than IndpRq. More
generally,

Lemma 3.50. Assume that Λ is a lower finite poset, R is a locally finite Abelian cat-
egory, and ρ : B Ñ Λ satisfies properties (S1)–(S3) from Definition 3.1. The property
(S4) holds too if and only if i!ďλIpbq is of finite length for each b P B and λ P Λ.

Proof. By properties of adjunctions, i!ďλIpbq is an injective hull of Lpbq in IndpRďλq for
each b P Bďλ. If (S4) holds then this injective hull lies in Rďλ, so is of finite length.
Conversely, if all i!ďλIpbq are of finite length then Rďλ has enough injectives. As Λ is
lower finite, Rďλ is a finite Abelian category by the discussion after Corollary 2.16. This
means that it has enough projectives. �

We need to consider another sort of infinite good filtration in objects of IndpRq,
which we call ascending ∇ε-flag. Usually (e.g., if Λ is countable), it is sufficient to
restrict attention to ascending ∇ε-flags that are given simply by a chain of subobjects
0 “ V0 ă V1 ă V2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ such that V “

ř

nPN Vn and Vm{Vm´1 – ∇εpbmq for some
bm P B. Here is the general definition which avoids this restriction.

Definition 3.51. An ascending ∇ε-flag in V P IndpRq is the data of a direct system
pVωqωPΩ of subobjects of V such that V “

ř

ωPΩ Vω and each Vω has a ∇ε-flag. Ascending
∇̄-flags (resp., ascending ∇-flags) mean ascending ∇ε-flags in the special case that ε “ `
(resp., ε “ ´).

Remark 3.52. One could also introduce the notion of a descending ∆ε-flag in an object
of the pro-completion PropRq. We will not discuss this here.

Definition 3.53. We say that R is a lower finite ε-stratified category if it is a locally
finite Abelian category equipped with a stratification as in Definition 3.1 such that
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‚ the poset Λ is lower finite;
‚ each Ipbq has an ascending ∇ε-flag pVωqωPΩ such that for every ω P Ω there is a
∇ε-flag in Vω which only involves sections ∇εpcq for c with ρpcq ě ρpbq.

We are going to adapt Theorem 3.17 to such categories.

Lemma 3.54. Suppose R is a lower finite ε-stratified category and take b, c P B with
ρpbq ę ρpcq. Then we have that Then Ext1

Rp∇εpcq,∇εpbqq “ 0.

Proof. Consider a minimal injective resolution 0 Ñ ∇εpbq Ñ I0 Ñ I1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ in IndpRq.
We have that I0 “ Ipbq since ∇εpbq has irreducible socle Lpbq. Let pVωqωPΩ be an
ascending ∇ε-flag in Ipbq such that each Vω is non-zero and has a ∇ε-flag which only
involves sections ∇εpaq for a with ρpaq ě ρpbq. Then ∇εpbq ãÑ Vω for every ω P Ω, so
∇εpbq ãÑ Ipbq “

ř

ωPΩ Vω. Moreover, Ipbq{∇εpbq “
ř

ωPΩpVω{∇εpbqq, so its socle only
involves constituents Lpaq with ρpaq ě ρpbq. So I1 is a direct sum of Ipaq with ρpaq ě
ρpbq. The Ext1-vanishing now follows on applying HomRp∇εpcq,´q to the resolution
and taking homology. �

Here is the first half of the analog of Theorem 3.17.

Theorem 3.55. Suppose R is a lower finite ε-stratified category. Let Λ� be a finite
lower set, B� :“ ρ´1pΛ�q, and i : R� Ñ R be the corresponding Serre subcategory of R
with the induced stratification. Then R� is a finite ε-stratified category with distinguished
objects L�pbq – Lpbq, I�pbq – i!Ipbq, ∆�pbq – ∆pbq, ∆̄�pbq – ∆̄pbq, ∇�pbq – ∇pbq and
∇̄�pbq – ∇̄pbq for b P B�.

Proof. The identification of the distinguished objects of R� is straightforward. In par-
ticular, the objects ∇εpbq in R� are just the same as the ones in R indexed by b P B�,
while the indecomposable injectives in IndpR�q are the objects i!Ipbq for b P B�. To
complete the proof, we need to prove the following for each b P B�:

(1) i!Ipbq has finite length, i.e., it actually lies in R�;
(2) i!Ipbq satisfies the property pI∇εq.

The first of these implies that R� is a locally finite Abelian category with finitely many
isomorphism classes of irreducible objects and with enough injectives. Hence, R� is a
finite Abelian category by the discussion after Corollary 2.16. Then (2) checks that it
is ε-stratified as in Definition 3.7.

To prove (1)–(2), take b P B�. Let pVωqωPΩ be an ascending ∇ε-flag in Ipbq as in
Definition 3.53, and fix also a ∇ε-flag in each Vω which only involves sections ∇εpcq for c
with ρpcq ě ρpbq. For λ P Λ�, let mpλ, ωq be the sum of the multiplicities of the objects
∇εpcq pc P Bλq as sections of the ∇ε-flag of Vω. Let mpλq :“ suptmpλ, ωq | ω P Ωu. We
claim that mpλq ă 8. To see this, suppose for a contradiction that it is not the case.
Choose λ minimal so that mpλq “ 8. Then for any n P N, we can find ω P Ω such
that the sum of the multiplicities of the objects ∇εpcq pc P Bλq as sections of the ∇ε-flag
of Vω is greater than n. Using Lemma 3.50 and the minimality of λ, we can rearrange
this flag if necessary so that the only other sections appearing below these ones are of
the form ∇εpdq for d P Băλ. Then we deduce that

ř

cPBλ
ri!ďλVω : Lpcqs ą n too. This

contradicts the property from Lemma 3.50 that i!ďλIpbq has finite length.
Using Lemma 3.54 again, we can rearrange the ∇ε-flag in each Vω if necessary to

deduce that there are short exact sequences 0 Ñ V 1ω Ñ Vω Ñ V 2ω Ñ 0 such that V 1ω
has a ∇ε-flag with sections ∇εpcq for c with ρpbq ď ρpcq P Λ� and V 2ω has a ∇ε-flag
with sections ∇εpdq for d with ρpdq R Λ�. Moreover, the finiteness property established
in the previous paragraph means that the length of the ∇ε-flag of V 1ω is bounded by
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ř

λPΛ� mpλq independent of ω P Ω. Consequently, we can find some sufficiently large ω

in the directed set Ω so that V 1υ “ V 1ω for all υ ą ω. Then i!Ipbq “ V 1ω for this ω. �

Corollary 3.56. In a lower finite ε-stratified category R, we have for each b, c P B,

Ext1
Rp∆εpbq,∇εpcqq “ 0.

Proof. Given b, c, let Λ� be the finite lower set of Λ that they generate. Let R� be
the corresponding finite ε-stratified subcategory of R. Since Ext1

Rp∆εpbq,∇εpcqq “
Ext1

R�p∆εpbq,∇εpcqq, it is zero thanks to Theorem 3.11. �

Suppose that V P IndpRq has an ascending ∇ε-flag pVωqωPΩ. Corollary 3.56 implies
as usual that the multiplicity pVω : ∇εpbqq of ∇εpbq as a section of an ∇ε-flag of Vω is
well-defined for every ω. Since ∆εpbq is finitely generated, we have that

HomRp∆εpbq, limÝÑVωq – lim
ÝÑ

HomRp∆εpbq, Vωq.

We deduce that

pV : ∇εpbqq :“ sup
 

pVω : ∇εpbqq
ˇ

ˇ ω P Ω
(

“ dim HomRp∆εpbq, V q P NY t8u, (3.3)

which is independent of the particular choice of ∇ε-flag. Having made sense of these
multiplicities, we let ∇asc

ε pRq be the exact subcategory consisting of all objects V that
possess an ascending ∇ε-flag such that pV : ∇εpbqq ă 8 for all b P B. We write ∇ascpRq
and ∇̄ascpRq for ∇asc

ε pRq in the special cases ε “ ´ and ε “ `, respectively.

Corollary 3.57. Assume that R is a lower finite ε-stratified category. For V P ∇asc
ε pRq

and b P B, we have that Ext1
Rp∆εpbq, V q “ 0.

Proof. Let pVωqωPΩ be an ascending ∇ε-flag in V . Take an extension V ãÑ E � ∆εpbq.
We can find a subobject E1 of E of finite length such that V `E1 “ V `E; this follows
easily by induction on the length of ∆εpbq as explained at the start of the proof of [CPS1,
Lemma 3.8(a)]. Since V X E1 is of finite length, there exists ω P Ω with V X E1 Ď Vω.
Then we have that V X E1 “ Vω X E1 and

pVω ` E1q{Vω – E1{Vω X E1 “ E1{V X E1 – pV ` E1q{V “ pV ` Eq{V – ∆εpbq.

Thus, there is a short exact sequence 0 Ñ Vω Ñ Vω`E1 Ñ ∆εpbq Ñ 0. By Corollary 3.56,
this splits, so we can find a subobject E2 – ∆εpbq of Vω`E1 such that Vω`E1 “ Vω‘E2.
Then V ` E “ V ` E1 “ V ` Vω ` E1 “ V ` Vω ` E2 “ V ` E2 “ V ‘ E2, and our
original short exact sequence splits. �

Corollary 3.58. In the notation of Theorem 3.55, if V P ∇asc
ε pRq then i!V P ∇εpR�q.

Proof. Take a short exact sequence 0 Ñ i!V Ñ V Ñ QÑ 0. Note that

HomR�p∆εpbq, i
!V q – HomRp∆εpbq, V q

is finite-dimensional for each b P B�. Since R� is finite Abelian, it follows that i!V P R�

(rather than IndpR�q). Moreover, HomRp∆εpbq, Qq “ 0 for b P B�. So, on applying
HomRp∆εpbq,´q and considering the long exact sequence using Corollary 3.57, we get
that Ext1

R�p∆εpbq, i
!V q “ Ext1

Rp∆εpbq, i
!V q “ 0 for all b P B�. Thus, by Theorem 3.11,

we have that i!V P ∇εpR�q. �

The following homological criterion for ascending ∇ε-flags is similar to [Jan1, Propo-
sition II.4.16]. It generalizes Theorem 3.11.

Theorem 3.59. Assume that R is a lower finite ε-stratified category. For V P IndpRq
such that dim HomRp∆εpbq, V q ă 8 for all b P B, the following are equivalent:

(i) V has an ascending ∇ε-flag;
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(ii) Ext1
Rp∆εpbq, V q “ 0q for all b P B;

(iii) ExtnRp∆εpbq, V q “ 0q for all b P B and n ě 1.

Proof. (ii)ñ(i): Let Ω be the directed set consisting of all finite lower sets in Λ. Take
ω P Ω. It is a finite lower set Λ� Ď Λ, so we can associate a corresponding finite ε-
stratified subcategory R� as in Theorem 3.55. Letting i : R� Ñ R be the inclusion, we
set Vω :“ i!V . By Corollary 3.58, we have that Vω P ∇εpRq. So we have the required
data pVωqωPΩ of an ascending ∇ε-flag in V . Finally, we let V 1 :“

ř

ωPΩ Vω and complete
the proof by showing that V “ V 1. To see this, apply HomRp∆εpbq,´q to the short
exact sequence 0 Ñ V 1 Ñ V Ñ V {V 1 Ñ 0 using Corollary 3.57, to deduce that there is
a short exact sequence

0 ÝÑ HomRp∆εpbq, V
1q ÝÑ HomRp∆εpbq, V q ÝÑ HomRp∆εpbq, V {V

1q ÝÑ 0

for every b P B. But any homomorphism ∆εpbq Ñ V has image contained in Vω for
sufficiently large ω, hence, also in V 1. Thus the first morphism in this short exact
sequence is an isomorphism, and HomRp∆pbq, V {V

1q “ 0 for all b P B. This implies that
V {V 1 “ 0 as required.

(i)ñ(ii): This is Corollary 3.57.

(iii)ñ(ii): Trivial.

(i)ñ(iii): This follows from Theorem 3.61(2). The forward reference causes no issues
since we will only appeal to the equivalence of (i) and (ii) prior to that point. �

Corollary 3.60. Let 0 Ñ U Ñ V ÑW Ñ 0 be a short exact sequence in a lower finite
ε-stratified category. If U, V P ∇asc

ε pRq then W P ∇asc
ε pRq too. Moreover

pV : ∇εpbqq “ pU : ∇εpbqq ` pW,∇εpbqq.

The second half of our analog of Theorem 3.17 is as follows.

Theorem 3.61. Suppose R is a lower finite ε-stratified category. Let Λ� be a finite
lower set, B� :“ ρ´1pΛq, and i : R� Ñ R be the inclusion of the corresponding finite
ε-stratified subcategory of R as in Theorem 3.55.

(1) pRni!qV “ 0 for n ě 1 and either V P ∇asc
ε pRq or V P R�.

(2) ExtnRpiV,W q – ExtnR�pV, i!W q for V P R�,W P ∇asc
ε pRq and all n ě 0.

(3) ExtnRpiV, iW q – ExtnR�pV,W q for V,W P R� and all n ě 0.

Proof. (1) Assume first that V P ∇asc
ε pRq. Let I be an injective hull of soc V . Note that

I is of the form
À

aPB Ipaq
‘na for 0 ď na ď pV : ∇εpaqq ă 8. It has an ascending ∇ε-

flag. Moreover, dim HomRp∆pbq, Iq “
ř

aPB nar∆εpbq : Lpaqs ă 8, hence, I P ∇asc
ε pRq.

Now consider the short exact sequence 0 Ñ V Ñ I Ñ QÑ 0. By Corollary 3.60, we
have that Q P ∇asc

ε pRq too. Applying i! and considering the long exact sequence, we see
that to prove that pR1i!qV “ 0 it suffices to show that the last morphism in the exact
sequence 0 Ñ i!V Ñ i!I Ñ i!Q is an epimorphism. Once that has been proved we can
use degree shifting to establish the desired vanishing for all higher n; it is important for
the induction step that we have already established that Q P ∇asc

ε pRq just like V .
To prove the surjectivity, look at 0 Ñ i!I{i!V Ñ i!QÑ C Ñ 0. Both i!I and i!V have

∇ε-flags by Corollary 3.58. Hence, so does i!I{i!V , and on applying HomR�p∆εpbq,´q
for b P B�, we get a short exact sequence

0 ÝÑ HomR�p∆εpbq, i
!I{i!V q ÝÑ HomR�p∆εpbq, i

!Qq ÝÑ HomR�p∆εpbq, Cq ÝÑ 0.

The first space here has dimension

pi!I : ∇εpbqq ´ pi
!V : ∇εpbqq “ pI : ∇εpbqq ´ pV : ∇εpbqq “ pQ : ∇εpbqq “ pi

!Q : ∇εpbqq,
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which is the dimension of the second space. This shows that the first morphism is an
isomorphism. Hence, HomR�p∆εpbq, Cq “ 0. This implies that C “ 0 as required.

Finally let V P R�. Then V is of finite length, so it suffices just to consider the case
that V “ Lpbq for b P B�. Then we consider the short exact sequence 0 Ñ Lpbq Ñ
∇εpbq Ñ Q Ñ 0. Applying i! and using the vanishing established so far gives 0 Ñ
i!Lpbq Ñ i!∇εpbq Ñ i!Q Ñ pR1i!qLpbq Ñ 0 and isomorphisms pRni!qQ – pRn`1i!qLpbq
for n ě 1. But i! is the identity on Lpbq,∇εpbq and Q, so this immediately yields
pR1i!qLpbq “ 0, and then pRni!qLpbq “ 0 for higher n by degree shifting.

(2), (3) These follow by the usual Grothendieck spectral sequence argument starting
from the adjunction isomorphism HomR�piV,´q – HomRpV,´q ˝ i

!. One just needs (1)
and the observation that i! sends injectives to injectives. �

The following is an alternate characterization of “lower finite ε-stratified category.”

Lemma 3.62. Let R be a locally finite Abelian category with a stratification and a sign
function as usual. Assume the poset Λ is lower finite. Then R is a lower finite ε-stratified
category if and only if the Serre subcategory R� of R associated to B� :“ ρ´1pΛ�q is a
finite ε-stratified category with the induced stratification for each finite lower set Λ�.

Proof. (ñ): This is the content of Theorem 3.55.

(ð): Assume each R� is a finite ε-stratified category. Then we can repeat the proof of
the implication (ii)ñ(i) of Theorem 3.59 in the given category R; the arguments given
above only actually used the conclusions of Theorem 3.55 (which we are assuming) rather
than Definition 3.53. Since Ipbq satisfies the homological criterion of Theorem 3.59(ii),
we deduce that Ipbq P ∇asc

ε pRq. Moreover, pIpbq : ∇εpcqq “ r∆εpcq : Lpbqs which is zero
unless ρpcq ě ρpbq. Hence, R is a lower finite ε-stratified category. �

Corollary 3.63. R is a lower finite ε-stratified category if and only if Rop is a lower
finite p´εq-stratified category.

Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.62 plus Lemma 3.9 which treats the finite case. �

Finally, we record the definitions of the various special cases. All of the results above
specialize in an obvious way to these cases.

Definition 3.64. Let R be a locally Abelian category equipped with a stratification
ρ : B Ñ Λ such that the poset Λ is lower finite. Adopt the usual notation for its various
distinguished objects. We say that R is

‚ a lower finite standardly stratified category if each Ipbq has an ascending ∇̄-flag
involving sections ∇̄pcq for c with ρpcq ě ρpbq;

‚ a lower finite costandardly stratified category if each Ipbq has an ascending ∇-flag
involving sections ∇pcq for c with ρpcq ě ρpbq;

‚ a lower finite fully stratified category if each Ipbq has an ascending ∇-flag involving
sections ∇pcq for c with ρpcq ě ρpbq and each ∇pbq has a ∇̄-flag with sections ∇̄pcq
for ρpcq “ ρpbq;

‚ a lower finite highest weight category if all strata are simple (cf. Lemma 3.5) and
each Ipλq has an ascending ∇-flag with sections ∇pµq for µ ě λ.

Note that R is a lower finite highest weight category in the sense of Definition 3.64 if
and only if IndpRq is a highest weight category with weight poset that is lower finite in
the original sense of [CPS1].
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4. Tilting modules and semi-infinite Ringel duality

We now develop the theory of tilting objects and Ringel duality. Even in the finite
case, we are not aware of a complete exposition of these results in the existing literature
in the general ε-stratified setting.

4.1. Tilting objects in the finite and lower finite cases. In this subsection, R will
be a finite or lower finite ε-stratified category with stratification ρ : B Ñ Λ and sign
function σ : Λ Ñ t˘u; see Definitions 3.7 and 3.53. By an ε-tilting object, we mean an
object of the following full subcategory of R:

TiltεpRq :“ ∆εpRq X∇εpRq. (4.1)

When ε “ ` (resp., ε “ ´), we may simply refer to ε-tilting objects as tilting objects
(resp., cotilting objects). The following shows that TiltεpRq is a Karoubian subcategory
of R.

Lemma 4.1. Direct summands of ε-tilting objects are ε-tilting objects.

Proof. This follows easily from Corollaries 3.13 and 3.16. In the lower finite case, one
needs to pass first to a finite ε-stratified subcategory containing the object in question
using Theorem 3.55. �

The next goal is to construct and classify ε-tilting objects. Our exposition is based
roughly on [Do4, Appendix], which in turn goes back to the work of Ringel [Rin]. There
are some additional complications in the ε-stratified setting.

Theorem 4.2. Assume that R is a finite or lower finite ε-stratified category. For b P B
with ρpbq “ λ, there is an indecomposable object Tεpbq P TiltεpRq satisfying the following
properties:

(i) Tεpbq has a ∆ε-flag with bottom section isomorphic to ∆εpbq;
(ii) Tεpbq has a ∇ε-flag with top section isomorphic to ∇εpbq;

(iii) Tεpbq P Rďλ and jλTεpbq –

"

Pλpbq if εpλq “ `
Iλpbq if εpλq “ ´

.

These properties determine Tεpbq uniquely up to isomorphism: if U is any indecompos-
able object of TiltεpRq satisfying any one of the properties (i)–(iii) then U – Tεpbq;
hence, it satisfies the other two properties as well.

Proof. By replacing R by the Serre subcategory associated to a sufficiently large but
finite lower set Λ� in Λ, chosen so as to contain λ and (for the uniqueness statement)
all ρpbq for b such that rT : Lpbqs ‰ 0, one reduces to the case that R is a finite
ε-stratified category. This reduction depends only on Theorem 3.55. Thus, we may
assume henceforth that Λ is finite.

Existence: The main step is to construct an indecomposable object Tεpbq P TiltεpRq such
that (iii) holds. The argument for this proceeds by induction on |Λ|. If λ P Λ is minimal,
we set Tεpbq :“ ∆pbq if εpλq “ ` or ∇pbq if εpλq “ ´. Since ∆̄pbq “ Lpbq “ ∇̄pbq by the
minimality of λ, this has both a ∆ε- and a ∇ε-flag. It is indecomposable, and we get
(iii) from Lemma 2.19.

For the induction step, suppose that λ is not minimal and pick µ ă λ that is min-
imal. Let Λ� :“ Λztµu,B� :“ ρ´1pΛ�q, and j : R Ñ R� be the corresponding Serre
quotient. By induction, there is an indecomposable object T �

ε pbq P TiltεpR�q satisfying
the analogue of (iii). Now there are two cases according to whether εpµq “ ` or ´.

Case εpµq “ `: For any V P R, let d`pV q :“
ř

cPBµ
dim Ext1

Rp∆pcq, V q. We recursively

construct n ě 0 and T0, T1, . . . , Tn so that d`pT0q ą d`pT1q ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą d`pTnq “ 0 and the
following properties hold for all m:
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(1) Tm P ∆εpRq;
(2) jλTm – Pλpbq if εpλq “ ` or Iλpbq if εpλq “ ´;
(3) Ext1

Rp∆εpaq, Tmq “ 0 for all a P BzBµ.

To start with, set T0 :“ j!T
�
ε pbq. This satisfies all of the above properties: (1) follows

from Theorem 3.18(6); (2) follows because jλ factors through j and we know that T �
ε pbq

satisfies the analogous property; (3) follows by Theorem 3.18(5). For the recursive step,
assume that we are given Tm satisfying (1)–(3) and d`pTmq ą 0. We can find c P Bµ

and a non-split extension

0 ÝÑ Tm ÝÑ Tm`1 ÝÑ ∆pcq ÝÑ 0. (4.2)

This constructs Tm`1. We claim that d`pTm`1q ă d`pTmq and that Tm`1 satisfies (1)–
(3). Part (1) is clear from the definition. For (2), we just apply the exact functor jλ to
the exact sequence (4.2), noting that jλ∆pcq “ 0. For (3), take a P BzBµ and apply the
functor HomRp∆εpaq,´q to the short exact sequence (4.2) to get

Ext1
Rp∆εpaq, Tmq ÝÑ Ext1

Rp∆εpaq, Tm`1q ÝÑ Ext1
Rp∆εpaq,∆pcqq.

The first and last term are zero by hypothesis and by Lemma 3.10 which implies
Ext1

RpTm`1,∇εpaqq “ 0. It remains to show d`pTm`1q ă d`pTmq. For a P Bµ, we

have Ext1
Rp∆paq,∆pcqq “ 0 by Lemma 3.10, so again we have an exact sequence

HomRp∆paq,∆pcqq
f
ÝÑ Ext1

Rp∆paq, Tmq ÝÑ Ext1
Rp∆paq, Tm`1q ÝÑ 0.

This shows that dim Ext1
Rp∆paq, Tm`1q ď dim Ext1

Rp∆paq, Tmq, and we just need to
observe that the inequality is actually a strict one in the case a “ c. To see this, note
that the first morphism f is non-zero in the case a “ c as fpid∆pcqq ‰ 0 due to the
fact that the original short exact sequence was not split. This completes the claim. We
have now defined an object Tn P ∆εpRq such that jλTn – Pλpbq if εpλq “ ` or Iλpbq
if εpλq “ ´, and moreover Ext1

Rp∆εpaq, Tnq “ 0 for all a P B. By Theorem 3.11, we
deduce that Tn P ∇εpRďλq too, hence, it is an ε-tilting object. Decompose Tn into
indecomposables Tn “ Tn,1‘ ¨ ¨ ¨‘Tn,r. Then each Tn,i is also an ε-tilting object. Since
jλTn is indecomposable, we must have that jλTn “ jλTn,i for some unique i. Then we
set Tεpbq :“ Tn,i for this i. This gives us the desired indecomposable ε-tilting object.

Case εpµq “ ´: Consider d´pV q :“
ř

cPBµ
dim Ext1

RpV,∇pcqq. We recursively construct

T0, T1, . . . , Tn so that d´pT0q ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą d´pTnq “ 0 and

(11) Tm P ∇εpRq;
(21) jλTm – Pλpbq if εpλq “ ` or Iλpbq if εpλq “ ´;
(31) Ext1

RpTm,∇εpaqq “ 0 for all a P BzBµ.

We start from T0 :“ j˚T
�
ε pbq. For the recursive step, assume that we are given Tm

satisfying (11)–(31) and with d´pTmq ą 0. We can find c P Bµ and a non-split extension

0 ÝÑ ∇pcq ÝÑ Tm`1 ÝÑ Tm ÝÑ 0.

This constructs Tm`1, and it remains to check that d´pTm`1q ă d´pTmq and that Tm`1

satisfies (11)–(31). This is similar to before. For (31), take a P BzBµ and apply the
functor HomRp´,∇εpaqq to get

Ext1
RpTm,∇εpaqq ÝÑ Ext1

RpTm`1,∇εpaqq ÝÑ Ext1
Rp∇pcq,∇εpaqq.

We deduce that Ext1
RpTm`1,∇εpaqq “ 0, and it remains to show that d´pTm`1q ă

d´pTmq. For a P Bµ, we have an exact sequence

HomRp∇pcq,∇paqq
f
ÝÑ Ext1

RpTm,∇paqq ÝÑ Ext1
RpTm`1,∇paqq ÝÑ 0.
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This shows that dim Ext1
RpTm`1,∇paqq ď dim Ext1

RpTm,∇paqq, and like before the in-
equality is actually a strict one in the case a “ c. This completes the recursion. Then, we
decompose Tn into indecomposables Tn “ Tn,1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Tn,r. By Theorem 3.14 each Tn,i
is an ε-tilting object. Since jλTn is indecomposable, we must have that jλTn “ jλTn,i
for some unique i, and finally set Tεpbq :“ Tn,i for this i.

This completes the construction of Tεpbq in general. We have shown it satisfies (iii).
Let us show that it also satisfies (i) and (ii). For (i), we know by (iii) that Tεpbq belongs
to Rďλ, and it has a ∆ε-flag. By Lemma 3.10, we may order this flag so that the
sections ∆εpcq for c P Bλ appear at the bottom. Thus, there is a short exact sequence
0 Ñ K Ñ Tεpbq Ñ Q Ñ 0 such that K has a ∆ε-flag with sections ∆εpcq for c P Bλ

and jλQ “ 0. Then jλK – jλTεpbq. If εpλq “ `, this is Pλpbq. Since jλ is exact and
jλ∆pcq “ Pλpcq for each c P Bλ, we must have that K – ∆pbq, and (1) follows. Instead,
if εpλq “ ´, the bottom section of the ∇̄-flag of K must be ∇̄pbq since jλK – Iλpbq has
irreducible socle Lλpbq, giving (i) in this case too. The proof of (ii) is similar.

Uniqueness: Let T :“ Tεpbq and U be some other indecomposable object of TiltεpRq
satisfying one of the properties (i)–(iii). We must prove that T – U . By the argument
from the previous paragaph, we may assume actually that U satisfies either (i) or (ii). We
just explain how to see this in the case that U satisfies (i); the dual argument treats the

case that U satisfies (ii). So there are short exact sequences 0 Ñ ∆εpbq
f
Ñ U Ñ Q1 Ñ 0

and 0 Ñ ∆εpbq
g
Ñ T Ñ Q2 Ñ 0 such that Q1, Q2 have ∆ε-flags. Applying HomRp´, T q

to the first and using Ext1
RpQ1, T q “ 0, we get that HomRpU, T q � HomRp∆εpbq, T q.

Hence, g extends to a homomorphism ḡ : U Ñ T . Similarly, f extends to f̄ : T Ñ U . We
have constructed morphisms making the triangles in the following diagram commute:

U

∆εpbq

T

ḡ

f

g

f̄

Since f̄ ˝ ḡ ˝ f “ f , we deduce that f̄ ˝ ḡ is not nilpotent. Since U is indecomposable,
Fitting’s Lemma implies f̄ ˝ḡ is an isomorphism. Similarly, so is ḡ˝f̄ . Hence, U – T . �

Remark 4.3. Let b P Bλ. When εpλq “ `, Theorem 4.2 implies that pTεpbq : ∆εpbqq “ 1
and pTεpbq : ∆εpcqq “ 0 for all other c P Bλ. Similarly, when εpλq “ ´, we have that
pTεpbq : ∇εpbqq “ 1 and pTεpbq : ∇εpcqq “ 0 for all other c P Bλ.

The following corollaries show that ε-tilting objects behave well with respect to the
inclusion and quotient constructions from Theorems 3.17, 3.55 and 3.18. This follows
easily from those theorems plus the characterization of tilting objects in Theorem 4.2;
the situation is just like [Do4, Lemma A4.5].

Corollary 4.4. Let R be a finite or lower finite ε-stratified category and R� the finite
ε-stratified subcategory associated to a finite lower set Λ� of Λ. For b P B� :“ ρ´1pΛ�q,
the corresponding indecomposable ε-tilting object of R� is Tεpbq (the same as in R).

Corollary 4.5. Assume R is a finite ε-stratified category and let Λ� be an upper set in
Λ with quotient j : RÑ R�. Let b P B� :“ ρ´1pΛ�q. The corresponding indecomposable
ε-tilting object T �

ε pbq of R� satisfies T �
ε pbq – jTεpbq. Also jTεpbq “ 0 if b R B�.

The next result is concerned with tilting resolutions.

Definition 4.6. Assume that R is a finite or lower finite ε-stratified category. An
ε-tilting resolution d : T‚ Ñ V of V P R is the data of an exact sequence

¨ ¨ ¨
d2
ÝÑ T1

d1
ÝÑ T0

d0
ÝÑ V ÝÑ 0
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such that

(TR1) Tm P TiltεpRq for each m “ 0, 1, . . . ;
(TR2) im dm P ∇εpRq for m " 0.

Similarly, an ε-tilting coresolution d : V Ñ T ‚ of V P R is the data of an exact sequence

0 ÝÑ V
d0

ÝÑ T 0 d1

ÝÑ T 1 d2

ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨

such that

(TC1) Tm P TiltεpRq for m “ 0, 1, . . . ;
(TC2) coim dm P ∆εpRq for m " 0.

We say it is a finite resolution (resp., coresolution) if there is some n such that Tm “ 0
(resp., Tm “ 0) for m ą n. Note in the finite case that the second axiom is redundant.

Lemma 4.7. If d : T‚ Ñ V is an ε-tilting resolution of V P R then im dm P ∇εpRq for
all m ě 0. In particular, V P ∇εpRq.

Proof. It suffices to show that for any exact sequence A
f
Ñ B

g
Ñ C in a finite or lower

finite ε-stratified category B P ∇εpRq and im f P ∇εpRq implies im g P ∇εpRq. Since
im f “ ker g, there is a short exact sequence 0 Ñ im f Ñ B Ñ im g Ñ 0. Now apply
Corollary 3.13 (or Corollary 3.60). �

Corollary 4.8. If d : V Ñ T ‚ is an ε-tilting coresolution of V P R then im dm P ∆εpRq
for all m ě 0. In particular, V P ∆εpRq.

Proof. An ε-tilting coresolution of V in R is the same thing as a p´εq-tilting resolution
of V in Rop. Hence, the corollary is the equivalent dual statement to Lemma 4.7. �

Theorem 4.9. Let R be a finite or lower finite ε-stratified category and take V P R.

(1) V has an ε-tilting resolution if and only if V P ∇εpRq.
(2) V has an ε-tilting coresolution if and only if V P ∆εpRq.

Proof. We just prove (1), since (2) is the equivalent dual statement. If V has an ε-tilting
resolution, then we must have that V P ∇εpRq thanks to Lemma 4.7. For the converse,
we claim for V P ∇εpRq that there is a short exact sequence 0 Ñ SV Ñ TV Ñ V Ñ 0
with SV P ∇εpRq and TV P TiltεpRq. Given the claim, one can construct an ε-tilting
resolution of V by “Splicing” (e.g., see [Wei, Figure 2.1]), to complete the proof.

To prove the claim, we argue by induction on the length
ř

bPBpV : ∇εpbqq of a ∇ε-
flag of V . If this number is one, then V – ∇εpbq for some b P B, and there is a
short exact sequence 0 Ñ SV Ñ TV Ñ V Ñ 0 with SV P ∇εpbq and TV :“ Tεpbq
due to Theorem 4.2(ii). If it is greater than one, then there is a short exact sequence
0 Ñ U Ñ V ÑW Ñ 0 such that U and W have strictly shorter ∇ε-flags. By induction,
there are short exact sequences 0 Ñ SU Ñ TU Ñ U Ñ 0 and 0 Ñ SW Ñ TW ÑW Ñ 0
with SU , SW P ∇εpRq and TU , TW P TiltεpRq. It remains to show that these short exact
sequences can be assembled to produce the desired short exact sequence for V . The
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argument is like in the proof of the “Horseshoe Lemma” in [Wei, Lemma 2.2.8].

0 0 0

0 SU TU U 0

0 SV TV V 0

0 SW TW W 0

0 0 0

i

f
j

gk̂

k

(4.3)

Since Ext1
RpTW , Uq “ 0, we can lift k : TW Ñ W to k̂ : TW Ñ V so that k “ g ˝ k̂. Let

TV :“ TU‘TW and j : TV Ñ V be diagpfi, k̂q. This gives us a split short exact sequence
in the middle column in (4.3), such that the right hand squares commute. Then we let
SV :“ ker j, and see that there are induced maps making the left hand column and
middle row into short exact sequences such that the left hand squares commute too. �

4.2. Finite Ringel duality. Throughout, we assume that R is a finite ε-stratified
category with stratification defined by ρ : B Ñ Λ. Always, Λop denotes Λ viewed as a
poset with the opposite partial order. We are going to review the theory of Ringel duality
for finite ε-stratified categories. The exposition here is based in part on [Do4, Appendix],
which gives a self-contained treatment in the highest weight setting, and [AHLU], where
the standardly stratified case is considered assuming B “ Λ “ t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă nu.

Definition 4.10. By a full ε-tilting object in R, we mean T P TiltεpRq such that T has
a summand isomorphic to Tεpbq for each b P B. Given such an object, we define the

Ringel dual of R relative to T to be the finite Abelian category rR :“ A-modfd where
A :“ EndRpT q

op. We also define the two (covariant) Ringel duality functors

F :“ HomRpT,´q : RÑ rR, (4.4)

G :“ ˚ ˝HomRp´, T q : RÑ rR. (4.5)

Theorem 4.11. The Ringel dual rR of R relative to T is a finite p´εq-stratified category
with stratification defined from ρ : B Ñ Λop and distinguished objects satisfying

rP pbq – FTεpbq, rIpbq – GTεpbq, rLpbq – hd rP pbq – soc rIpbq,

r∆´εpbq – F∇εpbq, r∇´εpbq – G∆εpbq, rT´εpbq – FIpbq – GP pbq.

The restrictions F : ∇εpRq Ñ ∆´εp rRq and G : ∆εpRq Ñ ∇´εp rRq are equivalences.

Before the proof, we give some applications. The first is a double centralizer property.
It implies that our situation fits into the setup from [Wak, (A1), (A2)], and T is an
example of a Wakamatsu module.

Corollary 4.12. Suppose that the ε-stratified category R in Theorem 4.11 is B-modfd

for a finite-dimensional algebra B, so that T is a pB,Aq-bimodule. Let rT :“ T˚ be the
dual pA,Bq-bimodule. Then the following holds.

(1) rT is a full p´εq-tilting object in rR such that B “ EndAp rT q
op. Hence, the Ringel

dual of rR relative to rT is the original category R.

(2) Denoting the analogs of the Ringel duality functors F and G for rR by

rG :“ Hom
rRp

rT ,´q : rRÑ R, rF :“ ˚ ˝Hom
rRp´,

rT q : rRÑ R, (4.6)
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respectively, we have that

rF – T bA ´, G – rT bB ´. (4.7)

Hence, p rF , F q and pG, rGq are adjoint pairs.

(3) The restrictions rF : ∆´εp rRq Ñ ∇εpRq and rG : ∇´εp rRq Ñ ∆εpRq are quasi-
inverses of the equivalences defined by F and G, respectively.

Proof. (1) Note that GB is a full p´εq-tilting object since GP pbq – rT´εpbq for b P B.

Actually, GB “ HomBpB, T q
˚ – T˚ “ rT . Thus, rT is a full p´εq-tilting object in rR. Its

opposite endomorphism algebra is B since G defines an algebra isomorphism

B – EndBpBq
op „
Ñ EndApGBq

op – EndAp rT q
op.

(2) As rF is right exact and commutes with direct sums, it is isomorphic to p rF pAqbA´ –

T bA ´. Thus, rF is left adjoint to F . Similarly, G – rT bB ´ is left adjoint to rG.

(3) By Theorem 4.11, F : ∇εpRq Ñ ∆´εp rRq and rF : ∆´εp rRq Ñ ∇εpRq are equivalences.

They must be quasi-inverse to each other as they are adjoints. Similarly for G and rG. �

The next corollary deals with the strata rRλ of the Ringel dual category. Let ̃λ! :
rRλ Ñ rRěλ and ̃λ˚ : rRλ Ñ rRěλ be its standardization and costandardization functors.

Corollary 4.13. For λ P Λ, the strata Rλ and rRλ are equivalent. More precisely:

(1) If εpλq “ ` the functor Fλ :“ ̃λ˝F ˝jλ˚ : Rλ Ñ rRλ is a well-defined equivalence.

(2) If εpλq “ ´ the functor Gλ :“ ̃λ˝G˝jλ! : Rλ Ñ rRλ is a well-defined equivalence.

Proof. We just prove (1), since (2) is similar. So assume that εpλq “ `. Note that the
definition of Fλ makes sense: jλ˚ is exact by Theorem 3.6 so it sends objects of Rλ to
objects of R which have filtrations with sections ∇εpbq for b P Bλ; F sends such objects

into ∆´εp rRěλq on which ̃λ is defined. This shows moreover that Fλ is exact. Adopting
the setup of Corollary 4.12, we can also define

rFλ :“ jλ ˝ rF ˝ ̃λ! : rRλ Ñ Rλ,

and get that rFλ is well-defined by similar arguments. We complete the proof by showing

that Fλ and rFλ are quasi-inverse equivalences. Note that rFλ is left adjoint to Fλ. The

counit of adjunction gives us a natural transformation rFλ ˝ Fλ Ñ IdRλ
. We claim this

is an isomorphism. Since both functors are exact, it suffices to prove this on irreducible

objects: we have rFλpFλLλpbqq – rFλrLλpbq – Lλpbq. Similar argument shows that the
unit of adjunction is an isomorphism in the other direction. �

Corollary 4.14. Let R be a finite ε-stratified category.

(1) All V P ∇εpRq have finite ε-tilting resolutions if and only if all positive strata
are of finite global dimension.

(2) All V P ∆εpRq have finite ε-tilting coresolutions if and only if all negative strata
are of finite global dimension.

Proof. We just explain the proof of (1). By Theorem 4.11, all V P ∇εpRq have finite

ε-tilting resolutions if and only if all rV P ∆´εp rRq have finite projective resolutions. By
Lemma 3.24(1), this is equivalent to all negative strata of the p´εq-stratified category
rR are of finite global dimension. Equivalently, by Corollary 4.13, all positive strata of
the ε-stratified category R are of finite global dimension. �
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For the final application, let RF and LG be the total derived functors of F respectively
G. These give triangulated functors between the bounded derived categories DbpRq and

Dbp rRq. The following theorem is a consequence of Happel’s general tilting theory for
finite dimensional algebras from [Hap].

Theorem 4.15. Let rR be the Ringel dual of a finite ε-stratified category R. Assume that
all negative strata (resp., all positive strata) of R are of finite global dimension. Then

RF : DbpRq Ñ Dbp rRq (resp., LG : DbpRq Ñ Dbp rRq) is an equivalence of triangulated

categories. Moreover, if R is of finite global dimension, then so is rR.

Proof. Assuming R has finite global dimension, this all follows by [Hap, Lemma 2.9,
Theorem 2.10]; the hypotheses there hold thanks to Corollary 4.14. To get the derived
equivalence without assuming R has finite global dimension, we cite instead Keller’s
exposition of Happel’s result in [Kel, Theorem 4.1], since it assumes slightly less; the
hypotheses (a) and (c) there hold due to Corollary 4.14(2) and Lemma 3.24(1). �

Corollary 4.16. If R is standardly stratified (resp., costandardly stratified) and R1
is the Ringel dual relative to a full tilting object (resp., a full cotilting object), then

RF : DbpRq Ñ Dbp rRq (resp., LG : DbpRq Ñ Dbp rRq) is an equivalence.

Proof of Theorem 4.11. This follows the same steps as in [Do4, pp.158–160]. Assume
without loss of generality that R “ B-modfd for a finite-dimensional algebra B. For
each b P B, let eb P A “ EndApT q

op be an idempotent such that Teb – Tεpbq. Then
rP pbq :“ Aeb is an indecomposable projective A-module and the modules

 

rLpbq :“ hd rP pbq
ˇ

ˇ b P B
(

give a full set of pairwise inequivalent irreducible A-modules. Since rR is a finite Abelian

category, it is immediate that ρ : B Ñ Λop defines a stratification of it. Let r∆´εpbq

and r∇´εpbq be the p´εq-standard and p´εq-costandard objects of rR defined from this
stratification. Set V pbq :“ F∇εpbq.

(1) For b P B we have that rP pbq “ FTεpbq. This follows immediately from the equality
HomBpTε, Tεqeb “ HomBpTε, Tεebq.

(2) The functor F is exact on ∇εpRq. This is the usual Ext1-vanishing between ∆ε- and
∇ε-filtered objects.

(3) For a, b P B, we have that rV pbq : rLpaqs “ pTεpaq : ∆εpbqq. The left hand side
is dim eaV pbq “ dim ea HomBpTε,∇εpbqq “ dim HomBpTεpaq,∇εpbqq, which equals the
right hand side.

(4) V pbq is a non-zero quotient of rP pbq, thus, hd V pbq “ rLpbq. By Theorem 4.2(i), ∇εpbq

is a quotient of Tεpbq, hence V pbq is quotient of rP pbq by (2). It is non-zero by (3).

(5) We have that V pbq – r∆´εpbq. Let λ :“ ρpbq. We treat the cases εpλq “ ` and
εpλq “ ´ separately.

If εpλq “ ` we must show that V pbq is the largest quotient of rP pbq such that rV pbq :
rLpaqs ‰ 0 ñ ρpaq ě ρpbq. We have already observed in (4) that V pbq is a quotient of
rP pbq. Also pTεpaq : ∆εpbqq ‰ 0 ñ ρpbq ď ρpaq by Theorem 4.2(iii). Using (3), this imples

that V pbq has the property rV pbq : rLpaqs ‰ 0 ñ ρpaq ě ρpbq. It remains to show that

any strictly larger quotient of rP pbq fails this condition. To see this, since εpλq “ `, a
∇ε-flag in Tεpbq has ∇εpbq at the top and other sections ∇εpcq for c with ρpcq ă ρpbq.

In view of (4), any strictly larger quotient of rP pbq than V pbq therefore has an additional

composition factor rLpcq arising from the head of V pcq for some c with ρpcq ă ρpbq.
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Instead, if εpλq “ ´, we use the characterization of r∆´εpbq from Lemma 3.3: we must

show that V pbq is the largest quotient of rP pbq such that rV pbq : rLpbqs “ 1 and rV pbq :
rLpaqs ‰ 0 ñ ρpaq ą ρpbq for a ‰ b. Since εpλq “ ´, we have that pTεpbq : ∇εpbqq “ 1
and pTεpbq : ∇εpaqq ‰ 0 ñ ρpaq ă ρpbq for a ‰ b. Hence, using (3) again, the quotient

V pbq of rP pbq has the required properties. A ∇ε-flag in Tεpbq has ∇εpbq at the top and

other sections ∇εpcq for c with ρpcq ď ρpbq. So any strictly larger quotient of rP pbq than

V pbq has a composition factor rLpcq arising from the head of V pcq for c with ρpcq ď ρpbq.

In case c “ b, this violates the requirement that the quotient has rLpbq appearing with
multiplicity one; otherwise, it violates the requirement that all other composition factors

of the quotient are of the form rLpaq with ρpaq ą ρpbq.

(6) rR is p´εq-stratified. In view of (5), it suffices to show that rP pbq has a filtration with
sectons V pcq for c with ρpcq ď ρpbq. Since Tεpbq has a ∇ε-flag with sections ∇εpcq for c
with ρpcq ď ρpbq, this follows using (1) and (2).

(7) For any U P TiltεpRq and V P R, the map f : HomBpU, V q Ñ HomApFU,FV q
induced by F is an isomorphism. It suffices to prove this when U “ T , so that the
right hand space is HomApA,FV q and FV “ HomBpT, V q. Then it is straightforward
to check that f is the inverse of the isomorphism HomApA,FV q Ñ FV, θ ÞÑ θp1q.

(8) For any V,W P ∇εpRq and n ě 0, the functor F induces a linear isomorphism

ExtnRpV,W q
„
Ñ Extn

rRpFV, FW q. Take an ε-tilting resolution d : T‚ Ñ V in the sense
of Definition 4.6, which exists thanks to Theorem 4.9. The functor F takes ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
T1 Ñ T0 Ñ V Ñ 0 to a complex ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ FT1 Ñ FT0 Ñ FV Ñ 0. In fact, this
complex is exact. To see this, take m ě 0 and consider the short exact sequence
0 Ñ ker dm Ñ Tm Ñ im dm Ñ 0. All of ker dm, Tm and im dm have ∇ε-flags due to
Lemma 4.7. Hence, thanks to (2), we get a short exact sequence

0 ÝÑ F pker dmq
i
ÝÑ FTm

p
ÝÑ F pim dmq ÝÑ 0

on applying F . Since F is left exact, the canonical map F pim dmq Ñ FTm´1 is a
monomorphism. Its image is all θ : T Ñ Tm´1 with image contained in im dm. As p is
an epimorphism, any such θ can be written as dm ˝φ for φ : T Ñ Tm, i.e., θ P impFdmq.
Thus, F pim dmq – impFdmq, and 0 Ñ kerpFdmq ÝÑ FTm Ñ impFdmq Ñ 0 is exact, as

required. In view of (1), we have thus constructed a projective resolution of FV in rR,

¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑ FT1 ÝÑ FT0 ÝÑ FV ÝÑ 0.

In this paragraph, we use the projective resolution just constructed to compute
Extn

rRpFV, FIq for any injective I P R. We have a commutative diagram

0 HomRpV, Iq HomRpT0, Iq HomRpT1, Iq ¨ ¨ ¨

0 Hom
rRpFV, FIq Hom

rRpFT0, F Iq Hom
rRpFT1, F Iq ¨ ¨ ¨

f f0 f1

with vertical maps induced by F . The maps f0, f1, . . . are isomorphisms due to (7).
Also the top row is exact as I is injective. We deduce that the bottom row is exact at
the positions Hom

rRpFTm, F Iq for all m ě 1. It is exact at positions Hom
rRpFV, FIq

and Hom
rRpFT0, F Iq as Hom

rRp´, F Iq is left exact. Thus, the bottom row is exact
everywhere. So the map f is an isomorphism too and Extn

rRpFV, FIq “ 0 for n ą 0.
Finally, take a short exact sequence 0 ÑW Ñ I Ñ QÑ 0 in R with I injective. We

have that Q P ∇εpRq by Corollary 3.13. Hence, using (2) and the previous paragraph,
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there is a commutative diagram

HomRpV,W q HomRpV, Iq HomRpV,Qq Ext1
RpV,W q

Hom
rRpFV, FW q Hom

rRpFV, FIq Hom
rRpFV, FQq Ext1

rRpFV, FW q

f1 f2 f3 f4

with exact rows. As f2 is an isomorphism, we get that f1 is injective. Since this is
proved for all V , this means that f3 is injective too. Then a diagram chase gives that f1

is surjective, hence, f3 is surjective and f4 is an isomorphism. Finally, degree shifting
gives the isomorphisms ExtnRpV,W q

„
Ñ Extn

rRpFV, FW q for n ě 2 as well.

(9) We have that rT´εpbq – FIpbq. By (5) and (8), we get that Ext1
rRp
r∆´εpaq, F Ipbqq –

Ext1
Rp∇εpaq, Ipbqq “ 0 for all a P B. Hence, by the homological criterion, FIpbq has a

∇´ε-flag. It also has a ∆´ε-flag with bottom section isomorphism to r∆´εpbq due to (2)

and (5). So FIpbq P Tilt´εp rRq. It is indecomposable as End
rRpFIpbqq – EndRpIpbqq by

(8), which is local. Therefore FIpbq – rT´εpbq due to Theorem 4.2(i).

(10) The restriction F : ∇εpRq Ñ ∆´εpR1q is an equivalence of categories. It is full
and faithful by (8). It remains to show that it is dense, i.e., for any V P ∆´εpR1q there

exists rV P ∇εpRq with F rV – V . The proof of this goes by induction on the length of a
∆´ε-flag of V . If this length is one, we are done by (5). For the induction step, consider
V fitting into a short exact sequence 0 Ñ U Ñ V ÑW Ñ 0 for shorter U,W P ∆´εpR1q.
By induction there are rU,ĂW P ∇εpRq such that F rU – U,FĂW – W . Then we use the

isomorphism Ext1
R1pF

ĂW,F rUq – Ext1
Rp

ĂW, rUq from (8) to see that there is an extension
rV of rU and ĂW in R such that F rV – V .

(11) The right B-module T˚ is a full p´εq-tilting object in the p´εq-stratified cate-
gory modfd-B such that EndBpT

˚qop “ Aop. Let F op :“ HomBpT
˚,´q : modfd-B Ñ

modfd-A be the corresponding Ringel duality functor. Then we have that G – ˚˝F op ˝˚.
The first statement is clear from Lemma 3.9, observing that EndBpT

˚qop – EndBpT q
since since ˚ : B-modfd Ñ modfd-B is a contravariant equivalence. It remains to observe
that ˚ ˝ F op ˝ ˚ – ˚ ˝HomBpT

˚, p´q˚q – ˚ ˝HomBp´, T q “ G.

(12) The restriction G : ∆εpRq Ñ ∇´εp rRq is an equivalence such that GTεpbq – rIpbq,

G∆εpbq – r∇´εpbq and GP pbq – rT´εpbq. This follows from (11) together with the analogs

of (1), (5), (9) and (10) with modfd-B,modfd-A and F op replacing R “ B-modfd, rR “

A-modfd and F , respectively. �

4.3. Tilting objects in the upper finite case. Throughout the subsection, R will
be an upper finite ε-stratified category.

We are going to extend the definition of tilting objects to this situation. Using the
notion of ascending ∆ε-flags and descending ∇ε-flags from Definition 3.35, we set

TiltεpRq :“ ∆asc
ε pRq X∇dsc

ε pRq. (4.8)

We emphasize that objects of TiltεpRq are in particular objects of R, so all of their
composition multiplicities are finite. Like in Lemma 4.1, TiltεpRq is a Karoubian sub-
category of R.

Theorem 4.17. Assume that R is an upper finite ε-stratified category. For b P B with
ρpbq “ λ, there is an indecomposable object Tεpbq P TiltεpRq satisfying the following
properties:
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(i) Tεpbq has an ascending ∆ε-flag with bottom section3 isomorphic to ∆εpbq;
(ii) Tεpbq has a descending ∇ε-flag with top section4 isomorphic to ∇εpbq;

(iii) Tεpbq P Rďλ and jλTεpbq –

"

Pλpbq if εpλq “ `
Iλpbq if εpλq “ ´

.

These properties determine Tεpbq uniquely up to isomorphism: if T is any indecomposable
object of TiltεpRq satisfying any one of the properties (i)–(iii) then T – Tεpbq; hence, it
satisfies the other two properties as well.

Proof. Existence: Replacing R by Rďλ if necessary and using Theorem 3.32, we reduce
to the special case that λ is the largest element of the poset Λ. Assuming this, the first
step in the construction of Tεpbq is to define a direct system pVωqωPΩ of objects of R.
This is indexed by the directed set Ω of all finite upper sets in Λ. Let V∅ :“ 0. Then take
∅ ‰ ω P Ω and denote it instead by Λ�. Letting j : RÑ R� be the corresponding finite
ε-stratified quotient of R, we set Vω :“ j!T

�
ε pbq. By Theorem 3.37(6), this has a ∆ε-flag.

Given also ω ă υ P Ω, i.e., another upper set Λ�� containing Λ�, let k : R Ñ R�� be
the corresponding quotient. Then j factors as j “ ̄ ˝ k for an induced quotient functor
̄ : R�� Ñ R�. Since ̄T ��

ε pbq – T �
ε pbq by Corollary 4.5, we deduce from Corollary 3.19(2)

that there is a short exact sequence

0 ÝÑ ̄!T
�
ε pbq ÝÑ T ��

ε pbq ÝÑ Q ÝÑ 0

such that Q has a ∆ε-flag with sections ∆��
ε pcq for c with ρpcq P Λ��zΛ�. Applying k! and

using the exactness from Theorem 3.37(6) again, we deduce that there is an embedding
fυω : Vω ãÑ Vυ with coker fυω P ∆εpRq. Thus, we have a direct system pVωqωPΩ. Now let
Tεpbq :“ lim

ÝÑ
Vω P IndpRq. Using the induced embeddings fω : Vω ãÑ Tεpbq, we identify

each Vω with a subobject of Tεpbq. We have shown for ω ă υ that Vυ{Vω P ∆εpRq and,
moreover, jVυ “ jVω where j : RÑ R� is the quotient associated to ω.

In this paragraph, we show that Tεpbq actually lies in R rather than IndpRq, i.e., all
of the composition multiplicities rTεpbq : Lpcqs are finite. To see this, take c P B. Let
ω “ Λ� P Ω be some fixed finite upper set such that ρpcq P Λ�, and j : R Ñ R� be the
quotient functor as usual. Then for any υ ě ω we have that

rVυ : Lpcqs “ rjVυ : L�pcqs “ rjVω : L�pcqs “ rVω : Lpcqs.

Hence, rTεpbq : Lpcqs “ rVω : Lpcqs ă 8.
So now we have defined Tεpbq P R together with an ascending ∆ε-flag pVωqωPΩ. The

smallest non-empty element of Ω is ω :“ tλu, and Vω “ jλ! Pλpbq “ ∆εpbq if εpλq “ `,
or jλ! Iλpbq if εpλq “ ´. Since jλTεpbq “ jλVω, we deduce that (iii) holds. Also by
construction Tεpbq has an ascending ∆ε-flag. To see that it has a descending ∇ε-flag,
take any a P B. Let ω “ Λ� P Ω be such that ρpaq P Λ�. Then ∆εpaq “ j!∆

�
εpaq and

jTεpbq “ jVω “ T �
ε pbq, so by Theorem 3.37(5) we get that

Ext1
Rp∆εpaq, Tεpbqq – Ext1

R�p∆�
εpaq, T

�
ε pbqq “ 0.

By Theorem 3.40, this shows that Tεpbq P ∇dsc
ε pRq.

Note finally that Tεpbq is indecomposable. This follows because jTεpbq is indecompos-
able for every j : RÑ R� (adopting the usual notation). Indeed, by the construction we
have that jTεpbq – T �

ε pbq This completes the construction of the indecomposable object
Tεpbq P TiltεpRq. We have shown that it satisfies (iii), and it follows easily that it also
satisfies (i) and (ii).

3We mean that there is an ascending ∆ε-flag pVωqωPΩ in which Ω has a smallest non-zero element 1
such that V1 – ∆εpbq.
4Similarly, we mean that V {V1 – ∇εpbq.
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Uniqueness: Since (iii) implies (i) and (ii), it suffices to show that any indecomposable
U P TiltεpRq satisfying either (i) or (ii) is isomorphic to the object T :“ Tεpbq just
constructed. We explain this just in the case of (i), since the argument for (ii) is similar.
We take a short exact sequence 0 Ñ ∆εpbq Ñ T Ñ QÑ 0 with Q P ∆asc

ε pRq. Using the
Ext-vanishing from Lemma 3.36, we deduce like in the proof of Theorem 4.2 that the
inclusion f : ∆εpbq ãÑ T extends to f̄ : U Ñ T . In fact, f̄ is an isomorphism. To see
this, take a finite upper set Λ� containing λ and consider the quotient j : R Ñ R� as
usual. Both jU and jT are isomorphic to T �

ε pbq by the uniqueness in Theorem 4.2. The
proof there implies that any homomorphism jT Ñ jU which restricts to an isomorphism
on the subobject ∆�

εpbq is an isomorphism. We deduce that jf̄ is an isomorphism. Since
holds for all choices of Λ�, it follows that f̄ itself is an isomorphism. �

Corollary 4.18. Any object of TiltεpRq is isomorphic to
À

bPB Tεpbq
‘nb for unique

multiplicities nb P N. Conversely, any such direct sum belongs to TiltεpRq.

Proof. Let us first show that any direct sum U :“
À

bPB Tεpbq
‘nb belongs to TiltεpRq.

The only issue is to see that U actually belongs to R rather than IndpRq, i.e., it has
finite composition multiplicities. But for a given c P B, the multiplicity rTεpbq : Lpcqs
is zero unless ρpcq ď ρpbq. There are only finitely many such b P B, so rU : Lpcqs “
ř

bPB nbrTεpbq : Lpcqs ă 8.
Now take any U P TiltεpRq. Let Ω be the directed set of all finite upper sets in

Λ. Take ω P Ω, say it is the finite upper set Λ�. Let j : R Ñ R� be the quotient
functor as usual. Then we have that jU P TiltεpR�q, so it decomposes as a finite
direct sum as jU –

À

bPB� T �
ε pbq

‘nbpωq for nbpωq P N. There is a corresponding direct

summand Tω –
À

bPB� Tεpbq
‘nbpωq of U . Then T “ lim

ÝÑ
Tω. Moreover, for b P B�, the

multiplicities nbpωq are stable in the sense that nbpυq “ nbpωq for all υ ą ω. We deduce
that U –

À

bPB Tεpbq
‘nb where nb :“ nbpωq for any sufficiently large ω. �

There are also obvious analogs of Corollaries 4.4 and 4.5 in the upper finite setting.

4.4. Semi-infinite Ringel duality. Throughout the subsection, Λ will be a lower finite
poset and ε : Λ Ñ t˘u is a sign function. The opposite poset Λop is upper finite. The
goal is to extend Ringel duality to include stratifications indexed by Λ or Λop. The
situation is not as symmetric as in the finite case so we need two different formulations,
one in each direction.

If we start with a lower finite ε-stratified category, the Ringel dual is an upper finite
p´εq-stratified category:

Definition 4.19. Let R be a lower finite ε-stratified category with stratification defined
by ρ : B Ñ Λ. A full ε-tilting family is a family pTiqiPI of ε-tilting objects in R such
that every Tεpbq is isomorphic to a summand of Ti for some i P I. Define the Ringel dual

of R relative to T :“
À

iPI Ti P IndpRq to be rR :“ A-modlfd where A “
À

i,jPI eiAej
is the locally finite-dimensional locally unital algebra with eiAej :“ HomRpTi, Tjq and

multiplication that is the opposite of composition in R. Identifying Indp rRq with A-mod
as usual, we have the (covariant) Ringel duality functors

F :“
à

iPI

HomRpTi,´q : IndpRq Ñ Indp rRq, (4.9)

G :“ f ˝
à

iPI

HomRp´, Tiq : PropRq Ñ Prop rRq. (4.10)

These are instances of the functor (2.17) and 2.20), respectively. Both F and G take

objects of R to objects of rR.
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Theorem 4.20. In the setup of Definition 4.19, rR is an upper finite p´εq-stratified
category with stratification defined from ρ : B Ñ Λop. Its distinguished objects satisfy

rP pbq – FTεpbq, rIpbq – GTεpbq, rLpbq – hd rP pbq – soc rIpbq,

r∆´εpbq – F∇εpbq, r∇´εpbq – G∆εpbq, rT´εpbq – FIpbq.

The restrictions F : ∇asc
ε pRq Ñ ∆asc

´ε p
rRq and G : ∆εpRq Ñ ∇´εp rRq are equivalences.

The proof will be explained later. In the other direction, if we start from an upper
finite p´εq-stratified category, the Ringel dual is a lower finite ε-stratified category:

Definition 4.21. Let rR be an upper finite p´εq-stratified category with stratification

defined by ρ : B Ñ Λop. A full p´εq-tilting object is an object rT P Tilt´εp rRq such that
rT´εpbq is a summand of rT for every b P B. By Lemma 2.8, the algebra B :“ End

rRp
rT qop

is a pseudocompact topological algebra with respect to the profinite topology; let C be

the coalgebra that is its continuous dual. Then the Ringel dual of R relative to rT is the
category R :“ B-modfd – comodfd-C. Recalling the continuous duality functor ˇ from
(2.7), there are Ringel duality functors

rF :“ ˇ ˝Hom
rRp´,

rT q : Indp rRq Ñ IndpRq, (4.11)

rG :“ Hom
rRp

rT ,´q : Prop rRq Ñ PropRq. (4.12)

These are instances of the functors (2.16) and (2.21), respectively. The functor rF sends

finitely generated objects of rR to objects of R, while rG sends finitely cogenerated objects

of rR to objects of R.

Theorem 4.22. In the setup of Definition 4.21, R is a lower finite ε-stratified category
with stratification defined from ρ : B Ñ Λ. Its distinguished objects satisfy

Ipbq – rF rT´εpbq, Lpbq – soc Ipbq,

∆εpbq – rGr∇´εpbq, ∇εpbq – rF r∆´εpbq, Tεpbq – rF rP pbq – rGrIpbq.

The restrictions rF : ∆asc
´ε p

rRq Ñ ∇asc
ε pRq and rG : ∇´εp rRq Ñ ∆εpRq are equivalences.

The following corollaries are the analogs of the double centralizer property from Corol-
lary 4.12 in the semi-infinite setting.

Corollary 4.23. Let notation be as in Definition 4.19. Assume in addition that R “

comodfd-C for a coalgebra C. Let B :“ C˚ be the dual algebra, so that T is a pB,Aq-

bimodule. Let rT :“ Tf be the dual pA,Bq-bimodule.

(1) rT is a full p´εq-tilting object in rR such that B “ End
rRp

rT qop. Thus, the Ringel

dual of rR relative to rT is the original category R.
(2) Recalling (2.21), the functors (4.11)–(4.12) satisfy

rF – T bA ´, G – rTbB ´ . (4.13)

Hence, p rF , F q and pG, rGq are adjoint pairs.

(3) The restrictions rF : ∆asc
´ε p

rRq Ñ ∇asc
ε pRq and rG : ∇´εp rRq Ñ ∆εpRq are quasi-

inverses of the equivalences defined by F and G, respectively.

Proof. (1) By Lemma 2.2, we have that HomCpTi, Cq – T˚i as right B-modules, hence,

FC – rT as an pA,Bq-bimodule. Since every Ipbq appears as a summand of the regular

comodule, and FIpbq – rT´εpbq by Theorem 4.20, we deduce that rT is a full p´εq-tilting
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module in rR. To see that B “ EndAp rT q
op, we use the fact that F is an equivalence on

∇-filtered objects to deduce that

EndAp rT q
op – EndApFCq

op – EndCpCq
op – B,

using Lemma 2.2 again for the final algebra isomorphism.

(2) We get that rF “ ˇ˝HomAp´, rT q – T bA´ and rF is left adjoint to F by Lemma 2.9.

Also G – rT bB ´ and G is left adjoint to rG by Lemma 2.10.

(3) Theorems 4.20 and 4.22 together show that F and rF restrict to equivalences between

∆asc
´ε p

rRq and ∇asc
ε pRq. They are quasi-inverse to each other since rF is left adjoint to F .

Similarly for G and rG. �

Corollary 4.24. Let notation be as in Definition 4.21, and assume in addition that
rR “ A-modlfd for a locally finite-dimensional locally unital algebra A “

À

i,jPI eiAej.

Let T :“ rTf, which is a pB,Aq-bimodule. Set Ti :“ Tei P B-modfd.

(1) pTiqiPI is a full ε-tilting family in R such that A “
À

i,jPI HomRpTi, Tjq with
multiplication coming from the opposite of composition in R. Thus, the Ringel

dual of R relative to T is the category rR.
(2) Defining F and G from (4.9)–(4.10), we again have the isomorphisms (4.13).

(3) The restrictions F : ∇asc
ε pRq Ñ ∆asc

´ε p
rRq and G : ∆εpRq Ñ ∇´εp rRq are quasi-

inverses of the equivalences defined by rF and rG, respectively.

Proof. Note that Ti “ rF pAeiq. So Theorem 4.22 implies that pTiqiPI is a full ε-tilting

family in R. Moreover, HomRpTi, Tjq “ HomRp rF pAeiq, rF pAejqq – HomApAei, Aejq.
Part (1) follows easily. This puts us in exactly the same situation as Corollary 4.23. The
remaining parts (2) and (3) follow from the corresponding parts of that corollary. �

Corollary 4.13 carries over to the semi-infinite case. We leave this to the reader. We
have not investigated derived equivalences or any analog of Theorem 4.15 in this setting.

Remark 4.25. In the context of Corollaries 4.23–4.24, let x
piq
1 , . . . , x

piq
ni be a basis for

Ti, y
piq
1 , . . . , y

piq
ni be the dual basis for T˚i , and set c

piq
s,r :“ x

piq
r b y

piq
s P T bA rT . Then the

coalgebra C may be identified with T bA rT viewed as a coalgebra via (2.13) so that the

elements c
piq
r,s are the coefficient functions of the right C-comodule T with respect to the

chosen basis, i.e., the comultiplication η : T Ñ T b C satisies ηpx
piq
s q “

řni
r“1 x

piq
r b c

piq
r,s.

This follows from Lemma 2.8 and the discussion just before it.

Proof of Theorem 4.20. We may assume that R “ comodfd-C for a coalgebra C. Let
B :“ C˚ be the dual algebra, so that R is identified also with B-modfd. As in steps
(11)–(12) of the proof of Theorem 4.11, all of the statements involving the functor G
follow from the ones involving F , or rather, its right module analog F op. This depends
on the isomorphism G – f˝F op˝ˇ which was noted already in the proof of Lemma 2.10.
For example, the fact that G restricts to a well-defined equivalence between ∆εpRq and

∇´εp rRq follows because F op restricts to an equivalence ∇´εpRopq and ∆´εp rRopq. We
will not mention the functor G again in the remainder of the proof.

Observe next that we can replace the full ε-tilting family pTiqiPI with any other such
family. This just has the effect of transforming A into a Morita equivalent locally unital
algebra. Consequently, without loss of generality, we may assume that I “ B and
pTiqiPI “ pTεpbqqbPB. Then

A “
à

a,bPB

HomBpTεpaq, Tεpbqq
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is a pointed locally finite-dimensional locally unital algebra, with primitive idempotents

denoted teb | b P Bu. Let rP pbq :“ Aeb and rLpbq :“ hd rP pbq. Then rR “ A-modlfd is

a locally Schurian category, the A-modules trLpbq | b P Bu give a full set of pairwise

inequivalent irreducible objects, and rP pbq is a projective cover of rLpbq. It is immediate

that ρ : B Ñ Λop gives a stratification of rR. Let r∆´εpbq and r∇´εpbq be its p´εq-standard
and p´εq-costandard objects. Also let V pbq :“ F∇εpbq.

Now one checks that steps (1)–(6) from the proof of Theorem 4.11 carry over to
the present situation with very minor modifications. We will not rewrite these steps

here, but cite them freely below. In particular, (6) establishes that rR is an upper finite

p´εq-stratified category. Also, F∇εpbq – r∆´εpbq by (5). It just remains to show that

‚ F restricts to an equivalence of categories between ∇asc
ε pRq and ∆asc

´ε p
rRq;

‚ FIpbq – rT´εpbq.

This requires some different arguments compared to the ones from (7)–(10) in the proof
of Theorem 4.11.

Let Ω be the directed poset consisting of all finite lower sets in Λ. Take ω P Ω, say
it is the lower set Λ�. Let ∇εpR, ωq be the full subcategory of ∇εpRq consisting of the
∇ε-filtered objects with sections ∇εpbq for b P B� :“ ρ´1pΛ�q. Similarly, we define the

subcategory ∆´εp rR, ωq of ∆´εp rRq. By (2) and (5), F restricts to a well-defined functor

F : ∇εpR, ωq Ñ ∆´εp rR, ωq. (4.14)

We claim that this is actually an equivalence of categories. To prove it, let i : R� Ñ R
be the finite ε-stratified subcategory of R associated to Λ�. Let e :“

ř

bPB� eb P A. Then
T � :“

À

bPB� Tεpbq is a full ε-tilting object in R�. As EndR�pT �qop “ eAe, the Ringel

dual of R� relative to T � is the category rR� :“ eAe-modfd; let F � :“ HomCpT
�,´q be

the corresponding Ringel duality functor. We know that rR� is the finite p´εq-stratified

quotient of rR associated to Λ� (which is a finite upper set in Λop). Let ̃ : rR Ñ rR�

be the quotient functor, i.e., the functor defined by multiplication by the idempotent e.
For a right C-comodule V , we have that

F �pi˚V q –
à

bPB�

HomCpTεpbq, i
˚V q – e

à

bPB

HomCpTεpbq, V q – ̃pFV q.

This shows that
F � ˝ i˚ – ̃ ˝ F. (4.15)

By Theorem 4.11, F � gives an equivalence ∇εpR�q Ñ ∆´εp rR�q. Also i˚ : ∇εpR, ωq Ñ
∇εpR�q and ̃ : ∆´εp rR, ωq Ñ ∆´εp rR�q are equivalences. This is clear for i˚. To see it for
̃, one shows using Theorem 3.37 that the left adjoint ̃! gives a quasi-inverse equivalence.
Putting these things together, we deduce that (4.14) is an equivalence as claimed.

Now we can show that F restricts to an equivalence F : ∇asc
ε pRq Ñ ∆asc

´ε p
rRq. Take

V P ∇asc
ε pRq. Then V has a distinguished ascending ∇ε-flag pVωqωPΩ indexed by the

set Ω of finite lower sets in Λ. This is defined by setting Vω :“ i!V in the notation
of the previous paragraph; see the proof of Theorem 3.59. As each comodule Tεpbq is
finite-dimensional, hence, compact, the functor F commutes with direct limits. Hence,

FV – lim
ÝÑ
pFVωq. In fact, pFVωqωPΩ is the data of an ascending ∆´ε-flag in FV P rR.

To see this, we have that FVω P ∆´εp rRq by the previous paragraph. For ω ă υ the
quotient Vυ{Vω has a ∇ε-flag thanks to Corollary 3.60, so FVυ{FVω – F pVυ{Vωq has a

∆´ε-flag. Finally we must show that FV P rR (rather than Indp rRq). It suffices to show

that dim HomApFV, rIpbqq ă 8 for each b P B. Since rIpbq has a finite ∇´ε-flag, this

reduces to checking that dim HomApFV, r∇´εpbqq ă 8 for each b, which holds because
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the multiplicities pVω : ∇εpbqq are bounded by the definition of the category ∇asc
ε pRq.

This shows in particular that F restricts to a well-defined functor

F : ∇asc
ε pRq Ñ ∆asc

´ε p
rRq.

We prove that this is an equivalence by showing that the left adjoint rF :“ T bA´ to F
gives a quasi-inverse. The left mate of (4.15) gives an isomorphism

i ˝ĆpF �q – rF ˝ ̃!. (4.16)

Combining this with Corollary 4.12, we deduce that rF restricts to a quasi-inverse of the

equivalence (4.14) for each ω P Ω. Also, rF commutes with direct limits, and again any
rV P ∆asc

´ε p
rRq has a distinguished ascending ∆´ε-flag prVωqωPΩ as we saw in the proof of

Theorem 3.38. These facts are enough to show that rF restricts to a well-defined functor
rF : ∆asc

´ε p
rRq Ñ ∇asc

ε pRq which is quasi-inverse to F .

Finally, we check that FIpbq – rT´εpbq. Let V :“ Ipbq and pVωqωPΩ be its distinguished
ascending ∇ε-flag indexed by the set Ω of finite lower sets in Λ. Using the same notation
as above, for ω that is a lower set Λ� satisfying ρpbq P Λ�, we know that Vω is an injective

hull of Lpbq in R�. Hence, by Theorem 4.11, F �Vω – rT �
´εpbq P rR�. From this, we see

that the ascending ∆´ε-flag pFVωq in FIpbq coincides with the distinsguished ascending

∆´ε-flag in rT´εpbq from the construction from the proof of Theorem 4.17. �

Proof of Theorem 4.22. We may assume that rR “ A-modlfd for a pointed locally unital

algebra A “
À

a,bPB eaAeb, so that rT is a locally finite-dimensional left A-module. Let

T :“ rTf and C :“ T bA T
f, which we view as a coalgebra according to (2.13). By

Lemma 2.8, this coalgebra is the continuous dual of B “ EndAp rT q
op. We may identify R

with comodfd-C, which is a locally finite Abelian category. Applying Lemma 2.9, we can

also identify the Ringel duality functor rF with the functor T bA´ : A-mod Ñ comod-C,
the comodule structure map of T bA V being defined as in (2.15). Let

Ipbq :“ rF rT´εpbq, ∇εpbq :“ rF r∆´εpbq, Lpbq :“ soc Ipbq. (4.17)

Each Ipbq is an indecomposable injective right C-comodule, and tLpbq|b P Bu is a full set

of pairwise inequivalent irreducible comodules. Since r∆´εpbq ãÑ rT´εpbq, and rF is exact

on ∆asc
´ε p

rRq by the original definition of rF and the Ext1-vanishing from Lemma 3.36, we
see that ∇εpbq ãÑ Ipbq. Thus, we also have that Lpbq “ soc ∇εpbq.

Now let Λ� be a finite lower set in Λ. Set B� :“ ρ´1pΛ�q, and let ̃ : rR Ñ rR� be

the corresponding Serre quotient of rR. Since Λ� is a finite upper set in Λop, this is a

finite p´εq-stratified category thanks to Theorem 3.37. In fact, rR� “ eAe-modlfd where
e :“

ř

bPB� eb, and ̃ is the functor defined by multiplying by e. By the upper finite

analog of Corollary 4.5, e rT is a full p´εq-tilting object in rR�. Let B� :“ EndeAepe rT q
op

be its (finite-dimensional) endomorphism algebra. Then R� :“ B�-modfd is the Ringel

dual of rR� relative to e rT . By the finite Ringel duality from Theorem 4.11, R� is a finite

ε-stratified category. Let rF � : rR� Ñ R� be its Ringel duality functor.
The functor ̃ defines an algebra homomorphism

π : B Ñ B�. (4.18)

We claim that π is surjective. To prove this, consider the short exact sequence

0 ÝÑ AebeAe e rT ÝÑ rT ÝÑ Q ÝÑ 0 (4.19)

which comes from the upper-finite counterpart of Lemma 3.19(2); thus, Q P ∆asc
´ε pRq

and all of its sections are of the form r∆´εpbq for b R B�. Applying the functor
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HomAp´, rT q and using that Ext1
ApQ,

rT q “ 0, we deduce that the natural restriction

map HomAp rT , rT q Ñ HomApAebeAe e rT , rT q is surjective. Since HomApAebeAe e rT , rT q –

HomeAepe rT , e rT q, this proves the claim.
From (4.18), we see that the natural inflation functor i : R� Ñ R includes R� as an

Abelian subcategory of R. We claim moreover that that

i ˝ rF � – rF ˝ ̃!. (4.20)

This can be proved in the same way as (4.16) above, but the following alternative
argument is more convenient in the present setting: consider the dual coalgebra

C� :“ pB�q˚.

The dual map π˚ to (4.18) defines a coalgebra homomorphism C� Ñ C. Moreover, if

we identify C� with TebeAe e rT like in Lemma 2.7 then π˚ corresponds to the obvious

coalgebra homomorphism π˚ : TebeAee rT Ñ TbA rT induced by the inclusion Tebe rT ãÑ

T b rT . Since π is surjective, the dual map π˚ is injective, so it identifies C� with a

subcoalgebra of C. Now the functor rF � is Te beAe ´ : eAe-mod Ñ comod-C�, and we
get (4.20) since T bA AebeAe V – TebeAe V for any eAe-module V .

From (4.20) and Theorem 3.37(6), we see that ε-costandard objects of R� are the
comodules t∇εpbq|b P B�u defined by (4.17). Representatives for the isomorphism classes
of irreducible objects in R� are given by the socles tLpbq | b P B�u of these costandard
objects. In fact, R� is the Serre subcategory of R generated by tLpbq | b P B�u. To
prove this, by Lemma 2.20, it suffices to show that C� is the largest right coideal of C

such that all of its irreducible subquotients are of the form tLpbq | b P B�u. Apply rF to
(4.19), using the exactness noted before, to get a short exact sequence

0 ÝÑ TebeAe e rT ÝÑ T bA rT ÝÑ rFQ ÝÑ 0.

Since C� “ Te beAe e rT and C “ T bA rT , this shows that C{C� – rFQ. To finish the

argument we show that all irreducible constituents of soc p rFQq are of the form Lpbq for

b R B�. Fix an ascending ∆´ε-flag pVωqωPΩ in Q. As rF commutes with direct limits and

is exact on ∆´ε-flags, we deduce that rFQ is the union of subobjects of the form rFVω.

Now the sections in a ∆ε-flag in Vω are r∆´εpbq for b R B�, hence, rFVω has a ∇ε-flag

with sections ∇εpbq for b R B�. It follows that soc p rFVωq is of the desired form for each

ω, hence, the socle of rFQ is too.
We can now complete the proof of the theorem. Taking the finite lower set Λ� in

the above to be p´8, λs, we deduce that Rďλ is a finite Abelian category, verifying the
property (S4) from Definition 3.1. This means that ρ : B Ñ Λ defines a stratification of
R. Then we get that R is a lower finite ε-stratified category by applying Lemma 3.62.
Theorem 4.11 once again shows for any choice of Λ� that the ε-tilting object of R�

indexed by b P B� is

T �
ε pbq :“ rF �p̃ rP pbqq – rF p̃!p̃ rP pbqqq – rF rP pbq.

This is also the ε-tilting object Tεpbq of R due to Corollary 4.4. Also, for a, b P B�, we
have that

HomCpTεpaq, Tεpbqq – HomC�pT �
ε paq, T

�
ε pbqq – HomeAepe rP paq, e rP pbqq – eaAeb.

These things are true for all choices of Λ�, so we see that the Ringel dual of R rela-
tive to

À

bPB Tεpbq is the original category A-modlfd. This puts us in the situation of
Corollary 4.23, and finally we invoke that corollary (whose proof did not depend on

Theorem 4.22) to establish that rF : ∆asc
´ε p

rRq Ñ ∇asc
ε pRq is an equivalence. �
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4.5. The essentially finite case. In this subsection, we let R be an essentially finite
ε-stratified category with stratification defined from ρ : B Ñ Λ. As usual, Λop denotes
the opposite poset. Since Λ is interval finite, unions of lower sets of the form Λďλ are
upper finite. If R� is the Serre subcategory of R associated to such an upper finite lower
set then its locally Schurian envelope LocpR�q is an upper finite ε-stratified category.
This follows from Theorem 3.17.

For b P B, we define the corresponding ε-tilting object Tεpbq P LocpRq as follows:
pick any upper finite lower set Λ� such that ρpbq P Λ�, let R� be the corresponding Serre
subcategory of R, then let Tεpbq be the ε-tilting object in LocpR�q from Theorem 4.17.
This is well-defined independent of the choice of Λ� by the uniqueness part of Theo-
rem 4.17. We will only consider Ringel duality in the essentially finite case under the
hypothesis that R is ε-tilting-bounded, meaning that the matrix

`

dim HomRpTεpaq, Tεpbqq
˘

a,bPB
(4.21)

has only finitely many non-zero entries in every row and in every column. This condition
implies in particular that each Tεpbq is of finite length, i.e., it belongs to R rather than
LocpRq. From the recursive construction of Theorem 4.17, there is no apparent reason
why this should hold, but it does in all of the examples that we are aware of “in nature.”

Assuming R is ε-tilting-bounded, we define

TiltεpRq :“ ∆εpRq X∇εpRq (4.22)

just like in (4.1). Theorem 4.2 carries over easily, to show that tTεpbq | b P Bu gives a full
set of the indecomposable objects in the Karoubian category TiltεpRq. The construction
of Theorem 4.9 also carries over unchanged. So all objects of ∇εpRq have ε-tilting
resolutions and all objects of ∆εpRq have ε-cotilting resolutions.

Definition 4.26. A full ε-tilting family in R means a family pTiqiPI of objects Ti P R
such that each Ti is a direct sum of the objects Tεpbq and every Tεpbq appears as a
summand of at least one and at most finitely many different Ti. Given such a family, we

define the Ringel dual of R relative to pTiqiPI to be the category rR :“ A-modfd where
A :“

À

i,jPI HomRpTi, Tjq with multiplication that is the opposite of composition in R.
Also define the two Ringel duality functors

F :“
à

iPI

HomRpTi,´q : RÑ rR, (4.23)

G :“ ˚ ˝
à

iPI

HomRp´, Tiq : RÑ rR. (4.24)

Theorem 4.27. Assume that R is an ε-tilting-bounded essentially finite ε-stratified

category. Let rR be the Ringel dual of R relative to pTiqiPI as in Definition 4.26. Then
rR is a p´εq-tilting-bounded essentially finite p´εq-stratified category with stratification
defined from ρ : B Ñ Λop. Its distinguished objects satisfy

rP pbq – FTεpbq, rIpbq – GTεpbq, rLpbq – hd rP pbq – soc rIpbq,

r∆´εpbq – F∇εpbq, r∇´εpbq – G∆εpbq, rT´εpbq – FIpbq – GP pbq.

The restrictions F : ∇εpRq Ñ ∆´εp rRq and G : ∆εpRq Ñ ∇´εp rRq are equivalences.

Proof. We may assume that R “ B-modfd for an essentially finite-dimensional locally
unital algebra B “

À

i,jPJ fiBfj . The assumption that R is ε-tilting-bounded implies

that
ř

iPI dim HomRpTi, Tjq ă 8 and
ř

jPI dim HomRpTi, Tjq ă 8 for each i, j P I.

Thus, the locally unital algebra A is also essentially finite-dimensional, i.e., rR is Schurian.
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For b P B, pick ipbq P I and a primitive idempotent eb P eipbqAeipbq such that Tipbqeb –

Tεpbq. Then rP pbq :“ Aeb is an indecomposable projective A-module, and
 

rLpbq :“ hd rP pbq
ˇ

ˇ b P B
(

is a full set of pairwise inequivalent irreducibles. It is immediate that ρ : B Ñ Λop defines

a stratification of rR. One checks that steps (1)–(12) from the proof of Theorem 4.11
all go through essentially unchanged in the present setting. This completes the proof

but for one point: we must observe finally that rR is p´εq-tilting-bounded. This follows

because the analog of the matrix (4.21) for rR is the Cartan matrix
`

dim HomBpP paq, P pbqq
˘

a,bPB

of R. Its rows and columns have only finitely many non-zero entries as B is essentially
finite-dimensional. �

We leave it to the reader to adapt Corollaries 4.12 and 4.13 to the present setting.

5. Examples

In this section, we explain several examples. The ones in §5.1 are new (but entirely
elementary). The others are well known. For the ones in §§5.3–5.4 we give very few
details, but have tried to outline carefully the relevant ingredients from the existing
literature.

5.1. Some examples via quiver and relations. The following examples are of a
similar nature to the one in [AHLU, Example 2.3]. Let A, B and C be the basic finite-
dimensional algebras defined as the path algebra of the following quivers:

A p1 ă 2q : 1x
$$

a
((
2

b

hh with relations x2 “ 0, ab “ 0, baxb “ 0, (5.1)

B p1 ą 2q : 1y
$$ c // 2 z

zz
with relations y2 “ 0, z2 “ 0, zc “ 0, (5.2)

C p1 ą 2q : 1

u1

MM

u2

��
d // 2

v1

QQ

v2

��

with relations uiuj “ 0, vivj “ 0, vid “ 0. (5.3)

The algebra A has basis te1, x, ba, bax, xba, xbax; e2, axb; b, xb; a, ax, axba, axbaxu, B has
basis te1, y; e2, z; c, cyu, and C has basis te1, u1, u2; d, du1, du2; e2, v1, v2u. The centers
ZpAq and ZpBq are isomorphic, with bases te1 ` e2, bax` xba` axbu and te1 ` e2, zu,
respectively. The center ZpCq has basis te1 ` e2, v1, v2u.

The irreducible A-, B- and C-modules are all indexed by the set t1, 2u. We are going
to consider A-modfd, B-modfd and C-modfd with the stratifications defined by the orders
1 ă 2, 1 ą 2 and 1 ą 2, respectively.

We first look at B-modfd. As usual, we denote its irreducibles by Lpiq, indecomposable
projectives by P piq, standards by ∆piq, etc...

The indecomposable projectives and injectives look as follows (where we abbreviate
the simple module Lpiq just by i):
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P p1q “ 1
y c

1
c

2

2

, P p2q “ 2
z

2

, Ip1q “ 1
y

1

, Ip2q “ 1

2 1

y

2
z c

.

From this, one computes the structure of the standards and costandards:

∆p1q “ P p1q, ∆̄p1q “ 1
c

2

, ∆p2q “ P p2q, ∆̄p2q “ Lp2q,

∇p1q “ Ip1q, ∇̄p1q “ Lp1q, ∇p2q “ 2
z

2

, ∇̄p2q “ Lp2q.

It follows easily that B-modfd is fully stratified.
Next we look at the tilting modules in B-modfd. If one takes the sign function

ε “ pε1, ε2q to be either p`,`q or p´,`q then one finds that the indecomposable ε-
tilting modules are P p1q and P p2q with filtrations

P p1q “
∆̄p1q
∆̄p1q

“
∇p1q

∇̄p2q ‘ ∇̄p2q, P p2q “ ∆p2q “
∇̄p2q
∇̄p2q.

These cases are not interesting since the Ringel dual category is just B-modfd again. As-
sume henceforth that ε “ p´,´q or p`,´q. Then the indecomposable ε-tilting modules
have the following structure:

1

y c

2

z

T p1q “ 1

c

2 2

z

“
∆̄p2q ‘ ∆̄p2q

∆p1q
“

∇p1q
∇p2q ‘∇p2q, T p2q “ P p2q.

2

To see this, one just has to check that these modules are indecomposable with the
appropriate ∆ε- and ∇ε-flags. The minimal projective resolution of T p1q takes the form

¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑ P p2q ‘ P p2q ÝÑ P p2q ‘ P p2q ÝÑ P p1q ‘ P p2q ‘ P p2q ÝÑ T p1q ÝÑ 0,

in particular, it is not of finite projective dimension. Observe also that there is a non-split
short exact sequence 0 Ñ X Ñ T p1q Ñ X Ñ 0 where

X “ 1
c

2
z

2

.

Let T :“ T p1q ‘ T p2q. We claim that EndBpT q
op is the algebra A defined above. To

prove this, one takes x : T p1q Ñ T p1q to be an endomorphism whose image and kernel is
the submodule X of T p1q, a : T p2q Ñ T p1q to be a homomorphism which includes T p2q
as a submodule of X Ď T p1q, and b : T p1q Ñ T p2q to be a homomorphism with kernel
containing X and image Lp2q Ď T p2q. Hence, A-modfd is the Ringel dual of B-modfd

relative to T .
One can also analyze A-modfd directly. Its indecomposable projectives (displayed on

the left) and hence the standard and proper standard modules (displayed on the right)
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have the following structure:

rP p1q “ 1
a x

rP p2q “ 2

b

r∆p1q “ 1
x

r∆p2q “ rP p2q,

2

b

1

a

1

x

1,

1

x

2

b

1

a

r∆p1q “ rLp1q, r∆p2q “ 2

b

1
a

1
x

2, 1
x

2 1
a

1.

2,

Continuing with ε “ p´,´q or ε “ p`,´q, it is easy to check directly from this that
A-modfd is p´εq-stratified, as we knew already due to Theorem 4.11. However, it is not
ε-stratified for either choice of ε, so it is not fully stratified. We leave it to the reader

to compute the indecomposable p´εq-tilting modules rT p1q and rT p2q in B-modfd. Their
structure reflects the structure of the injectives Ip1q and Ip2q in A-modfd.

Let rT :“ rT p1q ‘ rT p2q – T˚. By the double centralizer property from Corollary 4.12,

we have that B “ EndAp rT q
op, as may also be checked directly. By Theorem 4.15, the

functor RHomAp rT ,´q : DbpA-modfdq Ñ DbpB-modfdq is an equivalence. Note though
that RHomBpT,´q : DbpB-modfdq Ñ DbpA-modfdq is not one; this follows using [Kel,
Theorem 4.1] since T p1q does not have finite projective dimension.

Finally, we briefly consider C-modfd. By similar analysis to B-modfd, one checks that
it is fully stratified. Then we take ε “ p´,`q, and compute the indecomposable ε-tilting
modules:

1

u1d

1

du2

2

v1 v2

T p1q “ 2 1

d

2 “
∆̄p1q ‘ ∆̄p1q

∆̄p1q
“

∇p1q
∇̄p2q ‘ ∇̄p2q ‘ ∇̄p2q, T p2q

ljhn

‖
P p2q

“ 2 2.

2

The endomorphism algebra D :“ EndCpT p1q‘T p2qq
op can now be computed. One finds

in particular that dimZpDq “ 4, whereas dimZpCq “ 3. This implies that C-modfd

and its Ringel dual D-modfd relative to T p1q ‘ T p2q are not derived equivalent; see e.g.
[KZ, Proposition 6.3.2]. This conclusion is consistent with Theorem 4.15.

5.2. Category O for affine Lie algebras. Perhaps the first naturally occurring ex-
amples of finite highest weight categories came from the blocks of the BGG category O
for a semisimple Lie algebra. This context also provides natural examples of finite strat-
ified categories; see [Maz1] for a survey. To get examples of semi-infinite highest weight
categories, one can consider instead blocks of the category O for an affine Kac-Moody
Lie algebra. We briefly recall the setup referring to [Kac], [Car] for more details.

Let
˝

g be a finite-dimensional semisimple Lie algebra over C and

g :“
˝

g bCCrt, t´1s ‘ Cc‘ Cd
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be the corresponding affine Kac-Moody algebra. Fix also a Cartan subalgebra
˝

h con-

tained in a Borel subalgebra
˝

b of
˝

g. There are corresponding subalgebras h and b of g,
namely,

h :“
˝

h ‘Cc‘ Cd, b :“
´

˝

b bCCrts`
˝

g bCtCrts
¯

‘ Cc‘ Cd.

Let tαi | i P Iu Ă h˚ and thi | i P Iu Ă h be the simple roots and coroots of g and p¨|¨q be
the normalized invariant form on h˚, all as in [Kac, Ch. 7–8]. The basic imaginary root
δ P h˚ is the positive root corresponding to the canonical central element c P h under
p¨|¨q. The linear automorphisms of h˚ defined by si : λ ÞÑ λ´λphiqαi generate the Weyl
group W of g. Let ρ P h˚ be the element satisfying ρphiq “ 1 for all i P I and ρpdq “ 0.
Then define the shifted action of W on h˚ by w ¨ λ “ wpλ` ρq ´ ρ for w PW , λ P h˚.

We define the level of λ P h˚ to be pλ` ρqpcq P C. It is critical if it equals the level of
λ “ ´ρ, i.e., it is zero5. We usually restrict our attention to integral weights λ, that is,
weights λ P h˚ such that λphiq P Z for all i P I. The level of an integral weight is either
positive, negative or critical (“ zero). For any λ P h˚, we define

λ̃ :“ ´λ´ 2ρ. (5.4)

Since w ¨ p´λ´2ρq “ ´w ¨λ´2ρ, weights λ and µ are in the same orbit under the shifted

action of W if and only if so are λ̃ and µ̃. Note also that the level of λ is positive (resp.,

critical) if and only if the level of λ̃ is negative (resp., critical). A crucial fact is that the
orbit W ¨ λ of an integral weight λ of positive level contains a unique weight λmax such
that λmax` ρ is dominant; e.g., see [Kum, Exercise 13.1.E8a and Proposition 1.4.2]. By
[Kum, Corollary 1.3.22], this weight is maximal in its orbit with respect to the usual
ordering ď on weights, i.e., µ ď λ if λ´ µ P

À

iPI Nαi. If λ is integral of negative level,
we deduce from this discussion that its orbit contains a unique minimal weight λmin.

For λ P h˚, let ∆pλq be the Verma module with highest weight λ and Lpλq be its
unique irreducible quotient. Although Verma modules need not be of finite length, the
composition multiplicities r∆pλq : Lpµqs are always finite. There is also the dual Verma
module ∇pλq which is the restricted dual ∆pλq# of ∆pλq, i.e., the sum of the duals of the
weight spaces of ∆pλq with the ĝ-action twisted by the Chevalley antiautomorphism.

All of the modules just introduced are objects in the category O consisting of all
g-modules M which are semisimple over h with finite-dimensional weight spaces and
such that the set of weights of M is contained in the lower set generated by a finite
subset of h˚; see [Kum, Section 2.1]. In the literature, one also often encounters a larger

category pO consisting of the g-modules M which are semisimple over h and locally finite-

dimensional over b. The latter category is ind-complete, and moreover every module in pO
is the union of its finitely generated submodules, all of which belong to the subcategory

O. It follows that the inclusion functor O Ñ pO induces an equivalence of categories

between the ind-completion IndpOq and the category pO.
Let „ be the equivalence relation on h˚ generated by λ „ µ if there exists a positive

root γ and n P Z such that 2pλ`ρ|γq “ npγ|γq and λ´µ “ nγ. For a „-equivalence class

Λ, let OΛ (resp., pOΛ) be the full subcategory of O (resp., pO) consisting of all M P O
(resp., M P pO) such that rM : Lpλqs ‰ 0 ñ λ P Λ. Note that pOΛ is the ind-completion
of OΛ. In view of the linkage principle from [KK, Theorem 2], these subcategories may

be called the blocks of O and of pO, respectively. In particular, by [DGK, Theorem 4.2],
any M P O decomposes uniquely as a direct sum M “

À

ΛPh˚{„MΛ with MΛ P OΛ.

Note though that O is not the coproduct of its blocks in the strict sense since it is

5Many authors define the level to be λpcq, in which case the critical level is ´ȟ, where ȟ is the dual

Coxeter number.
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possible to find M P O such that MΛ is non-zero for infinitely many different Λ. The

situation is more satisfactory for the ind-completions: pO is the product of its blocks
since by [Soe, Theorem 6.1] the functor

ź

ΛPh˚{„

pOΛ Ñ pO, pMΛqΛPh˚{„ ÞÑ
à

ΛPh˚{„

MΛ (5.5)

is an equivalence of categories. Note also that r∆pλq : Lpµqs ‰ 0 implies that the level
of λ equals that of µ, since the scalars by which c acts on Lpλq and Lpµq must agree.
Consequently, we can talk simply about the level of a block.

A general combinatorial description of the „-equivalence classses Λ can be found for
instance in [Fie3, Lemma 3.9]. To keep things simpler, we restrict ourselves from now
on to integral blocks. In non-critical levels, one gets exactly the W -orbits W ¨ λ of the
integral weights of non-critical level. In critical level, one needs to incorporate also the
translates by Zδ. From this description, it follows that the poset pΛ,ďq underlying an
integral block OΛ is upper finite with unique maximal element λmax if OΛ is of positive
level, and lower finite with unique minimal element λmin if OΛ is of negative level. In
case of the critical level, the poset is neither upper finite nor lower finite, but it is always
interval finite.

Example 5.1. Here we give some explicit examples of posets which can occur for
g “ ŝl2, the Kac-Moody algebra for the Cartan matrix

`

2 ´2
´2 2

˘

. The labelling set for

the principal block is W ¨ 0 “ tλk, µk | k ě 0u where λk :“ ´ 1
2kpk` 1qα0 ´

1
2kpk´ 1qα1

and µk :“ ´ 1
2kpk ´ 1qα0 ´

1
2kpk ` 1qα1. This is a block of positive level with maximal

element λ0 “ µ0 “ 0. Applying the map (5.4), we deduce that W ¨ p´2ρq “ tλ̃k, µ̃k |
k ě 0u. This is the labelling set for a block of negative level with minimal element

λ̃0 “ µ̃0 “ ´2ρ. Finally, we have that W ¨ pα0 ´ ρq \W ¨ pα1 ´ ρq “ tλ̄k, µ̄k | k P Zu
where λ̄k :“ pk ` 1qα0 ` kα1 ´ ρ and µ̄k :“ kα0 ` pk ` 1qα1 ´ ρ. This is the labelling
set for a block of critical level, and it is neither upper nor lower finite. The following
pictures illustrate these three situations:

0
s1 s0

λ̄2

δ
s1

µ̄2

δ
s0

µ̃3 λ̃3

µ1

s0

λ1

s1

λ̄1

δ
s1

µ̄1
s0

δ

λ̃2

s1

µ̃2

s0

λ2

s1

µ2

s0

, λ̄0

s1
δ

µ̄0

δ
s0

, µ̃1

s0

λ̃1

s1

.

µ3 λ3 λ̄´1 µ̄´1 ´2ρ
s1 s0

Recall the definitions of upper finite and lower finite highest weight categories from
Definitions 3.42 and 3.64, respectively.

Theorem 5.2. Let OΛ be an integral block of O of non-critical level. Then it is an upper
finite or lower finite highest weight category according to whether the level is positive or
negative, respectively. In both cases, the standard and costandard objects are the Verma
modules ∆pλq and the dual Verma modules ∇pλq, respectively.

Proof. First, we prove the result for an integral block OΛ of positive level. As explained
above, the poset Λ is upper finite in this case. Let λmax be its unique maximal weight.
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Claim 1: In the positive level case, OΛ is the full subcategory of pOΛ consisting of all
modules M such that rM : Lpλqs ă 8 for all λ P Λ. To prove this, given M P OΛ, it is
obvious that all of its composition multiplicities are finite since M has finite-dimensional

weight spaces. Conversely, suppose that all of the composition multiplicities of M P pOΛ

are finite. All weights of M lie in the lower set generated by λmax. Moreover, for
λ ď λmax, the dimension of the λ-weight space of M is

dimMλ “
ÿ

µPΛ

rM : LpµqsdimLpµqλ.

Since the poset is upper finite, there are only finitely many µ P Λ such that the λ-weight
space Lpµqλ is non-zero, and these weight spaces are finite-dimensional, so we deduce
that dimMλ ă 8. This proves the claim.

Now we observe that the Verma module Mpλmaxq with maximal possible highest weight

is projective in pOΛ. From this and a standard argument involving translation functors
through walls (see e.g. [Nei]) and the combinatorics from [Fie1, §4] (see also the in-
troduction of [Fie2]), it follows that each of the irreducible modules Lpλq pλ P Λq has

a projective cover P pλq in pOΛ. Moreover, these projective covers have (finite) ∆-flags
as in the axiom (P∆). In particular, this shows that each P pλq actually belongs to
OΛ. All that is left to complete the proof of the theorem in the positive level case is to
show that OΛ is a locally Schurian category. Let A :“

À

λ,µPΛ HomgpP pλq, P pµqq with

multiplication that is the opposite of composition. Since the multiplicities rP pµq : Lpλqs
are finite, A is a locally finite-dimensional locally unital algebra. Using Lemma 2.3, we

deduce that pOΛ is equivalent to the category A-mod of all left A-modules. As explained
in the discussion after (2.25), A-modlfd is the full subcategory of A-mod consisting of all
modules with finite composition multiplicities. Combining this with Claim 1, we deduce

that the equivalence between pOΛ and A-mod restricts to an equivalence between OΛ

and A-modlfd. Hence, OΛ is a locally Schurian category.
We turn our attention to an integral block OΛ of negative level. In this case, we know

already that the poset Λ is lower finite with a unique minimal element λmin.

Claim 2. In the negative level case, the category OΛ is the full subcategory of pOΛ con-

sisting of all modules of finite length. For this, it is obvious that any module in pOΛ of
finite length belongs to OΛ. Conversely, any object in OΛ is of finite length thanks to
the formula [Kum, 2.1.11 (1)], taking λ therein to be λmin.

From Claim 2 and Lemma 2.1, it follows that R :“ OΛ is a locally finite Abelian
category. By [Fie1, Theorem 2.7] the Serre subcategory R� of R associated to Λ� is a
finite highest weight category for each finite lower set Λ� of Λ. We deduce that R is a
lower finite highest weight category using Lemma 3.62. �

Let OΛ be an integral block of non-critical level. Since pOΛ is a Grothendieck category,
it has enough injectives. However it does not have enough projectives in general. This is
apparent from the general theory developed in §3.3 and §3.5; see also [Soe, Remark 6.5].
In fact, the situation in positive versus negative levels is quite different:

‚ In the positive level case, we have noted already that the irreducible modules have
projectives covers, namely, the modules tP pλq | λ P Λu constructed in the proof of
Theorem 5.2. Their restricted duals Ipλq :“ P pλq# are the indecomposable injective

modules in pOΛ; they possess (finite) ∇-flags as in axiom (I∇) so belong to OΛ.
‚ In the negative level case, each irreducible module Lpλq pλ P Λq has an injective hull

Ipλq in pOΛ which possesses a (possibly infinite) ascending ∇-flag in the sense of
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Definition 3.51. But, pOΛ usually does not have any projectives at all (although one
could construct such modules in the pro-completion of OΛ as done e.g. in [Fie2]).

The following results about tilting modules are consequences of the general theory de-
veloped in §4.1 and §4.3. They already appeared in an equivalent form in [Soe].

‚ In the negative level case, tilting modules are objects in OΛ admitting both a
(finite) ∆-flag and a (finite) ∇-flag. The isomorphism classes of indecomposable
tilting modules in OΛ are parametrized by their highest weights. They may also be
constructed by applying translation functors to the Verma module ∆pλminq.

‚ In the positive level case, tilting modules are objects in OΛ which admit a (possibly
infinite) ascending ∆-flag and a (possibly infinite) descending ∇-flag in the sense of
Definition 3.35. Again, the isomorphism classes of indecomposable tilting modules
are parametrized by their highest weights.

In both cases, our characterization of the indecomposable tilting module T pλq of highest
weight λ is slightly different from the one given in [Soe, Definition 6.3]. From our
definition, one sees immediately that T pλq# – T pλq.

Remark 5.3. Elsewhere in the literature dealing with positive level, it is common to
pass to a different category of modules, e.g., to the Whittaker category in [BY] or to
truncated versions of O in [SVV, Section 3], before contemplatin tilting modules.

Our next result is concerned with the Ringel duality between integral blocks of positive
and negative level. This depends crucially on a special case of the Arkhipov-Soergel
equivalence from [Ark], [Soe]. Let S be Arkhipov’s semi-regular bimodule, which is the
bimodule Sγ of [Soe] with γ :“ 2ρ as in [Soe, Lemma 7.1]. For λ P h˚, let T pλq be the
indecomposable tilting module from [Soe, Definition 6.3]. Also let P pλq be a projective

cover of Lpλq in pO whenever such an object exists, cf. [Soe, Remark 6.5(2)].

Theorem 5.4 (Arkhipov, Soergel). Tensoring with the semi-regular bimodule defines
an equivalence SbUpgq´ : ∆pOq Ñ ∇pOq between the exact subcategories of O consisting
of objects with (finite) ∆- and ∇-flags, respectively, such that

(1) S bUpgq ∆pλq – ∇pλ̃q;
(2) S bUpgq P pλq – T pλ̃q (assuming P pλq exists).

Corollary 5.5. Assume that OΛ is an integral block of negative level. Let rR be the
Ringel dual of R :“ OΛ relative to some choice of T “

À

iPI Ti as in Definition 4.19,

and let F be the Ringel duality functor from (4.9). Also let rΛ :“ tλ̃ |λ P Λu. Then there

is an equivalence of categories E : rR Ñ O
rΛ such that E ˝ F : ∇pOΛq Ñ ∆pO

rΛq is a
quasi-inverse to the Arkhipov-Soergel equivalence S bUpgq ´ : ∆pO

rΛq Ñ ∇pOΛq.

Proof. Note to start with that O
rΛ is an integral block of positive level. Moreover, the

map Λop Ñ rΛ, λ ÞÑ λ̃ is an order isomorphism.
Choose a quasi-inverse D to S bUpgq ´ : ∆pO

rΛq Ñ ∇pOΛq, and set Pi :“ DTi. By

Theorem 5.4(2), pPiqiPI is a projective generating family for pO
rΛ. Moreover, recalling that

rR is the category A-modlfd where A :“
À

i,jPI HomOΛ
pTi, Tjq, the functor D induces an

isomorphism via which we can identify A with
À

i,jPI HomO
rΛ
pPi, Pjq.

As explained in the proof of Theorem 5.2, the functor

H :“
à

iPI

HomO
rΛ
pPi,´q : O

rΛ Ñ A-modlfd

is an equivalence of categories. Moreover, we have that

H ˝D “
à

iPI

HomO
rΛ
pPi, Dp´qq –

à

iPI

HomOΛpS bUpgq Pi,´q –
à

iPI

HomOΛpTi,´q “ F.
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Letting E be a quasi-inverse equivalence to H, it follows that E ˝ F – D. �

Remark 5.6. In the setup of Corollary 5.5, the Arkhipov-Soergel equivalence extends
to an equivalence S bUpgq ´ : ∆ascpO

rΛq Ñ ∇ascpOΛq, which is a quasi-inverse to E ˝F :

∇ascpOΛq Ñ ∆ascpO
rΛq. These functors interchange the indecomposable injectives in pOΛ

with the indecomposable tiltings in O
rΛ.

Finally we discuss the situation for an integral critical block OΛ. As we have already
explained, in this case the poset Λ is neither upper nor lower finite. In fact, these blocks
do not fit into the framework of this article at all, since the Verma modules have infinite
length and there are no projectives. One sees this already for the Verma module ∆p´ρq

for g “ psl2, which has composition factors Lp´ρ´mδq for m ě 0, each appearing with
multiplicity equal to the number of partitions of m; see e.g. [AF1, Theorem 4.9(1)].

However, there is an auto-equivalence Σ :“ Lpδq b ´ : pOΛ Ñ pOΛ, which makes it

possible to pass to the restricted category pOres
Λ , which we define next.

Let An be the vector space of natural transformations Σn Ñ Id. This gives rise to a

graded algebra A :“
À

nPZAn. Then the restricted category pOres
Λ is the full subcategory

of pOΛ consisting of all modules which are annihilated by the induced action of An for
n ‰ 0; cf. [AF1, §4.3]. The irreducible modules in the restricted category are the same

as in pOΛ itself. There are also the restricted Verma modules

∆pλqres :“ ∆pλq

N

ÿ

ηPA‰0

im
`

η∆pλq : Σn∆pλq Ñ ∆pλq
˘

(5.6)

from [AF1, §4.4]. In other words, ∆pλqres is the largest quotient of ∆pλq that belongs
to the restricted category. Similarly, the restricted dual Verma module ∇pλqres is the
largest submodule of ∇pλq that belongs to the restricted category.

The restricted category pOres
Λ is no longer indecomposable: by [AF2, Theorem 5.1] it

decomposes further as
pOres

Λ “
ź

ΛPΛ{W

pOres
Λ

(5.7)

where Λ{W denotes the orbits of W under the dot action. For instance, the poset Λ
for the critical level displayed in Example 5.1 splits into two orbits W ¨ pα0 ´ ρq and

W ¨ pα1 ´ ρq (i.e., one removes the edges labelled by δ). In the most singular case, pOres
´ρ

is a product of simple blocks; in particular, ∆resp´ρq “ Lp´ρq “ ∇resp´ρq.

Conjecture 5.7. Let pOres
Λ

be a regular (in the sense of [AF2]) integral critical block.

Let Ores
Λ

:“ Fin
´

pOres
Λ

¯

be the full subcategory consisting of all modules of finite length.

Then Ores
Λ

is an essentially finite highest weight category with standard and costandard

objects ∆pλqres and ∇pλqres for λ P Λ. Moreover, the indecomposable projective modules
in Ores

Λ
are also its indecomposable tilting modules, and therefore Ores

Λ
is tilting-bounded

and Ringel self-dual.

This conjecture is true for the basic example of a critical block from Example 5.1
thanks to [Fie3, Theorem 6.6]; the same category arises as the principal block of cate-
gory O for gl1|1pCq discussed in §5.5 below. The conjecture is also consistent with the

so-called Feigin-Frenkel conjecture [AF1, Conjecture 4.7], which says that composition
multiplicities of restricted Verma modules are related to the periodic Kazhdan-Lusztig
polynomials from [Lus] (and Jantzen’s generic decomposition patterns from [Jan2]).
These polynomials depend on the relative position of the given pair of weights and,
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when not too close to walls, they vanish for weights that are far apart. This is con-
sistent with the conjectured existence of indecomposable projectives of finite length in
regular blocks of the restricted category.

It seems to us that the Feigin-Frenkel conjecture might have a geometric explanation
in terms of a sequence of equivalences of categories similar to [FG, (7)]. Ultimately
this should connect Ores

Λ
with representations of the quantum group analog of Jantzen’s

thickened Frobenius kernel G1T . The latter are already known by [AJS, §17] to be
essentially finite highest weight categories controlled6 by the periodic Kazhdan-Lusztig
polynomials. Also, in these categories, tilting modules are projective, hence, the Ringel
self-duality would be an obvious consequence.

5.3. Rational representations. As we noted already after Definition 3.64, the defini-
tion of lower finite highest weight category originated in the work of Cline, Parshall and
Scott [CPS1]. As well as the BGG category O already mentioned, their work was moti-
vated by the representation theory of a connected reductive algebraic group G in positive
characteristic, as developed for example in [Jan1]: the (monoidal!) category ReppGq of
finite-dimensional rational representations of G is a lower finite highest weight category.
We give a little more detail in the next paragraph.

Fixing a maximal torus T contained in a Borel subgroup B of G, the weight poset Λ
is the set X`pT q of dominant characters of T with respect to B; Jantzen’s convention is
that the roots of B are negative. The costandard objects ∇pλq are the induced modules
H0pG{B,Lλq. For the partial order ď, one can use the usual ordering on X`pT q, or
the more refined Bruhat order of [Jan1, §II.6.4]. This makes ReppGq into a lower finite
highest weight category by [Jan1, Proposition II.4.18] and [Jan1, Proposition II.6.13].
In fact, in the case of ReppGq, all of the general results about ascending ∇-flags found in
§3.5 were known already before the time of [CPS1], e.g., they are discussed in Donkin’s
book [Do1] (and called there good filtrations). Tilting modules for G were studied in
[Do3]. However, our general formulation of semi-infinite Ringel duality from §4.4 is not
mentioned there explicitly there: Donkin instead took the approach pioneered in [Do2]
of truncating to a finite lower set before taking Ringel duals.

A key observation in this setting is that tensor products of tilting modules are tilt-
ing; this is the Donkin-Mathieu-Wang theorem [Do1], [Mat], [Wan]. It suggests the
following construction. Let pTiqiPI be a family of tilting modules in ReppGq such that
every indecomposable tilting module is isomorphic to a summand of a tensor product
Ti :“ Ti1b¨ ¨ ¨bTir for some finite (possibly empty) sequence i “ pi1, . . . , irq of elements
of I. Let xIy denote the set of all such sequences. Then define A to be the category
with objects xIy and HomApi, jq :“ HomGpTi, Tjq, with composition induced by com-
position in ReppGq. The category A has an evident strict monoidal structure; the tensor
product of objects is by concatenation of sequences. Recalling Remark 2.4, the locally
Schurian category FunpAop,Vecfdq is the Ringel dual of ReppGq relative to pTiqiPxIy. It
is naturally an upper finite highest weight category.

The simplest interesting example comes fromG “ SL2. For this, we may take I :“ t‚u
and T‚ to be the natural two-dimensional representation. The strict monoidal category A
in this case has an explicit diagrammatical description: it is the Temperley-Lieb category
at parameter 2; see e.g. [GW]. The case that G “ GLn is also much studied. If one
assumes that p :“ char k is either 0 or satisfies p ą n, then one can take I :“ t�, �u, T�
to be the natural G-module V , and T� to be its dual V ˚. The resulting strict monoidal
category A is the oriented Brauer category OBpnq modulo one relation corresponding to

the fact that
Źn`1

V “ 0; see e.g. [Bru, Theorem 1.10]. When 0 ă p ď n one needs to

6One needs to assume that the root of unity ` is odd and bigger than or equal to the Coxeter number.
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include all of the exterior powers
Źm

V and
Źm

V ˚ for 1 ď m ď n in order to get an
appropriate generating family of tilting modules.

All of this works also when G is replaced by the corresponding quantum group Uqpgq,
possibly at a root of unity (taking the Lusztig form). When at a root of unity over the
ground field is C, it turns out that the indecomposable projectives and injectives in the
category of rational representations of Uqpgq are all finite-dimensional, i.e., the category
is Schurian. Tiltings are also finite-dimensional, indeed, the category is tilting-bounded
in the sense of §4.5. The first example of this nature comes from Uqpsl2q at a root of
unity over C. In this case, see e.g. [AT, Theorem 3.12, Definition 3.3], the principal
block is Morita equivalent to the locally unital algebra A defined as the path algebra of
the quiver

0

a0
((
1

b0

hh

a1
((
2

a2
++

b1

hh 3 ¨ ¨ ¨
b2

hh with relations ai`1ai “ bibi`1 “ aibi ´ bi`1ai`1 “ 0.

The appropriate partial order on the weight poset N is the natural order 0 ă 1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ .
The indecomposable projectives have the following structure:

P p0q “ 0

1

0

, P p1q “ 1

0 2

1

, P p2q “ 2

1 3

2

, P p3q “ 3

2 4

3

, . . . .

The tilting objects are T p0q :“ Lp0q and T pnq :“ P pn ´ 1q for n ě 1. From this, it
is easy to see that the Ringel dual is described by the same quiver with one additional
relation, namely, that b0a0 “ 0 (and of course the order is reversed).

5.4. Tensor product categorifications. Until quite recently, most of the naturally
occurring examples were highest weight categories (like the ones described in the previous
two subsections). But the work of Webster [Web1], [Web2] and Losev and Webster [LW]
has brought to prominence a very general source of examples that are fully stratified
but seldom highest weight.

Fundamental amongst these new examples are the categorifications of tensor products
of irreducible highest weight modules of symmetrizable Kac-Moody Lie algebras. Rather
than attempting to repeat the definition of these here, we refer the reader to [LW].
All of these examples are finite fully stratified categories possessing a duality as in
Corollary 3.22. Another interesting feature of them is that T`pbq – T´pbq for all b P B:
both families of tilting objects are constructed by the same inductive procedure using
the categorification functors. Consequently, the Ringel dual is both standardly and
costandardly statified, i.e., it is also fully stratified. In fact, the Ringel dual category is
always another tensor product categorification7 (reverse the order of the tensor product).

In [Web1], Webster also introduced some more general tensor product categorifica-
tions, including ones which categorify the tensor product of an integrable lowest weight
module tensored with an integrable highest weight module; see also [BD1, Construction
4.13]. The latter are particularly important since they may be realized as generalized
cyclotomic quotients of the Kac-Moody 2-category. They are upper finite fully stratified
categories, and their Ringel duals are lower finite fully stratified categories.

The category of locally finite-dimensional representations of the Deligne category
ReppGLδq arises as a special case of these lowest weight tensored highest weight tensor

7This was noted in Remark 3.10 of the arxiv version of [LW] but the authors removed this remark in

the published version (along with Remark 2.7 which was misleading).
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product categorifications; see [Bru, Theorem 1.11]. We just note that ReppGLδq is
the additive Karoubi envelope of the oriented Brauer category OBpδq for δ P C, which
was mentioned already in the previous subsection. Its Ringel dual is equivalent to
the Abelian envelope RepabpGLδq of Deligne’s category constructed by Entova, Hinich
and Serganova [EHS], which is a (monoidal!) lower finite highest weight category. In
[E-A], it is shown that RepabpGLδq categorifies a highest weight tensored lowest weight
representation, which is the dual result to that of [Bru]. This example will be discussed
further in a sequel to this article, where we give an explicit description of the blocks of
RepabpGLδq via Khovanov’s arc (co)algebra, thereby proving a conjecture formulated in
the introduction of [BS2].

5.5. Representations of Lie superalgebras. Finally, we mention briefly an interest-
ing source of essentially finite highest weight categories: the analogs of the BGG category
O for classical Lie superalgebras. A detailed account in the case of the Lie superalgebra
glm|npCq can be found in [BLW]. Its category O gives an essentially finite highest weight
category which is neither lower finite nor upper finite. Moreover, it is tilting-bounded
as in §4.5, so that the Ringel dual category is also an essentially finite highest weight
category. There is one very easy special case: the principal block of category O for
gl1|1pCq is equivalent to the category of finite-dimensional modules over the essentially
finite-dimensional locally unital algebra which is the path algebra of the following quiver

¨ ¨ ¨ ´1

a´1

))
0

a0
((

b´1

mm 1
b0

hh

a1
++
2 ¨ ¨ ¨

b1

hh with relations ai`1ai “ bibi`1 “ aibi´ bi`1ai`1 “ 0,

see e.g. [BS1, p. 380]. This is very similar to the Uqpsl2q-example from §5.3, but now
the poset Z is neither lower nor upper finite, and it is Ringel self-dual.

One gets similar examples from ospm|2npCq, as discussed for example in [BW] and

[ES]. The simplest non-trivial case of osp3|2pCq produces the path algebra of a D8
quiver (replacing than the A8 quiver above); see [ES, §II].

The “strange” families pnpCq and qnpCq also exhibit similar structures. The for-
mer has not yet been investigated systematically (although basic aspects of the finite-
dimensional finite-dimensional representations and category O were recently studied in
[B+9] and [CC], respectively). For the latter, we refer to [BD2] and the references
therein. In fact, the integral blocks for qnpCq are fully stratified (rather than highest
weight) categories; this observation is due to Frisk [Fri2].
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